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Fully digital, fully automated /resetable production console. Axiom is a single system with integrated multitrack
recording, non -destructive drop -ins, editing, sequencing
and playback, all with the same high audio quality

The ultimate analogue console. SL 9000 Series offers a
familiar control surface with new, powVrful automation
capabilities. Plus the option of SSL's Disk Track' hard
disk multitrack recorder /editor for in-built digital storI

age and manipulation

ScreenSound V5

Scenaria

with VisionTrack

Digital Audio/Video
System

Latest version of the leading audio for -video editor with faster proces
sor, plus advanced editing features
such as internal reconform to EDLs.
Now with SSL's VisionTrack hard
disk video option.

World- beating digital audio recording, editing and mixing system.
Combines a 24 -track random access
recorder, multi -channel eci
38channel digital mixer, and random
access video.

r

International Headquarters
Begbroke, Oxford, OX5 1RU, England.
Fax: (01865) 842118

Paris: (1) 34 60 46 66 Milan: (2) 262 24956 Tokyo: (3)
New York: (212) 315 1111 Los Angeles: (213) 463 4444

unique Surrourd Sound mixing
capabilities, 'simultaneous stem
mixes and dyna nic /editable panning and Spatial Processing' effects.

DIGITAL

Solid State Logic
Tel: (01865) 842301
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Editorial

Tim Goodyer introduces the new Studio Sound
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A special news

report from Amsterdam's IB(

convention accompanies news from around the world of pro -audio

LE International Columns

Europe, USA, Far East

-three new columns from three well -known columnists with three world views

115 World Events

Diaries at the ready, it's the definitive international
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This month's reviews section gets
its hands dirty on: the new OXF -R3
digital console from Sony, the

report from the world's most famous recording studio on the year's

highest profile recording event
-.

Judge Dredd /Post

DN6000 audio signal analyser from
Klark Teknik, the GX2000 magneto optical audio recorder from Genex,
the VI -1 valve interface from
TL Audio, state -of- the -art VocaLign

Laying down the

postproduction law on one the the year's movie blockbusters

76
79

Sega Sound /Facility

digital processing software from
Synchro Arts, the latest computer
platforms from Apple, as well as the
most recent launches

Sega's new European

production centre has its emphasis on sound

Real World/ Recording
recording week is

a

picture worth

1,000 words: George
Martin and Geoff Emerick
working on new Beatles
songs at Abbey Road
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master class in ethnic instrument recording
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The

first in a new series

September where the console was
given its world premiere. Mr Ohga,
a keen musician and opera singer
was visiting the UK after
conducting an orchestra in Vienna

COMMENT John Watkinson
EMC- friend or foe? John

(Exclusive pics: Chris Taylor)

Watkinson has the answer

ENO INTERVIEW

Broadcast

War lone, Bowie, UZ ... just

Commentary on the world of broadcast with Kevin Hilton

a

few

of the themes Eno improvises on
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interview with Studio Sound
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Sony Corporation Chairman Norio
Ohga with OXF -R3 at Sony's
Basingstoke demo facility in late

Practical studio foldback
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new series of technical comment columns Chris Edwards writes on

Infotainment Scan
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ROMs and audio related books

Shaquille O'Neal. The seven footer in his project studio
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DN6000

REAL TIME AUDIO
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The new DN6000 Spectrum Analyser

analysis to a resolution of 0.2dB - and

from Klark Teknik is sensitive enough to

incorporates microphone or line level

accumulation of measurements can be
achieved to build up a composite average.

measure one of nature's quietest creations.

inputs, with a 20dB trim control to allow

It

optimum visual display.

evening's or even a whole week's data.

By

incorporating the

latest DSP

can automatically analyse a whole

technology, the DN6000 provides superb,

In fact, the DN6000 is designed to

Other features include an internal

high resolution spectrum/time analysis,

conform to Type 1 specifications of IEC 804
and IEC 651 - the standards for integrating

signal generator, output parallel printer

plus all the flexibility, quality and reliability
you expect from the world's leader in

averaging sound level meters.

Thirty two memory positions are

signal processing.
1/6

available to store spectrum analysis data and

Octave spectrum, LET, LEQ and RT60

a further sixteen for LET /LEQ/ RT60. Also,

It

performs real time

1/3

and

.1

i
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KLARK

9D

port and a data output port to link with the
DN3600 programmable graphic equaliser,
allowing auto equalisation.
For further information please contact
Mark Teknik or your nearest agent.

a MARK lY company

The first name with sound system designers

Mark IV Pro Audio Group, Klark Teknik Building. Walter N.ISh Ruad.
Kidderminster, Wores DY11 7H1, England. Teh (015621 741515 Fax: (01562) 745371
Mark IV Pro Audio Group, 448 Post Road. Buchanan, 611 49107, USA.
Tel: (6161 695 4750 Fax: (616) 695 0470
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This EDITION'S
CONTRIBUTORS

The same-but different
t was like one of those nights when you dream you're dreaming. Or one of those
days when you see someone else's reflection in the mirror. Although I knew the

hows and whys behind the changes, exploring the latest issue of the world's best
established pro -audio magazine was a disconcerting experience for me as its [ditor.
Certainly those things that mattered were there: the established standards of authority,
PHIL WARD has interviewed
leading producers and artists for
the UK's latest audio journals.
Atter spells with the late

International Musician and the
very late Music Technology, he is
now Editor of Pro Sound News
Europe. He lives in London with

objectivity, editorial independence... but the feel was fundamentally different. It was better.
My disorientation was temporary. Leafing through the very first copy -the ink barely dry on
its pages -I was forced to conclude that to experiment had been a success. New school
values had triumphed over old.

It began months ago as a series of
lengthy discussions conducted with a
thorough cross- section of audio, video, ,,

broadcast and postproduction
personnel. Through these we defined
an editorial direction and style of

5,000,000 people

'.'

presentation which accurately

,

'

'

PLEASE ALLOW ME
to introduce myself, I'm
a man of somewhat

limited wealth and

only marginally more
taste. It's fallen on

me to take up the
* e+r
role as Executive
reflects the changing markets, atti- a, ,f'i'r
¡I
x
Editor, and as Tim
tudes, tastes and the future of profes+
says there are plenty
t+ sional audio in its many guises. We - ,
of changes happening
evaluated the results and conceived a
here at Studio Sound. It's
plan. As a logical exercise it was near
going to be pretty obvious
faultless but as a practical exercise it was a
from
flicking through the next
white -water ride. Quite apart from the chaos
hundred or so pages what they are
inherent in redesigning any magazine, we were
visually, but what might not be quite
constantly aware that we were dealing with
so
obvious is why they've come about
an institution which has helped define an
and what they're going to mean to you as a
industry and guided peoples' careers for reader. It all started when we took a good
some 36 years. It was exhilarating but
look at the professionals within professional
-and possibly because -it carried audio.
Then we took a good look at the magaundertones of heresy.
zine. Then we looked at the market again, and
Now it's your turn. Some of you
we reached the conclusion that while we were
will recognise the impact of your
content to be the market leader, content to be the
own suggestions; others will be
magazine everyone respected and liked, we were
seeing the changes for the first
also content to be the magazine that hadn't really
time. Either way, you can decide
moved along with the times. Complacent? Well, we
all knew that it is much easier to lose a good repuwhether or not this issue of Studio
tation than it is to gain one.
Sound explores renewed depths of
I arrived safe in the knowledge that we had the
instructional article, offers a
best team for the job and set about building a
genuinely international spread of
magazine that reflects not only the excitement
columns, and some truly sensational
that fuels the pro -audio game, but also my own
exclusive features. I am confident
love for all things musical (and my Jazzmaster!).
that you will not be disappointed.
So here it is, the new style Studio Sound,
Of course, to maintain the standard
packed with some of the most exciting stories
of this issue-and there is much more to
around. Read it, and if you like it let us know.
come in future issues -it has been neces
But more importantly, if you don't like it get
sary to expand the Studio Sound team.
on the phone right now.
A select few names will join those who
I wanted to
In pl
can I just say
are already familiar to you, among them
wrap this up with another clever and witty
that of Executive Editor Nick Smith. Nick's
reference to the Rolling Stones, but as
okay but he could do
you can see, when it
with a haircut.
comes to puns, 'I can't
Nick -you're on...
C
I .
get no satisfaction'
,

DAVE FOISTER

runs the

Guildhall School of Music and
Drama's recording facilities in

London. Involved

in

the music

business for decades, Dave has
been a SAW Soul contributor
for nine years and reviews gear
in the setting of a

professional

working environment

KEITH SPENCER -ALLEN
is a leading audio journalist and

consultant, ably qualified as he

edited Sago Sour) for nine
years overseeing a number of

'revolutions'. He was, and still is,
a practising recording engineer.

Despite all this, he still hopes to
get a proper job one day

editor
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The OXF-R3 Digital Mixing Console.

It speaks for itself.
We simply invite you to listen.

Sony Broadcast & Professional Europe, Jays Close, Viables, Basingstoke, Hampshire, RG22 4SB, United Kingdom. Sony is

a

registered trademark of the Sony Corporation, Japan.
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Opportunities
for others
THE ABSENCE of Sony,
Panasonic and the other big
broadcast specialists at
September's IBC convention in
Amsterdam, Holland left the way
open for both younger
broadcasting names and the
computer companies that are
crossing over, challenging for
dominance with exhibits of
equal stature.
All the computer companies
that have moved into broadcast
have done so in collaboration
with specialist partners. Silicon
Graphics is no exception.
Among those using the Silicon
platform is Sonic Solutions,
which itself has found new
partners, entering into a
strategic OEM deal with
graphics hard -software
specialist Discreet Logic. Under
the arrangement, Sonic will
supply its digital -audio
technology for Discreet's special
visual effects, editing -and
postproduction- systems.
'Discreet is using our engine
and integrating it into their
solution, giving them high -end
audio for their products,' said
Bert Tellegen, Managing
Director of Sonic Europe.
In the past few years,
graphics companies have seen
the need to include audio on
their systems, but this has
usually been a
concession in the
IL.

THE

V

Studio Sound magazine
is the result of the first
major redesign in over a
decade and the first
part of a major strategy
to redefine Studio
Sound as the only truly
international pro-audio,

Carl Lewis courtesy of Discreet Logic's FLAME: now linked with Sonic Solutions in a OEM deal

form of four or eight channels
bolted on. This is now seen as
not enough. D- Vision Systems
is offering real -time
digital -audio recording on its
range of PC -based nonlinear
editing systems, creating a
virtual mixer within the devices.
'It's not designed as a DAW,'
explained Peter Ennis, Head of
Sales, Europe, Africa and the
Middle East, `but it gives enough
functionality. A lot of audio -forvideo is done in the edit suite.'
Another company to realise

the new for dedicated audio is
Avid, which has created an
audio division with Digidesign,
which merged with Avid earlier
in the year. Showing at IBC '95
was Release v3.5 of the
AudioVision series of DAWs,
offering editing and processing
to sync -locked, full -resolution
digital pictures. The range is
also now available on the Apple
PowerMac platform, while other
new features include clip -based
4 -band parametric EO, and
interactive dynamics and pitch
changing.
An upcoming feature will
be implementation of
Jeff Bloom's VocALign
voice -replacement
system, moving the
AudioVision into ADR
and Foley work.

broadcast and
postpro magazine.
Recent additions
to the editorial team are Executive Editor Nick Smith and Editorial Secretary
Debbie Harris -both from Miller Freeman Technical, a division of parent
company Miller Freeman. Pictured above: Nick Smith (Executive Editor), Tim
Goodyer (Editor), Steve Haysom (Publisher), Debbie Harris (Editorial Secretary),

Another imminent
feature is a more
general one; the
implementation of
OMF 2.0, which, said
Avid's Chief Audio
Editor Mack
Leathurby: 'Is setting
guide-lines for
different platforms.
There are about 40

Joe Hosken (Publishing Editor).

different companies

8 Studio Sound

that we can work with in the
audio industry.'

THE ISSUE of open

formats
between DAWs was addressed by a
number of manufacturers at IBC.
Digital Audio Research's OMR 8
open -media recorder features such
networking and data -exchange
capabilities, allowing the
interchange of audio information
and EDLs with other workstations
and nonlinear video -editing
machines. This also means that
audio reels can be derived from
non -DAR equipment, including the
Lightworks Video Editor. Also on
display were the latest upgrades to
the Sabre Plus edit console,
including optical -disc operation and
increased processing power.
Networking also features on the
latest version of the Fairlight
MFX3, which, with its v12.2
software, now offers time
compression and expansion, with
varispeed and pitch shift. All work
is clip- based, using 40 -bit
floating -point DSP technology
developed by Analog Devices. A
brand new product is the Dali -2T,
a 2 -track editing and mastering
device aimed at production and
audio sweetening applications.
Director of European Operations
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Nick Cook explained that
Dali could be either run
with a multitrack machine
or dumped onto DAT or
CD-ROM, Dali was still in
prototype form but is due
to start shipping in
October. Scheduled for the
New York AES is a digital
console, designed as a
tactile surface for the MFX3, with a
digital dubber slated for launch in
the first quarter of next year,
possibly around NAB '96.
Studio Audio had plenty to
show this year, with the main
focus going on the Octavia
modular digital- editing system,
which is aimed at postproduction
and multitrack work. A system can
be built up from one or more
Octavias, each giving eight
channels of audio input and
output. Included as standard are
20 -bit sigma -delta A -D and D -A
convertors, with full AES -EBU
interfaces on those ins and outs.
Networking is handled by the
Tentacle bus, which can give up to
280 channels of audio transfer
between Octavia units.
At the core of Octavia is
SADiE3 software, which also
features on Studio Audio's SADiE
DAW. French manufacturer
Digigram launched three new
Xtrack workstations, all based
around MPEG audio compression,
allowing a micro computer to work
as a DAW, working with at least
16- tracks on just a 1Gb hard disk.
The Xtrack S11 is the range's
entry point, starting with two
inputs and two outputs, working in
analogue only (an optional
AES -EBU digital input- output
module is available). Top of the
range is the studio -based S9,

featuring two inputs and two
outputs, which can be either
analogue or digital. It can mix up
to 16 mono MPEG audio tracks on
the two outputs in real time and
can be extended up to eight
inputs -eight outputs in incremental
2- channel steps. The S80 is
described by the company as 'a
great novelty', offering the audio
quality of the S9 in a compact
form with eight balanced analogue
outputs. Xtrack units can also now
be linked to a CD -ROM drive,

1
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Euphonix revealed a
broadcast B variant of its

"á

CS2000 digitally controlled

analogue deskfitted with
fault -tolerant power supplies,
audio router interfaces,
mix -minus busing and
multiple studio comms. Desks
have been installed in three
CBS trucks, three at Radio
Quebec, seven at Channel 7 in
Australia, two at NRK and one
each at Chinese TV and

Soundcraft DC2020 can accommodate all surround formats
giving instantaneous selection and
processing of audio CD tracks;
PCX boards handle playback
through direct SCSI transfer.
Although IBC is heavily
orientated towards TV and
postproduction, audio -for -picture
and radio do get a look in. Signal
processing specialist Orban
featured its DSE 7000 DAW, aimed
at radio production. Now working
with v5.1 software, the 7000 is
aimed at the editing of commercial,
announcement and news reports.
The company also introduced the
8208 digital stereo encoder, which
can be used in both conventional
analogue situations or the latest
digital transmission networks.
Digital has already a strong grip
on radio, with DAWs, MiniDisc and
the various replacements for
conventional analogue cart
machines. Now it is starting to
move onto the mixing console, as
was seen on the Audix Broadcast
stand, which introduced the latest
in its MXT range, the 1500. This is
an analogue desk using digital
signal processing in the main
signal path to give the highest
dynamic signal control. The next in

Ablex MXT 1500 console from
Audix Broadcast

the range, the 1600, will be a
completely digital mixer.
Audio Design showed the
DMM1 mini -mixer, which is due to
be fully available from October.
Aimed at video, telecine,
postproduction and dubbing, the
DMM1 has two AES -EBU inputs,
which are handled as four mono
channels within the mixer. These
are then mixed to a stereo master
AES output, also routed separately
to four post -fader outputs.
While the DMM1 is obviously
modest in its intentions, the
Graham -Patten D -ESAM 200 digital
edit -suite audio mixer has more
pretensions, offering eight inputs as
standard, routeing to four digital
and analogue outputs. Sample rate
convertors deal with asynchronous
sources, including CD players and
DAT machines. Other features
include G -P's Virtual Machine
concept, 12 long -throw input faders,
full 4- channel metering and
monitoring, 4-channel edit-preview
switcher, 3 -band parametric EQ
and a GPI control interface.
The increasing demand for
surround sound material has led to
the increase in specialist
postproduction consoles. Soundcraft
is one of the leaders in this field,
working in conjunction with Magtrax.
The latest desk from this
collaboration is the DC2020
Surround, featuring a central
touchscreen control panel dealing
with console automation, machine
control and project managment.
The master section contains the
surround mixing and panning
controls, including dual joysitck
LCRS panners. Also new on the
stand was the B800 TV, radio and
OB production console.

and Zenon Schoepe

France 2.
The company also
announced that it has just

filed a registration document
with the US Securities and
Exchange Commission for a
public share offering of 1.875
million
shares. Two
thirds of
these will be
newly issued
stock with the
other third
being sold by
existing
shareholders.
TimeLine added the Peavey
Electronics MediaMatrix
sound card to its StudioFrame
DAW and announced sales to
Studio Babelsberg Berlin
(two), De Lane Lea London
and UK freelancers Rodney
Glenn and Peter Joly.
The Peavey card was
designed originally for the
architctiral acoustics market
and has been installed at a
number of prestigious
sound -reinforcement sites
including Disney theme parks
using software based audio
processing devices for mixing,
dynamics processors, routers,
signal generators, delay lines,
distribution amps, crossovers,
filters and metering.
MediaMatrix replaces
StudioFrame's StudioCAD
which was a more basic fixed
mixer in comparison to the
completely configurable
building blocks approach of the
new card to 24-channel mixing.

MediaMatrix was developed
for pro -audio and musical
instrument manufacturer
Peavey by ex- Waveframe
employees and was designed
to be bus -compatible with

Studioframe.
OW'
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www.americanradiohistory.com

profession, or risk
staying hungry when
slices of the
performance pie are
shared out.'
In the US
broadcasters have
never paid a fee to play
recorded works over
the air (and this will
Smart moves
second Uptown automation system now installed continue to be the
case), but the country's
new Performance Act
will entitle performers to a payment for
transmissions over new digital carriers such as
satellite and fibre circuits. Re -Pro believes it is
important that American producers band
together in order to collectively negotiate for the
same right to a share of this performance
SMART STUDIOS, in Boulder,
royalty that is enjoyed by their counterparts in
Colorado, whose client list reads like a
some other countries-not only for their benefit
'Who's Who' of alternative music, recently
but also to strengthen the case in territories
added its second Uptown 990 system
where this is not yet the case.
moving -fader automation package.
The Americans, and any other producer
The studio is currently hosting a session
organisations, can have access to our
by Garbage, whose members include Butch
experience in trying to acquire performance
Vig, Steve Marker and Doug Erikson all top
revenues for producers,' explains Filleul. 'What
producers in their own right, and partners at
we have learned and what we have created so
Smart Studios.
far will be made available to them through
The Russ -Berger- designed facility
Re -Pro International, in the hope that we too
features two completely independent
will ultimately benefit from their experiences.'
studios within the same building. Studio A,
Since the 'summit' meeting at AES Paris, Reused predominantly for tracking and
Pro has added the Italian Producers
recording, features a 56- channel Trident 80
Association and the Chinese Association of
Series B that was retrofitted with a
Recording Engineers (CARE) to the five
32-channel Uptown 990 System in
European organisations with which it already
late- February of this year. The mixing room,
has affiliations. Bill Foster
Studio B, is home to a customised
56- channel Harrison desk with full 990
PLASA (UK), VPLT (Germany) and ESTA
System automation added in 1990.
(US and Canada) have announced the
High -profile acts to work at Smart Studios
formation of the World Entertainment
is to include Nirvana, Sonic Youth, U2 and
Technology Federation (WETF). Following
Nine Inch Nails.
the already close working relationship

-a

Uptown move at top

alternative studio

RE -PRO, the UK -based Guild of Recording
Producers, Directors and Engineers, has
announced that it is to set up Re -Pro
International, an umbrella body designed to
service producer and engineer organisations
throughout the world. The official launch will
take place at the AES Convention in New York
where Re -Pro Vice Chairman Peter Filleul will
encourage producers to set up their own
home -based organisation.
A open forum meeting is to be held shortly
after the convention's keynote opening address
by Phil Ramone. Leading producers, produce
managers and industry pundits from both the
USA and Europe will set out their views on how
studio producers should be paid in the future in
the light of changing laws and means of
distributing recorded product.
One of the key issues that concerns studio
producers in many countries is the right to a
share of performance -royalty distribution. Robin
Millar, Chairman of Re -Pro, believes that 'the
role of the record producer is arguably the most
important in the recording process. It is our job
to turn star quality into stardom, and talent into
commercial product. Studio producers must be
able to react to global trends that affect their

10 Studio Sound

between these three major trade
associations, agreement has been reached
to work together in the areas of technical
standards, trading methods, training and
education, and enhancing the prospects

for industry growth internationally.
The leaders of the three organisations will
hold regular meetings in conjunction with
major industry trade shows.
WETF will establish a structure for the
coordination of entertainment industry
technical standards. This formalises the
cooperation which currently exists between
the three organisations. These efforts
include: control protocols; truss and
rigging; and fog and smoke. PLASA, VPLT
and ESTA are currently reviewing their
international membership structures to
bring the benefits of the Federation to their
members and to promote membership on an
international level.
For further information contact:
PLASA. Tel: +44 1323 410335.
Fax: +44 1323 646905.
VPLT. Tel: +49 511 3730277.
Fax: +49 511 3730423.
ESTA. Tel: +1 212 244 1505.
Fax: +1 212 244 1502.

TWENTY YEARS

on, American outboard
experts Aphex are celebrating not only a
lengthy spell in the business but a long series
of recognised patents. Kicking off with the Aural
Exciter in 1975, Aphex then embraced
recording, broadcast and sound reinforcement
markets with units such as the Dominator,
Compellor and Digicoder.
Most recently, the company has returned to
valve technology-in line with much of the
recording industry -but has, typically, added its
own slant in the form of its low -voltage
Tubessence circuitry.
Aphex Systems, US Tel: +1 818 767 2929.

FOLLOWING THE UNTIMELY

death
of founder Dave Harrison, London's Intimate
Studios has installed an 80- channel Series
12, fully automated recording console.
Described as a mixture of traditional and
layered design, the new console
incorporates economy of space, fully
dynamic automation (including patching to
outboard equipment) and extensive
expandability. Intimate's desk presently
offers 80 input -channels, 260 automated
inputs on mixdown, gating and compression
on all channels and 24 remote mic preamps.
Intimate Studios. Tel: +44 171 702 0789.

hdCD HARMONY has arrived

through an
agreement made between Philips and Sony,
and the Toshiba -Time -Warner- backed SD
Alliance to combine their technical resources.
The new format was proposed by Philips and
Sony as a way to avert yet another costly
format battle-the likes of which has cost both
parties dearly in the past. The suggestion was
put to the various members of the Alliance
during August, and proposes two bonded
0.6mm substrates (as used in the Super
Density format) combined with the more robust
EFM+ 8/16 coding scheme employed by
Philips- Sony's MultiMedia CD.
While this news will, for the moment, have
little impact on the standard audio CD -for
which provision has been made in both the
MMCD and SD formats -the compromise deal
is likely to please computer manufacturers who
see the additional capacity and far higher
data -transfer rates offered by hdCD as a
significant step forward for the multimedia
CD -ROM market but who have been concerned
that SD's 8/15 encoding did not offer sufficient
error protection.
A joint statement issued by the principal
members of the SD Alliance in Tokyo on
September 15th said '...considering the
computer companies' request to enhance the
reliability in the worst case, we have reviewed
the possibility of changing the current 8/15
modulation method of the SD format to the 8/16
method, which will set aside one bit for
reliability improvement and, in turn, decrease
the capacity from 5GB to 4.7GB per side and
sacrifice the extra capacity retained for the
movie application.'
'The victor is the consumer: commented
Taizo Nishimuro, Executive Vce President of
the Toshiba Corporation, after the
announcement. Bill Foster
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MIX TO THE FUTURE

Digital audio has just taken
make that

Pioneer

a

a

major step forward. Actually,

mastering DAT recorders that money can buy.

I

But that s quite literally, only half of the
,

H

I

G

your

video formats currently being developed,

DAT
SAM

H

will faithfully sample rate convert your

masters display superior fidelity on the advanced music and

is already amongst the best featured, highly

engineered, and great sounding professional

D -9601

HS DAT recordings back to 44.1 or 48KHz. So not only will

leap. At 44.1 or 48KHz sampling rates, the new

D -9601

i

What's more, the

P

L

N

I

they will also remain reasuringly compatible
G

with the CD, MiniDisc and LaserDisc formats

story. Switch to 88.2 or 96KHz Hi- Sampling and the sonic

of today. And with two D- 9601s, you can even make 44.1 and

improvements are astonishing, adding depth to the sound
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JOHN WATKINSON

EMC: who's really afraid now?
The dust of EMC compliance settles on improved equipment performance

Before

long, the new FM( regulations

take effect under which electrical

equipment has to minimise its

generation

Of

and susceptibility to,

electromagnetic interference. Such legislation
is, in principle, necessary and

timely and

I

cannot see how any other viewpoint is

consistent with

a

professional attitude.

Many years ago the only significant
source of electromagnetic interference
was your sister's hairdrier spoiling the
TV picture. In those simple days, EMC
was a non- event. Then came the
explosion in electronics, fuelled by the
low cost of large -scale integration. The
number of electronic devices in
everyday life increased enormously and
with it the possibility of interference.
More importantly, the consequences of
interference became more serious. The
odd crackling radio caused no more
than temporary irritation, but now
interference to electronic systems can
cause injury or financial loss.
For various reasons the electronics
industry has failed to keep its house in
order. Subsequently there have been
some spectacular failures which have
rightly raised the eyebrows of the
authorities and have also led to the
current legislation.
Legislators cannot be expected to
understand electronics in great depth
and as a result the proposed legislation
is, in a very small number of cases,
unrealistic. In my view this represents a
small imperfection in a vital contribution
to a safer world. Such imperfections can
be sorted out in due course.
There has been a lot of hand -wringing
and protest, particularly from some
audio -equipment manufacturers. Some
of their claims are bizarre, with
suggestions that the proposed legislation
makes it impossible to achieve high
fidelity and so on. In fact, nothing could
be further from the truth. These views
have no technical merit and the
opposite is actually the case. It is my
experience that audio equipment which
is designed to be EMC compliant can
actually sound better and save time in
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circuitry. This is simply poor
engineering. The cure for both
problems is the same. Interestingly
enough, if the system is tested for RF
rejection the common impedance path
would be revealed. Fixing that would
also fix the hum. This illustrates my
point that EMC compliance enhances
the product.
A similar situation arises with power
amplifiers. With modern semiconductors
the distortion performance of power
amplifiers is increasingly a function of
layout. This is particularly true in
Class B where heavy half-wave
currents flow. If there are any common
impedance paths in the amplifier
circuitry, the high currents will raise
voltages which may be added to the
signal voltage, resulting in distortion.
Consequently, good engineering
practice will eliminate common
impedances from the design. In
addition to reducing distortion, this
approach also minimises hum due to
power -supply ripple and buzz due to
the short conduction angle of the
bridge rectifier. The signal-to -noise
ratio benefits accordingly. That same
approach will almost automatically
render the amplifier less liable to
interference from RF picked up on the
input or speaker leads. A small number
of extra components which only
function at RF will finish the job.
EMC is not a subject to be feared,
instead it is a tangible way of
enhancing the quality of audio
products. Rather than finding ways of
avoiding the issue, a far better
THE TRUTH of the matter is that
approach is use EMC theory as a way of
there is nothing wrong with balanced
weeding out inferior designs and profit
audio, provided it is properly
from the consequences. In fact all of
implemented. If the equipment meets
the necessary theory is well established,
EMC regulations it will work when
connected up and save a lot of time and having been perfected in other
industries, and documentation is not
money. In a lot of audio equipment,
hard to come by. For example, the June
especially that using printed- circuit
mounting connectors, Pin of the XLR is issue of the AES Journal ought to be
not connected to chassis as it should be, permanently installed on your bedside
table; mine is.
but is connected to circuit common.
Currents induced in the screen, which
should be shunted harmlessly to chassis,
end up flowing in the circuitry and raise
voltages due to common impedances.
The result is hum and a mechanism
whereby external RF can bypass the
screening of the chassis and enter the

use, therefore costing less to run.
A corollary of this view is that really
high -quality equipment will need little
modification to meet the new
requirements. I suspect that some of the
less sound opinions were only aired in a
futile attempt to stave off the inevitable.
The greatest howls came from the
high -end, hi -fi planet where the laws of
physics do not appear to apply.
Strangely, in high -end, the ratio of
selling price -to- component cost is so
great that the reduction in margin, due
to extra parts required for compliance, is
negligible. Fewer, if any protests, came
from the mass producers although to
them the cost of compliance is
proportionately greater. They know that
all regulations of this kind affect their
competitors by the same amount and
the relative position quo is left the same.
There are several cases which support
this point of view. I learned at school
that professional audio equipment used
balanced connections to avoid noise
pick up. It was just a matter of
connecting up an audio system and it
would work. Of course, in the real world,
it doesn't work; it hums, the lighting
dimmers make it buzz and the
loudspeakers reproduce the local taxis.
You then spend a small age fixing the
system and opine that balanced audio
isn't as good as people say. Off come
safety earths to reduce the hum and you
wince at the shocks you get from leaky
transformers when you forget to put
them back later.
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Sound joins film arsenal
Like the junk culture that inspires them, really loud explosions
transcend all linguistic barriers writes DAN DALEY
Americo's Marketing Machine is now up against an economically

robust Second World that redefines the term `juggernaut' and

against whom we have little to respond with other than

a

trigger-

happy Marlboro Man avidly hooking Asian kids on even shorter lifespans,

The Machine is nervous and geared up like never before.
That it has less and less to actually sell is almost
immaterial. The predominant product under this mythical
rubric is the most intangible of all: American films. And
sound -Big Sound-has become the latest element of the
Hollywood arsenal.
Audio, the eternal step -child of the film and broadcast
business, has taken on a new importance in the last several
years. This is partially to keep pace with consumer
electronics advances. But it's increasingly apparent that
audio has become an area that still retains some headroom
for film -makers in search of bombast. Short of true 3 -D
(those red-and -green cardboard glasses were destined
never to catch on) or the capital-intense IMAX
cinemas -in- the -round, Hollywood is running desperately
short of visual pyrotechnics. Each new production has to
take an increasingly lethargic and numbed audience to an
ever -higher plane of awe and wonderment in order to get
them into theatres and away from rental stores and other
competition for their entertainment dollar, like their
families. To this end, the audio departments of film studios
are operating on a scale never before seen.
It is reasonable to speculate that Hollywood's
now -voracious appetite for larger- than-life sound has
driven the upper end of the digital- audio -workstation
market almost single-handedly. You simply don't make
films without them anymore. You need the ready
accessibility to libraries that they offer and their ability to
combine existing sounds into new ones to stave off the
audio ennui that comes with that staple of Hollywood:
repetition. There is a limited number of ways to visually
portray an exploding car or crashing aircraft; there are
potentially unlimited ways you can make them sound,
digitally. And this approach applies across the spectrum;
the gunshots in Oliver Stone's JFK took weeks to record,
combine, edit, re -edit and layback. Those three shots (or
four, depending upon your personal level of conspiracy
paranoia) were critical to the plot, and they got the audio
they deserved. In spades.

NOW, ALL THIS

is a good thing, right? It's certainly
driven the pro -audio business to new heights of technology
and revenues, and in the process created new niches in the
industry, such as the relatively new screen credit of Sound
Designer. But in a larger context, enhanced audio has
become an accomplice to Hollywood in what could end up
being yet another example of an American industry
shooting itself in the foot. The overall quality of the content
of films made in the US has gone down proportionally to
the percentage of profits that a Hollywood film makes from
overseas rentals -the market that increasingly rescues
cinematic bombs. Arnold Schwartzenegger is perhaps the
perfect example: his films require little in the way of
credible plot or challenging dialogue-much of which
hinges on catch phrases like 'I'll be back' (or 'Bach,' as he
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intones) -but do require more and more in the way of
audio and other pyrotechnics.
Narrative is comprised of exploding vehicles and flying
bullets, all now nicely buttressed by better (or at least
louder) 6-channel audio. Who needs a script, particularly
when more and more of your profit comes from
non -English- speaking markets? The reported $172 million
budget of Kevin Costner's Waterworid, which opened to
dismal reviews in the States, is almost certain to make back
its cost and then some when foreign sales are in. That's
been the case for all but the worst US -made cinematic
stinkers. The film certainly has great audio. But do we care
what it says?
Suspiciously, Roger Ebert, a widely syndicated US
televised film critic, once complained publicly that he
found contemporary film dialogue unintelligible. Not
unintelligent, but unintelligible. He can't hear what the
onscreen performers are saying for the sound of the rest of
the film. (I ran into him in La Guardia Airport last year and
he confirmed the sentiment.)

SOUND EFFECTS and
design have become tantamount
to the script in many Hollywood
productions, and with

Audio, like its brethern arts
and sciences before it, has

become a key component in
ever -increasing reliance on
foreign sales, some might say
that sound is now often
the marketing of films, which
paramount to dialogue. And
that's sound that is added in
starts long before a foot of
postproduction, sound that is
film ever rolls
just a little bit less -but
significantly-integral to the
production itself. There is an
irony here in that Hong Kong's films have virtually all their
audio-including dialogue- dubbed in post, even for
first-run markets like Taiwan and mainland China. In this
sense, every version of the film is just that: a version, not
an original. This might be one of the secrets to Hong
Kong's fast -rising cinematic star, one that Hollywood is just
catching up with. A really, really good, loud, extended
explosion transcends linguistic barriers. It also helps cut
down on the expense of hiring writers and looping.
America makes a lot of good films. Unfortunately, for
every chance that a company like Miramax takes on films
like Kids there are two dozen mega -budget knock -offs that
can literally be shot from the film's 5 -page treatment and
whose viability domestically and overseas is assured by
lots of good -sounding explosions and a couple of
actors -of-the -moment. The audio component of film is
simply doing its job, artfully and with the unstoppable
compunction of the science upon which it is based, and in
doing so contributes blithely to both the good films and
the bad ones. So there is no indictment of film audio
implicit here, just as there is none for stunt coordinators,
DPs or lighting designers. What's needed, though, is an
awareness that audio, like its brethren arts and sciences
before it, has become a key component in the marketing of
films, which starts long before a foot of film ever rolls. And
with marketing today the key determinator of whether a
film gets made at all, this is a valuable insight.
The unexamined life is, indeed, not worth living.
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EUROPE

Over the Rainbow
Sony tries to keep its secrets to itself; Philips announces the music

format for

all

formats writes

BARRY FOX

London TV news station ITN announced it would be first in
Europe to buy Sony's digital system. The way the announcement

was made was more interesting than the announcement itself.

Weekly magazines receive news announcements early to
meet deadlines for publication at around the same time as
national daily newspapers. Monthly magazines like Studio
Sound get them earlier. The advance information is
embargoed. Any journalist or magazine that breaks an
embargo, and publishes ahead of the official announcement,
very quickly gets blacklisted.
But computer companies work in a different way. They
reveal information about new products to the press months
ahead of launch, in strict confidence. I always refuse these
offers of confidential disclo3ure. Why should I play the guinea
pig or unpaid consultant? It can also be very restricting. There
are worrying signs that this practice is spreading into the
professional and broadcast field and it needs to be stopped.
Recently, Sony in Weybridge and ITN in London sent out
joint invitations to a conference staged to announce their
electronic newsroom deal. I was one of many journalists who
asked for advance information, so that I could meet magazine
deadlines. Sony referred me to an outside PR company who
faxed me the most extraordinary sheet of legal gobbledegook.
I had to sign this before they would send me a press release. It
turned out to say little more than we already knew about the
deal. But by then I had signed the
legally binding document.
Rainbow is a new name
Both Sony and ITN admitted
coined by Philips to signify a later that they had not seen the
draconian text, titled 'Proprietary
disc which bridges all the CD tfights and Non Disclosure
Agreement', before it went out to
standards, Red, Green, the press. The document had
¿apparently been drafted for the
Yellow, Blue and Orange. computer industry, but jiggered to
suit the broadcast world.
When the document was
translated into plain English it meant that if I wrote in
advance about the event, l would have to get written
permission from Sony befe handing in my words to the
Editor. Then I would have to get written permission before
anyone in the office passed it to anyone else, including the
printing press staff. Would ITN let its own reporters sign
such a restrictive agreement when working on a news
story? Of course not. Let's hope no other company makes
the same mistake.

IT WOULD BE

nice if record companies could
produce just one version of every new CD, that would play
on all the different kinds of playback platform; Mac or
Windows PC, with or withdut MPEG digital video decoder, or
CD -i player, or audio CD player.
This is what Philips promise from Rainbow CD, the
'revolutionary new multimedia music format', which is
intended to reduce the number of different versions of a CD
that retailers have to handle.
Rainbow is a new name coined by Philips to signify a
disc which bridges all the CD standards, Red, Green,
Yellow, Blue and Orange. Finding someone inside Philips
who fully understands the situation was not an easy task,
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but we got there in the end.
There are three ways of mixing media on a CD. Option one
is the 'multisession' or 'Track One' solution as per the Blue
Book standard. Red Book audio is put on the first track or
session of the disc, immediately after the TOC.
All the computer information is put in later session tracks,
and indexed only to Orange Book standard. So only a
multisession CD -ROM drive can read it. An audio CD player
ignores the computer data.
But Philips' own CD -i players will not play Blue Book discs.
The CD -i player needs to see a burst of CD -i program code at
the start of a disc. If it sees audio instead, it treats the disc as
an audio CD and ignores any computer data that follows.
Philips is modifying the next generation of CD -i players, but
these will not reach the market until 1996.
A personal computer cannot read Blue Book discs with a
CD -ROM drive unless it has been programmed with 'driver'
software. Currently PC owners must load this driver for
themselves, perhaps from a second CD which ïs given away
with the music CD. The new Windows 95 operating system
should put Blue Book drivers onto a PC as standard. But,
despite Microsoft's overblown hype, the world will not
immediately become a Windows 95 paradise. Many existing
PCs will need hardware upgrades, or more likely replacement,

to run the new operating system.
Also, for reasons which Philips do not yet fully understand,
CD -ROM drives made by NEC will not work with Blue Book
discs. Philips estimate that at least 20% of the ROM drives
now in PCs are made by NEC.
The second option is to use a system called Track Zero. The
Table of Contents, which normally lasts only a few seconds, is
greatly extended to hold all the CD -ROM data. This option is
also blocked because some PC -ROM drives, including NEC's,
refuse to read extra data from the TOC. This leaves only the
third option, originally known as Track Two, and now
catch -named Rainbow CD. And this is being used for the first
major multimode release, Doors and Windows by the
Cranberries. It is a joint release from Island and Philips.
The computer data goes into the first session or track 1. The
audio then follows in tracks 2, 3, 4 and so on.
Existing CD -i players and ROM drives should go to the
computer data and play it as intended. A CD audio player goes
first to Track and starts trying in vain to play the computer
data. Some audio players automatically mute their output to
protect the loudspeakers. Others (for example, Philips' own
CD -840) fail to mute and feed square -wave noise to the
loudspeakers. A few may generate a quick burst of data noise
before muting. Or they auto -advance to the next track. It's
suck it and see.
As a result the Cranberries disc carries a damage warning
on the label and there are spoken damage warnings on
Track before the square -wave noise blasts out.
This will not phase computer buffs, but ordinary folk who
buy the disc will be completely befuddled by the warnings, by
hearing nasty noises or seeing their CD player start playing
without making any sound.
One final point: different people use the names Track and
Track 2 to mean different things, depending on whether they
are defining where the audio or data goes. It is far less
confusing to talk about Rainbow (which puts computer data
ahead of the audio) and Blue Book (which puts computer data
after the audio).
1
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The Mic Pre
The tradition
The pedigree
System 9098

Remote Controlled Mic Amplifier
by Rupert Neve the Designer
The need for excellent
microphone signal quality in
contemporary audio production
has never been greater. Although
the audio path may be fully
digitized, the microphone remains
the primary interface between the
signal path and the real world
A microphone cannot feed
long lines without signal degradation; lengths in the
order of 25 metres can degrade performance audibly
and even in a normal recording studio, cable runs are
often greater than this. Critical importance therefore
attaches to the performance of the microphone
amplifier, whether its output is in the original
analogue form or converted to digital

The AMEK / RUPERT NEVE RCMA Remote
Controlled Microphone Amplifier is designed to
provide microphone source audio ofthe highs; possible
calibre by raising the level of the microphone :vial at
source and then feeding the liane from me amplifier
which btu been specifically designed to drive it. Thus
the RCMA will be attractive to broadcasters digital
console owners requiring first-quality mricrophone
signals, location recorders and sound reiafia,cement
operators. Mirions options include simet:eaneots
analogue and digital outputs, a distribution output

and remote operation of the software-driven
control functions. These, combined with e_ceitional
audio performance, make the RCMA a mitre and
original product.
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FAR EAST COLUMN

Rising in the East
Cultural diversity plus social harmony and technological reality equals
commercial opportunity writes
JAMES

JIM

Asia is

brimming with the latest technological gadgetry and

fashion icons from around the world. It is

a

place of immense

diversity and dynamism, in which fortunes and new social
orders are being created. For the professional audio -industry

manufacturer it presents opportunities and challenges at every
level -with each aspect undergoing fundamental change.

The population of Asia -including Japan and China-is
believed to be in the region of 3bn, with the majority between
the ages of between 15 and 30. These young people are at a
crossroads in which the Confucian ethics of thrift and hard
work meet the soundbite culture of instant gratification.
The emerging middle class in the more developed countries
such as Singapore and Thailand, are purchasing Rolex
watches, Ray Ban sunglasses and Gucci handbags as signs of
their new-found wealth. Above all this stands the worldwide
symbol of social mobility, the car, especially the German car.
To drive a 190 Mercedes Benz in Singapore, for example, costs
in excess of US$260,000 yet it is here that there is the highest
number of Mercedes per capita in the world. Long-term
investment in the Marque and proven product quality make
this the most sought after carriage and wheels in Asia.
The acquisition of western icons should not, however, be
misinterpreted as the abandonment of indigenous values.
During August, the Chinese lit
The absolute number of ceremonial fires in the street
outside my office to ward off bad
radio stations here is difficult spirits; noodles are not being
usurped carte blanche by
to determine, as like so many Cornflakes and Big Macs.
Not, historically, the first to
things in Asia the growth is invent electronic technology,
Asians are quick to acquire it, and
so rapid that reliable data
in the telecommunications field
is hard to find this is certainly true, with Western
brands such as Motorola
manufactured in the region. There
are some 22 million pager users in Asia, of which I am one,
with subscriber growth of approximately 40% p a. The growth
of digital cellular phones is of similar proportions, with the
thrift-conscious Chinese buying a pager to receive calls and a
phone to reply as it saves on roam charges.
For entertainment, people, here, love to watch moving
images on the screen. The Asia Pacific region was estimated to
have 320.3 million television sets in 1992, a significant 37% of
the world's total but representing penetration of only one in
17 homes. As the population grows wealthier, the thirst for
more pulp fiction will drive Asians on to purchase an
estimated 135 million more sets by the turn of the century.
Some of these may be the new Samsung karaoke TV set
with 256 music titles pre -installed. Introduced to cater to
the burgeoning home entertainment market, it is a product
which I suspect will not be a big export product to Europe.
However, it demonstrates both the value of the market and
the flexibility of manufacturing capability in the region.
This growth in communications and entertainment
technology products has been matched by the race to provide
the channels for people to watch. There are some 160 stations,
the ownership of which lies in the bands of three basic
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groups: governments (the Television Corporation of
Singapore); Asian businessmen like the Siam Commercial Bank
(Infotainment Channel); and multinationals (MTV Asia, Star V,
ESPN Asia). Each of them is battling to win the ratings war.
The people who ultimately subsidise this expansion are the
consumers and the advertisers. Television advertising revenues
in Asia grew by 4.9% from 1982 -1993 to total US$18.9bn in
1993, about as much as the entire American advertising market,
so the stakes are high and competition intense.

THE MUSIC INDUSTRY supports over

100 labels,

both Asian offices of majors such as PolyGram and local
companies like Bakery music, managing local and
international artists. The key problems for the label companies
here are copyright infringements and excess duplication
which some organisation are trying to conquer by lobbying
and installing their own pressing plants.
With sales of CDs and cassettes in the region during 1994,
excluding Japan, worth an estimated US$2,655,000,000
retailers like Virgin and Tower Records are competing for
floorspace and airtime in every capital in Asia. Music from
artists such as Vanessa Mae and Indo Pop star, Peter Tan,
complete with Wet Wet Wet and Kenny G for chart positions.
The surge in popularity of local acts is stimulating a demand
for world-class studios to be built in Asia-no longer is it
believed that artist have to record in LA or Tokyo.
Broadcasting the music is the ever -multiplying number of
radio stations throughout the region. The absolute number is
difficult to determine, as like so many things in Asia the
growth is so rapid that reliable data is hard to find. Indonesia,
for example, had at last count over 670 stations ranging from
small private outfits to Government installations.
One general characteristic of contracts with broadcast
stations seems to be the requirement for turnkey
installations, as there is a lack of specialist knowledge
within the organisation themselves. One example of this is
the recent contract for Siemens TS which was
commissioned to install 49 stations in Indonesia including
continuity studios, production suites, master controls
rooms, editing suites and OB vans.
Audio and video programme facilities and transmission
systems are at the heart of the opportunity for hardware
manufacturers and software designers. As with the wholesale
embrace of digital, cellular, personal communications, there is
a skipping of much of the analogue evolutionary path,
fast -forwarding to completely integrated digital studios and
broadcast stations.
As Khaw Boon Wan, Chairman of Singapore Cable Vision,
stated on the announcement of a drive to cable 750,000 homes
by 1998: 'As latecomers we have the option to adopt the latest
technology with greater capabilities and at lower cost.'
In this statement is the confidence which is felt within the
Asian business community that it can take the best of Western
technology and pass over the rest. Western manufacturers
continue to design brilliant innovative products, only to find
them disassembled, rebuild, repackaged and returned en masse.
There is an acknowledgement in Asia that some products
from the West are superior, but being from the West cannot in
itself be the proposition. It is only those companies that have
invested in engineering the product, marketing the brand, and
managing the channels of distribution who will generate a
sustained appetite for their products in the region.
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THE CREATIVE 2 -TRACK

Dali -2T from

Fairlight is a powerful DSP toolkit
that provides brilliant sound for sophisticated
audio processing like time compression and
pitch change.

Dali -2T

is

small and
powerful, consisting

of a discrete 3 -unit
rackmount, with an easy

Equipped with Fairlight's proprietary

to use dedicated controller.

TimefxTM software, Dali -2T gives you:

Lay off tracks from digital or

analogue multitrack, fix them

algorithms for time and pitch
manipulation
Powerful non -destructive editing
Level control with ramps
4 -band fully parametric EQ
4 -stage dynamics
PQ coding, and more.
7

up and lay them back in sync, in
seconds. Record and edit your 2 -track

dialogue or music jobs at lightning
speed, with audio scrubbing and unlimited

UNDO. Assemble tracks for CD mastering
including PQ coding. You can even use it as

a

digital EQ or compressor /limiter during a mix.

For detailed information call your Fairlight dealer

or Fairlight office and you can have Dali -2T creating

for you, in no time at all.

Meet the
time shifter
USA - Phone - 1800-4- FAIRLIGHT,
Los Angeles Phone 310 -287 1400 Fax 310 -287 0200
Europe - London Phone 0171 -267 3323 Fax 0171 -267 0919
Asia - Sydney Phone 02 -9975 1230 Fax 02 -9975 1368
Tokyo Phone 3 -5450 8531 Fax 3 -5450 8530
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5022 SOUND ENHANCER
THE DIGITAL AUDIO TOOL BOX

A UNIQUE COMBINATION
UK Distributor:
ASC,
I Comet House,
Calleva Park,
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CONVERSION

Aldermaston,
Berks,
RG7 8QZ.
Tel:

01734 811 000
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Outside UK:
Philips Components
Mastering & Duplication
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D-30 Tlmecode DAT
The ultimate in professional 4-

head timecode DAT.
The D -30 "s unique features

include two RS422 ports for
external machine control.
a large LCD display with
hierarchical menus for
easy set -up.

Povfctble Tìwecode DAT

When the inventors of timecode DAT launch a
portable machine, you can be sure that the
features and quality you expect in the studio will
be perfectly replicated in the field.
The Fostex PD -4 features a precision -built 4 -head
transport for off -tape confidence monitoring and
the on -board sync capabilities include jam sync
which allows the PD -4 to accept external timecode
or utilise its built-in generator.
The radical design of the new moisture -proof
housing combines compact size &
weight with exceptional durability.

its the inclusion of the on -board 3- channel
microphone mixer which really shows Fostex's
unique understanding of what field engineers
require from their portable recorders:
48v phantom power. variable low -cut filtering.
mic /line switching and switchable pan. A large
LCD display offers easy set -up whilst NP -IB*
type rechargeable batteries offer up to a generous
2 hours of recording time.
Lightweight design, heavyweight features - the
new Fostex PD -4 portable
timecode DAT.
But

D-25 Timeeode DAT
The D -25 is the latest addition
to the Fostex professional
studio DAT range.
4 -head design. chase sync Co
external resolve, plus
2Mb of RAM on-board for
instant start & RAM scrub
functions.

Exclusively distributed
by SCV London
6 -24

Southgate Road
London NI 3J1
Tel: 0171 923 1892
Fax: 0171 2413644

Klark Teknik DN6000
KT's reputation

for setting standards

is

furthered by its latest

signal analyser. Exclusive review by Dave Foister

Genex Research GX2000
Superlative quality and ease of operation are the keys to this
new British M -0 recorder. Review by Dave Foister
TL Audio VI -1
The VI -1 offers valve processing of the same basis that has made
modular digital multitracking poplar. Review by Zenon Schoepe

Syncro Arts VocALign
VocALign avails nonlinear recorder -editors of sophisticated ADR
processing. Exclusive review by Keith Spencer-Allen

Apple Mac 7200, 7500 and 8500
Designed with pro -audio in mind, Apple's latest computers are
likely to have a major impact on recording.
Exclusive review by Martin Polon

2 Sony

OXF -3R

Combining the best of British and Japanese
design expertise, Sony's new digital console is a
serious contender for the music studio market.
Patrick Stapley reviews the console and reports on
the philosophies behind its design

50

Crookwood Console Bricks
Modularity is the key to a new digitally- controlled
analogue console concept from Crookwood.
Exclusive preview by Keith Spencer -Allen

45 Fairlight

Dali -2T, Fostex PD -4 portable DAT, Sony Spressa 920 CD -R,

Nady wireless in -ear monitoring

CEDAR Auto De -Hiss, Sony Hi -8 tape,

Miles Technology MTI -3 TriSonic Imager, BSS Interactive Disk, Hot House
SDX, Soundmaster ION RADAR
Pioneer DAT, B &W 600 Series ü v

Sony OXF-R3 console
Perfect in principle, problematic in practice, the digital -audio desk remains
controversial kit. Sony takes up the challenge-

PATRICK STAPLEY reports

AS FAR AS

manufacturers are concerned. the buyers in the music recording
studios are a conservative bunch.
Compared with their postproduction and
broadcast cousins, they are cautious to
embrace cutting -edge technology, and
have a tendency to sit on the fence waiting
until they can see what their neighbours
are doing.
An area in which this trait has been
particularly prevalent is in the acceptance of digital consoles. You only have
to look at sales patterns over recent
years to see that music studios are not

Detail of input channel

and inserts control
panel

interested in digital desks-the sectors
that have adopted the technology are
postproduction and broadcast rather
than music.
Is the problem simply finance? Well,
even though they may already own digital multitracks and are prepared to
invest in high -end consoles, the preference is for analogue rather than digital.
The real problem is more deeply rooted
and centres around a product's commercial pulling power.
As we all know, consoles are fashionable items and can act as a draw or a
drag depending on current trends and
client perception. To a large extent, purchase decisions are customer led and
few studios will risk investing in equipment unless they are convinced it has
client -appeal.
Inevitably.
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tomers appear to want, while the customers themselves don't get a chance to
try anything new because the studios
decline to take risks.
Taking all this in to account, it could be
considered rash in the extreme to launch
a top -end digital console at the music
recording market. But this is exactly what
Sony has done with its new OXF -R3
desk, confidently claiming that it is the first
viable digital mixer for music recording.
'We believe the desk offers a new
approach to working in the digital
domain that will appeal strongly to music
studios,' says Sony Pro -Audio Product
Manager Andrew Hingley. 'Our goal has
been to offer all the advantages of
working digitally but at the same time to
allow the recording engineer to operate
instinctively and creatively. We also
believe that the timing is right for a desk
of this type -there are signs that things

points
out, a prime
design consideration
was to maximise the operational advantages that digital
has to offer and hence avoid creating
an analogue lookalike. n this respect, the
'Oxford' console not only looks quite different from other digital desks but is also
operationally unique in many ways.
A crucial element in achieving this has
been the development of a proprietary,
high- speed, 32 -bit ASIC that is used in a
large array to control signal processing.

`We believe the desk offers a new approach to

working in the

digital domain that will appeal strongly to music studios'
are changing and some music studios
are doing the old- fashioned thing of
buying equipment simply because they
believe in it.'

THE OXF -R3

.i1JJJ

a

-studios buy what they feel their cus-

console has been in
development for seven years as a joint
project between the Oxford team
(responsible for the design and creative
side) and the Atsugi factory team in
Japan (responsible for production).
Some of the key figures involved in
the Oxford team, all of whom were
formerly with SSL, include Project
Manager Rod Densham, Design
Manager and console design
specialist John East, Chief
Peter
Engineer
Consultant
Eastty, analogue-digital conversion expert Paul Frindle, operational and system specialist Simon
Harrison, and Software Manager
William Kentish.
Perhaps not surprisingly, given the
design team's background, a great deal
of importance has been attached to
ergonomics, and the product certainly
benefits from being simple to use and
fast to operate. As Andrew Hingley

parallel with the ASIC development,
the Oxford team also spent considerable
time devising software to allow console
design via a high -level graphical input.
The system works as a kind of electronic
schematic, automatically translating
graphical designs to microcode. This
means that console designers do not
have to be software engineers to
big plus
develop a digital console
point for traditional -audio people.
The fact that this system also enables
the console to be eas ly modified to suit
user requirements is viewed as a major
selling aid. However, the likelihood is that
the initial production models will be supplied in a standard fcrmat to allow the
console to become established first.
The control surface also allows a
degree of customisation, as it employs a
modular architecture. However, it should
be stressed that ii has not been
designed in the 'pick and mix' sense.
Another important design consideration
was that the control surface should be
compact. As a result, the standard console measures 1m x 2.5m. To give an
idea of how compact this is in terms of
functionality, John East estimates that if
In
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occur in
the future
is
to
recreate
something that
was
around
years ago where
certain studios had

al

the
console
had been built

conventionally

it

would measure at least
2m by 10m

'Having decided that we wanted

that

that.'

to increase what the current range of
high -end music recording consoles can
do, we wanted to do it in a way that
avoided designing an enormous control
surface,' says East. The only way to
achieve this was obviously to take the
assignable route but we really wanted to
make assignability a great benefit. We

didn't, for example, want to adopt the
channel -strip concept with resetable controls which we believe is a compromise
what we have chosen to call reluctant
assignability, if you like, that tries to offer
the best of both worlds but struggles to
keep what was there before.
'We wanted to give much more than was
available before, so the only way was to go
for a really positive assignable approach.. In
other words, to attack assignability and
make it really good to use.'
Although the console has taken some
steps away from what its designers refer
to as 'people's comfort zone', a lot of
effort has gone into making the system
familiar and approachable.
'The whole principle has been one of

-

operational familiarity,' states Sony
Product Manager Geoff Calver, 'It was
essential for us that freelance engineers
should be able to get on board as quickly
as possible. We certainly wanted to avoid
the situation where the studio owner and
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expertise

was down to the
people in the building.'
says East. 'What's happened over the years is
that everyone's using the
same equipment and nobody
has an edge in the same way.
By offering Veal DSP flexibility
we hope to be able to change

THE FIRST THING
his staff
turn into this
elite club who are

the only people
able to drive the thing! We're
pretty confident from our beta-testing
experience that a competent engineer
will be able to sit down with the system
and do useful work within 30 minutes.'
The console has been designed to
allow all controls to be in easy reach of
the engineer. As with other digital desks
there is no direct relationship with the
number of channels in The system and
the control surface, so the very smallest
control surface could operate with the
largest DSP configuration. Future DSP

expansion has also been carefully
allowed for, and control panels such as
the Dynamics Section have been
designed with multi-functionality in mind.
This section already controls delay and is
likely to offer reverb, effects and even
psychoacoustic processing in the future.
A strong philosophy among the Oxford
team is that the console should offer a
truly creative platform giving the engineer the ability to experiment with new
ideas and explore new techniques.
'What we would very much like to

In the OXF-R3 Sony

has adopted

a

fundamentally
different approach
to the control
surface

that strikes

you about the desk is that it looks very
different to other designs. At first glance
you could be forgiven tor thinking this was
a video rather than an audio console. The
inclusion of integrated colour TFT screens
and blocks of control panels, along with the
unusual styling with i:s cut -away faders,
large control knobs with internally- mounted
LEDs and chunky buttons makes the whole
appearance very individual. Also what a
Sony representative referred to as the
'lights per dollar ratio' is impressive, making
up for any disappointments people may
feel over the compact size of the control

surface.
The standard console has been laid out
into three main operational sections; two
of which are identical and deal with
channel functions, while the third centrally
placed section deals with session management, master functions and so on.
Being scalable, there are a wide range
of configurations, but a typical desk
would offer 48 channel- faders controlling
120 channels (the console is capable of
controlling up to 256 channels), 32 mic
amps, 56 A Ds, 32 D As, 16 -O pairs
(AES -EBU or SDIF2), and 48 multitrack
-O via MADI.
The control surface connects to the 11,W'
I

I
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SONY OXF -R3
can perform addi-

tional

ONLY YOUR
WALLET WILL
KNOW THE

associated

DIFFERENCE

Close up of area of control surface covering
and multitrack

`11

El,

processor rack via a single high -speed ethernet
cable, and the processor connects to analogue
and digital -Q racks via MADI. Mic amps are
remote to the console allowing them to be
placed as near to the source as possible.
convertor
Two types of proprietary 20 -bit A
have been developed for the console. The first is
optimised for microphone inputs and has an
integrated mic amp, while the second is
designed for line level signals. In a similar way
there are two DAs -one type for mastering
and monitoring outputs, and another for interfacing to external equipment.
I

D

CHANNELS ARE divided into
types -Full Channels which incorporate

Just because the Rode NT2 costs around a
quarter the price of a certain, well known
condenser microphone, don't expect
anything less than world class performance.
"The Rode NT2 instantly brings master
quality vocal sound to any studio. It's the
biggest sounding mic you can buy for under
£500 and our customers love it! It was the
preferred mic for recent sessions with
Tricky, Björk and Damon from Blur"
Peter Dale, Senior Engineer, The M Corporation

quite extraordinary for the price"
Dave Foister, Studio Sound

"The only major problem we experienced
was giving it back"
Jerry Boys and Bruce Davies, Audio Media
"A very intimate yet assertive sound"
Paul White, Sound On Sound
Call HHB today

for further information and

details of your nearest dealer.

HHB Communications Ltd
73 -75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6QU, UK
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050
E

functions

and a Select To
Pans Panel provides a choice of
assignment.
Being
closely

two
input
and multitrack return paths analogous to a conventional in -line channel, and Stereo Return
Channels which act as inputs only and are
designed for use as effects returns or MIDI
instrument inputs. The numbers of each type of
channel are software defined.
Each of the two channel sections has
24 linear motor-faders which can be separately
assigned to control any level function in the console from two paging panels. So for example the
left bank of faders could control Channels 1 -24
while the right bank controls 25-48, or the left
could be used for channels while the right deals
with monitors in a split console sense.
More unusual functions, such as auxiliary
send levels, can be controlled from faders with
direct interaction between the fader and the
auxiliary control panel. Apart from the visual
advantage that faders offer over knobs, a great
advantage here is that monitor mixes can be
copied to create an instant foldback mix. This
can then be modified very quickly, and instinctively, saving the engineer a great deal of setup
time. T_ he fader paging system offers an enormous degree of flexibility and ease of access
potentially enabling the operator to work in
many different ways.
With this degree of flexibility, it is essential
that the operator has clear visual feedback of
what is being controlled, and this is achieved
by placing electronic scribble strips above
and below the fader to confirm the current

paging selection.
Also associated with each fader are sow (sip,
AFL or PFL depending on master selection) and
CUT buttons. Placed above this is a Pan control,
SEND and RETURN switches for monitoring, and a
RECORD

switch for track arming. The Pan knob

with

the fader, this is
for
convenient
quickly accessing
a function across
all channel. For
example, it could
control input gain
during recording,
act as a monitor
level pot during
overdubs, control
an auxiliary send,
dynamics, channel flow
or act as a group
trim -the choice
is extensive and provision has also been made
for user setups to be configured.
As this definable control works simultaneously with other controls, it allows two functions, that might otherwise have to be adjusted
in two passes, to be addressed at the same
time; something that is not always possible
with assignable technology. Again to make life
easier, a source display is included along with
AFL and CUT buttons; in the default panning
mode the CUT button acts as a PAN IN -OUT

switch.
As with other digitally controlled systems, the
console makes use of an ACCESS key placed
below each fader. This assigns the channel to
the various processing panels in each channel
section -as there are two identical channel sections this means that two channels may be
adjusted simultaneously from left and right
sides of the console-however, this is probably
only of real benefit where the desk is being
operated by more than one person.
When the ACCESS key is selected, the signal
path for the Accessed channel will be displayed
in a Signal Flow Panel containing eight windows
showing how the path has been configured from
input to output. Using these windows it is possible to easily reconfigure the path removing or
adding elements, changing the order in which
processing appears, moving insert points, and
so on. Again the philosophy has been to give the
user maximum flexibility but in a way that is both
easy to comprehend and easy to achieve.
Also controlled from this area is input selection between Mic, Line and Multitrack, with Gain
and Phase Reverse working independently for
each source. As with all level functions, input
gain may also be directly controlled from the
faders -by assigning Input Gain from the Fader
Paging panel. source as possible before conversion takes place.

THE CHANNEL SECTIONS each have
two large assignable panels dedicated to processing -one controlling equalisation, the other
controlling dynamics, delay and future DSP
functions as mentioned earlier.
The equaliser is a 5 -band, fully parametric

design offering 20Hz -20kHz with ±20dB
adjustment and generous control over Q.
A separate high and low- filter section with
adjustable slope (0 -36dB/octave) can be used
independently, and placed in a different part of
the signal path to the equaliser.

-Mail: sales©hhb.co.uk
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As far as performance is concerned
the equaliser has a

future
and
the
Oxford
team
is
looking at the possi-

definite
analogue
feel about it, and this
positive attribute is
largely due to the
way the controls

bility of staggering
the processing so, for
example, a compressor could be
placed after a gate
and so on.

utilise real -time comColour TFT screen showing multitrack assignments
putation rather than
Also controlled
relying on lookup
from this area is
tables
unique feature built into the design of
delay, and up to 500ms is available. This can be
the ASIC. This produces an extremely high preused in two ways, either to delay the channel
cision response providing continuous controls
relative to others or mixed with the direct signal
with 1,000 positions and marries together action
to produce effects. Other functions will be added
and reaction times perfectly. There is no percepto Selector Blocks when they become availtion of discontinuity or lag which can often be
able -the latest addition being Side Chain EQ.
present in digital controls.
On the subject of delay, the console's system
Another benefit is that the Gain controls can
delay (the time taken for the signal to travel from
be scaled so that instead of providing a range of
mic to headphones) is under 2.5ms, which
±20dB they could be set to ±5dB thus offering
should be perfectly acceptable for overdubbing.
much greater resolution without suffering any
In fact the Oxford team has conducted a series
jumps or glitches. The actual effect of equalisaof tests with session musicians, which they say
tion is also more like analogue, and much more
proves conclusively that this amount of delay
responsive than some other digital systems
has no adverse effects over foldback monitoring
where one has to add masses of gain before
and musicians timing.
hearing noticeable results.
However, to compensate for delays caused
All bands have separate In -Out switching,
by inserting external equipment, the console
and the LF and HF bands are switchable
includes a self -analysis mode whereby it meabetween bell and shelf. An additional Overshoot
sures the insert delay and automatically time
mode is available in shelf operation which
aligns all the other channels to compensate for
allows the frequencies just below the set
it -this facility is a mix feature and would obvishelving frequency to be boosted or cut using
ously not be used during overdubbing.
the Q control.
A neat facility incorporated into the equaliser
THE CONSOLE HAS 24 auxiliary buses
is the A -B function that allows two EQ settings
which are accessed by the channel from
to be set up for the same channel and toggled
another assignable panel. This contains
between. Apart from being useful for making
24 send -level knobs with associated ON -OFF
instant comparisons, it can also be used as an
switches and display windows showing the
automated mix facility.
number of the send or a name entered by the
As EQ adjustments are being made a real user. Apart from individual Pre -Post Fader
time plot of the curve will be drawn on the corswitching, each send may also be positioned at
responding TFT screen. The display also shows
any point in the signal path relating to the eight
all the parameter values for the current setting.
block signal flow-so for example Send 1 could
Each block of eight
be sourced directly
channels has a TFT
after the channel
input, while Send 24
screen
associated
`Our goal has been to offer all the
with it which will procould be sourced
vide various informaEQ but pre
advantages of working digitally but post
tion depending on the
Dynamics. Provision
function
currently
is
also made for
at the same time allow the
being adjusted.
stereo feeds, with
The Dynamics secsends being linked in
tion offers the usual
pairs so that one
recording engineer to operate
expander, gate, corn knob controls level
pressor and limiter
while the other govinstinctively and creatively'
functions, and includes
erns pan.
dedicated gain reducAs stated earlier,
tion metering for each
aux sends can addi(this is also duplicated in each of the channel
tionally be controlled from the faders or pan
meters). The panel has been divided into two
knobs. This enables the engineer to view and
operational areas. The first has 12 Selector
control all the contributions from the channels to
Blocks which display all the available functions
a chosen aux bus, as well as having access to all
and includes IN -OUT and ACCESS keys for each.
24 sends on a single channel basis.
An Accessed function, say GATING, is then conFor routeing signals to other console buses,
trolled from six definable knobs and six
there is an assignable Routeing Module. From
switches, each of which has an 8-character dishere access is provided to the multitrack buses
play showing the parameter it's controlling. As
via 48 routeing keys which can be switched to
with the equaliser, a graphical representation of
feed an additional 48 tracks, thus accommothe processing and parameter values for each
dating 96 -track operation. Also from here the
function are displayed.
channel can route to the console's 16 stereo
Although the four dynamic -control processes
subgroups, and the main stereo bus. Routeing
operate completely separately, they actually
information for all channels is displayed on the
take effect together at a single point in the audio
TFT screens (each showing eight channels) and
path, which as mentioned can be determined by
the screens themselves can provide an alternathe operator. This situation may change in the
tive method of routeing using the consoles two
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SONY OXF -R3
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built -in trackballs as controllers.

Being designed for high -end
recording studios, the console has
been equipped with multiformat buses
to allow for the increasing amount of
sound -for-picture work being undertaken. At the top of the routeing panel
are eight additional routeing but tons-L, LC, C, RC, R, LS, RS, and
SUB. These rather ingeniously can
have multitrack routeing keys assigned
to them so that the engineer no longer
has to remember which multitrack
output is supplying which destination.
For multiformat monitoring, the first
eight stereo subgroups can be
switched to multiformat mode and configured from the centre of the console.
Full surround panning is controlled from
an additional module.

111111111111mx
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THE CENTRAL AREA includes
all the master, monitoring, communi-

cations, and session management
systems. It also has a TFT screen
which is used for displaying information for console setup/housekeeping,
automation, machine control and so
on. As with the channel sections the
screen is not designed as a control area for
regularly used functions, and these have all
been given hard controls.
Also included is a hidden QWERTY keyboard, concealed beneath the front buffer
directly below the 16 Stereo Subgroup faders,
which is used mainly for naming Cues, Control
Windows, Tracksheets, writing note pages and
so on. Without going into too much detail will
mention some of the main features and more
unusual facilities.
Aux Masters, Foldback Groups (4), Stereo
Subgroups and the Main Stereo Fader all have
Access keys allowing processing to be added, so
for example EQ could be added to an aux bus
and dynamics inserted across the main stereo
output. The Subgroups can be controlled either
from the 16 central group faders or from a bank
of rotary controls. This arrangement allows simultaneous access to the subs, if the group faders

The system not only has the potential

to make the job of engineering quicker
and easier, but

it also offers the

flexibility for engineers to work in

I

are being used as VCA -style masters or to control Aux Master levels. The Stereo Subgroups
can be routed to the main output, multitrack
buses, or to separate console outputs, and as
mentioned the first eight can be configured for
multiformat monitoring.
Three control -room monitor systems are
catered for. The level of the second and third
follow the main speakers with trim controls
allowing for smooth switchovers. Up to 28
external stereo sources can be attached to the
console, and monitored either separately or additively depending on mode. These can also be
separately switched through to the two Studio
Loudspeaker circuits.
Comprehensive talkback facilities offer dedicated sends to the four Foldback Groups and
separate access to the two Studio LS systems.
Additionally, there are six TALKBACK keys that
can have destinations assigned to them to suit
the user, and provision is made for setting -up
talkback groups. Two Listen Mic circuits are

also included.
A 20Hz -20kHz oscillator is provided with pink
noise. Setup is screen -based allowing it to be
calibrated to suit the application. Apart from
selection to the main and group outputs, the
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many different ways, maximising

creativity and promoting individuality
oscillator may also be individually inserted into
each auxiliary and subgroup path via local pushbuttons, offering a useful check facility. Rather
sensibly the console will not normally allow tone
to be fed to any auxiliary that is assigned to a
Foldback Group
feature that will be appreciated by any musician who has been deafened by
a 1kHz tone inadvertently blasted into the cans.
Another safety feature is a LOCK key that prevents oscillator or talkback selection going to the
main outputs, as well as inhibiting routeing
changes. The user may also assign lock -out
functions to follow red light switching.
Channel Solo modes and switching characteristic (momentary or intercancelling) are
selectable, and sow buttons can be set to activate the Access function connecting channels
to processing. Access may also be set up to
operate from fader touch.

-a

AS WOULD BE

expected, the console
comes fully equipped with dynamic and snapshot
automation. All controls, apart from the obvious
ones, have been automated; automation is not
restricted as a mix -only function, and an important design philosophy of the console is that it
should be available and useful during all stages
of production.
Once again, the emphasis has been on simplicity of operation and avoiding cluttering the
console with controls and indicators. One of the
ways this has been achieved is by the crafty

design of the faders and knobs, which each
include an integrated switching mechanism to
enable status changes. For example, a fader can
be switched from rehearse to write by simply
pressing a recessed button in the fader head;
similarly a knob can be dropped in and out of
record by pressing down on the knob itself.
Each fader has associated READY ABSOLUTE
and READY TRIM buttons that allow status to be
locally primed, while the knobs can be individually armed by interacting with central controls.
Small LED indicators are supplied for each type
of control providing a clear indication of current
status. The system, which is in the final stages of
completion, offers a range of crossfade times to
return controls to previously recorded positions
and includes familiar modes such as Absolute,
Trim, Disconnect, Auto -Take and Glide. Full
off-line editing facilities are provided allowing
mixes to be merged, and dynamic data to be
moved, rewritten or copied.
Machine control may be configured to provide
control of up to 16 external machines, and predictably the desk is well equipped to deal with
Sony Dash machines -full transport functions
allowing the PCM -3348 or PCM-3324S to be
remotely controlled.
Familiar terminology is also used for locating
multitrack Cue points, with Go To, Cycle, and
Play functions being used to control machines.
Cues are named and listed in a scrolling display.

WHEN SSL produced its

first console back in

the 1970s, there was the feeling that here was a
product designed by engineers for engineers.
The OXF -R3 gives that same impression, which
considering the background and pedigree of its
design team may not be entirely surprising.
The system not only has the potential to make
the job of engineering quicker and easier, but it
also offers the flexibility for engineers to work in
many different ways, maximising creativity and
promoting individuality. With careful consideration given to future developments and system
expansion, the desk is well placed to forge a pioneering path and offer many exciting possibilities
to tomorrow's studio.
Although definitely not trying to mimic an
analogue console, the Oxford manages to
retain familiarity, helping to make the analogue
to digital transition that much easier. Simple but
important details, such as the high resolution of
its controls, not only give it a more solid and
dependable feel, but should help seasoned
analogue users feel more at home.
It only remains to be seen how music studios
will react to a digital desk that nas been specially
designed with their needs in mind. The OXF -R3
becomes commercially available early next year,
and hopefully it will inspire a long overdue turning
most certainly deserves to.
point in attitude

-it

CONTACTS
SONY CORPORATION, AtsugiTechnology
Center, 4-14 -1, Asahi -cho, Atsugi -shi,
Kanagawa -ken, 243 Japan.
EUROPE: Sony Broadcast 8 Professional
Europe, Jays Close, Viables, Basingstoke,
Hampshire RG22 4SB, UK. Tel: +44 1256 55011.
Fax: +44 1256 474585.
USA: Sony Corporation of Ar-,erica, 3 Paragon
Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1735. Tel: 201 930
1000. Fax: 201 930 4752.
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PORTADAT IN HOLLYWOOD
Jeff Wexler,

a

veteran of Hollywood's location sound fraternity, has so far racked up 20 film credits with DAT. Since switching from analogue

quarter -inch to digital he has used several DAT machines, working on

a

series of films that includes 'Mr. Saturday Night', 'City Slickers', The

Natural', and 'Ghost'. "I think I've tried just about every portable DAT," he says, "and the PORTADAT is definitely my machine of choice."

Currently at work on Mel Brooks' "Dracula:
Dead and Loving It"

-

being shot on a huge

sound stage at Culver Studios
is a

firm believer that

a

- Jeff Wexler

recorder should

simple. "I'll use only one mic on

a

boom if

can get away with it, two if necessary.

Sometimes

I

I

impossible to create

a

sensible stereo image

that matches the picture edits."

have to use radio mics. but

I

prefer not to." He uses the left channel of

What makes

a

good DAT machine?

As a professional working on big -budget

require as little attention as possible. "I

his PDR1000TC to record

don't like to focus on the tape machine. Its

the second track free for either an alternate

productions. Jeff puts reliability and

role is to record the output of my mixer as

mix or pick -up, or effects.

straightforward operation at the top of his

faithfully as possible, so

I

on more important things

production sound

I

a

mono mix, with

list of priorities. "The most important thing

can concentrate

- getting the best

possibly can."

Jeff's basic approach is to keep things

"Not everybody realises that 99% of motion

is that a machine is solid, reliable, and

picture location sound is recorded in mono.

starts recording as soon as you press

It's mixed in stereo, but if you start with

record rather than thinking about it for

a

stereo dialogue track it can make it almost

4
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few seconds."

a

The timecode equipped PORTADAT PDR1000TC

As a rule, a single DAT122 cassette lasts for a whole day's shoot. "I usually use a

reference of -18dB for levels

- equivalent to

OVU

when we transfer

- which

gives me

good dynamic range, with enough headroom for safety." His Cooper Sound mixer has

limiters on each channel, which are set to come in about

1

or 2dB before the mic pre -

amps start to clip. "I've never had any problems with levels. Never

overload." The only other dynamic processing is

a

hint of digital

little 'manual' compression. "I just ride

a

the gain to even out levels. Although you want good dynamics, you can't quite use real -

world dynamic range on screen."
a recording medium represents a crucial advantage
important
is the absence of any print- through problems.
still
more
over analogue, but
"That's something that isn't often discussed, but it is traditionally a problem in film

In

Jeff's view, DAT's accuracy as

sound

-

albeit more for the sound editors than the production mixer. When you have
a whisper, you quite often find that the

screams and gunshots, perhaps followed by

louder signals print through."
Jeff Wexler on the set of " Dracula: Dead &
Loving It" at Culver Studios

Keep it sweet and simple: the PDR1000TC shares Jeff's sound

trolley with

a

high -quality Cooper Sound mixer

Jeff is a firm believer in the value of

production sound over Automatic
At one time

a

user of the Sony TCD -D10

Dialogue Replacement. "I really think

performance on the

Pro Il, Jeff felt that his ideal machine would

that capturing

combine the operational simplicity and

day gives a far better result than using

reliability of that machine with some

ADR. The whole process is about

important pro features that it lacked, such

telling

as a 4 -head

monitoring. "The PORTADAT felt right
I

press record

story as well as you possibly

can, and there's no substitute for a

transport for off -tape

immediately. When

a

a

I

good performance on the day."

know

it'll go straight into record, the control

Among the more common mistakes in film sound is varying the 'perspective' too much

layout is nice and uncluttered, and the

between different shots. "There's always

display and metering are very clear. And on
the timecode controls, for example, the

explains Jeff, "but the best place for the mic is not always just out of shot. If you work like
that all the time then the ambience changes too much between a close -up and a medium or

assignment of functions to hard and soft

long shot in

switches is just right."

the mic too much, basically."

a

a

temptation to bring the mic as close as you can,"

scene, and it's disturbing for the listener. You have to be careful not to move

The last thing you want to worry about is, of course, equipment reliability, and with

RADIO UPDATE
After exhaustive tests on

a

series of DAT

portables, Spanish radio broaccaster
Radio Nacional De Espana has specified
13 PORTADAT PDR1000s

for use

in ENG

and general auc'io acquisition applications.

experience that includes years of working with analogue quarter -inch, as well as the
emergence and maturing of digital technology, Jeff is well -placed to comment on the subject.
His confidence in the PDR1000TC is such that he no longer uses

make back -ups. "When

picture sound, and
using

a

I

I

first used

I

second DAT recorder to

continued to back up to my Nagra. After three films

second DAT machine, so I'd have

PORTADAT,

a

DAT it was very much a new technology

don't need

a

back up."

5
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a

I

for motion

switched over to

safety copy on DAT; but now that I've got the

ON THE TRAIL OF

THE MOUNTAIN LION
DAT

meets the big cats high

in Chile's Paine mountains
Film and TV are famously collaborative media.
even

a

A

movie may announce itself as "A Film By... ", but

director who writes his own scripts and appears in his own work must acknowledge the huge

contribution of other actors,

a

producer, editor, and so on. The field of wildlife documentary, however,

is one where it seems an individual can

still make

a

personal film, where the responsibility for

everything that ends up on screen is very much in the hands of one man.

Hugh Miles is just

Hugh appears to favour cold, desolate places for his work.

such

He is also

a

man, an ex-

currently working on

project in Newfoundland,

a

BBC cameraman who

and plans to return to the arctic to make another film about

pursued his early

polar bears.

ambition to make nature
documentaries. While the
name may be new to you, you've

PORTADAT PDR1000

probably seen

good deal of his

a

Hugh and Donny must be mobile and self -reliant, making

ruggedness and portability essential for whatever equipment

they choose. Ultimately, however, the important thing is

work, which includes such acclaimed programs as 'Flight Of

finding the subject of the film. "If you can't do that, you're

The Condor', and 'Kingdom Of The Ice Bear'. Over the last

stuffed" he says. Pumas are particularly elusive. Even in

18 months he has spent weeks on end high in the Paine

mountain environment with precious little cover, they can

Mountains of Chile, hoping to capture the first film of the

disappear very easily. "They just slip past us

local population of pumas, with only

good at spotting animals" notes Hugh.

Donny, and

a

camera, his assistant

a

-

a

and we're

PORTADAT for company.

Hugh's answer to the animal's elusiveness was to 'habituate'

"No -one's ever filmed these cats in the wild before"

a cat, by

explains Hugh. National
Geographic are funding the

film

-

a

major undertaking

by wildlife documentary

standards

finding one which used

a

particular cave regularly,

and simply sitting in full view until he won

- and it should

acceptance. "After

2

a

even sleep, within 20 feet of me.

I

called her Penny, after an

old girlfriend." Hugh could now wait by Penny's cave,

knowing that he would stand

a

good chance of being able to

film her at that spot.

appear on TV in 1996.

measure of

or 3 months she would walk by, and

The puma's in Chile's Paine National Park are elusive subjects, even for an

experienced nature cameraman

6
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But

a

good deal of tracking was still

required, to film more of the animals'
behaviour. "They cover so much ground

-

it's very hard work keeping up with them.

I

"Sound is incredibly important in wildlife

standards. "It was basically cold and windy

films. You can create tension just by
having animal alarm calls, without using

much of the time

music or narration. It can often be quite

blow dust everywhere, and graunch up

- the audience

really didn't farcy carrying my Nagra around

subliminal

- the PORTADAT is

aware of the air of tension

so light, you can just

sling it in the back of

a

rucksack and go."

a

PDR1000. "Timecode isn't

-

just

but it works

very well. Also, you can pre -empt cuts by

introducing
Hugh's unit is

is only

a

noise as an animal turns its

head, perhaps, so you can create

a

lot of

camera lenses and so on. On one occasion it
was measured as 149km /h - you can't even

stand up in that, and we just didn't bother

going out that day. But when it comes to
dealing with everyday wind and wet, we just
kept everything covered as best we could,

really that important in this application.

the story through the soundtrack. You

When we do shoot sync sound, we just clap

really do need

or hit a rock, and we never have a problem

recorder, and of course one that goes

hint of

syncing up when we track -lay."

where you go. Unlike most portables, the

I

a

high quality stereo

PORTADAT really is up to the job."

an animal to appear

- by a

kill, for example.

and got on with it. We only once had any
a

problem with the PORTADAT, when

brought it into the warm tent out of the

cold, and we got some condensation on the
heads. The dew warning light came on, and

Most filming is mute, though occasionally a
radio mic will be set up where Hugh expects

- down to about -12 °. The

main problem was the wind, which tends to

Apart from the PORTADAT's unique
advantages, the compact size of the DAT

I

just sealed it in

a

plastic bag with some

silica gel. Within 10 minutes it was fine."

The emphasis on location audio, however, is

medium also helps. "The fact that you can

recording stereo atmospheres.

get more than 2 hours on one small,

Thanks for your pictures!

DAT122 cassette, rather than 20 minutes on

Thanks to all our customers who sent us

big reel, is a real boon. For wildlife it's

photographs of their PORTADATs in use on

"As the seasons change in the film, we

a

need to have the right atmospheres"

absolutely ideal, and makes the whole

location. If you'd like to be considered fcr

explains Hugh. "When spring comes, for

system wonderfully portable."

inclusion in the next PORTADAT

example, you get such

a

News Bulletin, send your pictures to:

lot of birdsong, in
For a man who has worked in -48 °C, the

Steve Angel, HHB Communications,

want to make something of that with the

conditions in Chile were relatively mild,

73 -75 Scrubs Lane,

soundtrack."

though perhaps not by most people's

London NW10 6QU, UK.

contrast to the stillness of winter, and

I
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Mike Figgis. Director. 'Leaving Las Vegas'

was fine, and we needed hardly any ADR

TIMECODE DAT IN ACTION

work. In fact the post -production people
[Hackenbacker in Soho] said they thought
the sound was 'miraculous'."

ON 'LEAVING LAS VEGAS'

DAT cannot solve all sound problems,

however, and there is one aspect of film

For director Mike Figgis, timecode DAT means

sound that still drives Figgis "round the

easier production and

film format to

a

bend"

better result.

- transferring
a

material from

a

24fps

25fps video format. "The

problem is that so often

a

soundtrack ends

Mike Figgis is one of the elite band of British

audio workstations, Mike feels that the

up getting slightly speeded up in the

directors to have made it in Hollywood. Very

benefits offered by timecode DAT over

transfer, and everything rises in pitch.

much

analogue are overwhelming.

Voices tend to lose

a

hands -on director, Figgis keeps in

touch with the nuts and bolts of film- making,
and as an accomplished musician and

composer, he takes

a

particular interest in

sound. His latest feature

- 'Leaving Las

Vegas', starring Nicholas Cage

- was,

like his

last three pictures, shot on timecode DAT.

minor

get to the optical track of

man on the moon," he sighs, "but we still

a

print, you've

a

can't fix this one..."

done so many transfers that it probably

doesn't matter what you used on the shoot.
But for this picture, all the post -production

Nigel Heath, Supervising Sound Editor on

has been done on AudioFile, and we can

'Leaving Las Vegas', has this to say about DAT.

-

stay digital right up until the optical stage

that for me is when DAT really comes into

technicians and the right mics, you avoid

its own. We have

the kind of brittle sound that has given

optical soundtrack, and it sounds fantastic."

name

C

"With traditional methods, by the time you

he confesses, "but by using good

a bad

flattering resonance,

may sound wrong in C# minor. We can put

"I am actually very fond of analogue sound,"

digital

a

and a score that sounds great in

a

genuine first -generation

- just as anyone who

"DAT's great advantage as a recording

medium is that it gives you

a

very honest

record of the output of the sound guys'
mixer. On 'Leaving Las Vegas' the sound

Conditions were rarely ideal from the point

mixing was incredibly good, and it was quite

film. I'm very open to

of view of sound recordist Pawel Wdowczak.

remarkable, for example, how few of

new ideas if they bring

"When we were shooting on the street in

Nicholas Cage's lines required re- dubbing.

benefits."

Las Vegas" explains Mike, "we had no

knows their stuff can light video to look like

DAT122
As post- production

moves away from

control over the traffic. Between one take

"The real differences for me are firstly that

and the next the lights might change, and all

auto -conforming from an EDL is so quick

of

a

sudden there's more traffic noise. But

traditional mag

despite the fact that we were mixing

tape -based

everything live

technology to digital

-a mixture

plus booms and poles

of radio mics,

- the location sound

8
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and easy utilising machine control, and

secondly that you can carry 40 tapes along
to

a

session in

much easier."

a

briefcase. That makes life

THE ULTIMATE TEST?
There's only one

DAT

recorder approved for use in the

rough and tumble of UK military aircraft

-a PDR1000TC

that's used and abused by the Defence Research Agency.
Most people involved with location sound
recording have their horror stories

- you

"Everything we do" says

a

member of the

noise & vibration trials team, "is aimed at

PDR1000TC

expect you and your equipment to get

making aircraft as comfortable as possible for

drenched, frozen, beaten and baked. But at

the crew." Or indeed safe. One recent

least one PORTADAT is operating in an even

assignment involved recording sound inside

less forgiving environment

- the cockpits

- `Flight Cleared'

by the DRA

any warning if the pilot suddenly decides he
a

Sea King helicopter, in flight, with a machine

has to drop a couple of hundred feet" says a

team member.

gun firing through the helicopter's open

and cabins of UK military aircraft.

doorway. Typical SPLs in such situations are

The services may not worry about bruising

sufficient to cause permanent hearing damage

their passengers, but they do worry about

in under a minute. The helmets issued to

the ruggedness of whatever equipment is

flight crews do

allowed on board their planes. Only items

a

good job of cutting out high -

frequency noise, but low-frequency noise is

that have been formally 'Flight Cleared' are

more of a problem. The DRA's solution is an

permitted. "The problem is that if anything,

active noise reduction system, currently

even a screw, gets loose and falls off in

undergoing testing, that feeds phase-reversed

flight, the RAF will ground the plane until

audio into the pilot's headphones to reduce LF

they find it" explains the DRA

noise, and consequently cut overall noise

of equipment require modification, but the

levels at the ear by up to 20dB. "You do get

PORTADAT's solid construction ensured that

thrown around quite

a

lot

-

you don't get

it passed

.

Some pieces

first time.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT YOU CAN RELY ON
HHB's new technical support is everything you'd expect of the

supplier of

DAT

world's leading independent

technology.

Having played a pivotal role in establishing DAT as international industry standard, HHB has acquired an unrivalled level of expertise in the

development, application and maintenance of DAT technology. At the centre of an international service network is

facility

in London, England, equipped

a

new, 2000 sq ft technical

with Audio Precision test systems, analogue and digital oscilloscopes and 12 DAT machines to allow

proper cross -machine compatibility checking. All PORTADATs are fully tested before being delivered to international distributors and dealers,
and all technical updates and service bulletins are coordinated and issued from here. Distributors are chosen carefully for their ability to provide

local PORTADAT users with

a

fully professional technical back -up.
In the USA, PORTADAT

service is handled

wear, pinchroller deformation, accumulation

by NXT Generation. The New Jersey based

of foreign matter, sticking brakes and the

DAT service specialists were appointed by

stiffening of lubrication of the mechanical

HHB's US distributor, Independent Audio,

parts. As for ongoing maintenance, head

following

a

thorough inspection of their

cleaning tapes are

a

mixed blessing. They

impressive facility and detailed interviews

are abrasive, and will therefore produce

and training with staff.

head wear. If you do use a head cleaner, it's

Maintenance Tips

important to only run the tape for

Any DAT recorder in daily use should be

or so each time, and of course never to

serviced twice

a

year and checked for head

The new HHB Technical Facility

9
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rewind and use it again.

5

seconds

Sound recordist Ian Mclaggan (left), free of the
familiar umbilical link to camera

While separate sound recording has never
been challenged in the world of film, the

availability of

a

stereo recording facility on

location video equipment has meant that for

most broadcast TV productions, both sound
and picture are recorded on the same Beta SP

camera. But the availability of reliable,

portable location timecode DAT recorders,

notably the HHB PORTADAT, has led to

a

move back towards separate sound recording

for projects shot on Beta.

JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED
Like so many recent documentaries and dramas, the British TV documentary "The Other Peak Practice" abandoned

Beta's sound tracks in favour of separate sound recording on

a

PDR1000TC

- with benefits for both sound and picture.

WHY FILM POST- PRODUCTION LOVES TIMECODE DAT

THE DIGITAL EDGE
The top of the UK's film post -production

sounds sharper and more detailed, and that

sector seems as good

gives DAT an edge.

a

a

place as any to take

look at the place of timecode DAT in the

practical level, it's undoubtedly more

film industry. And, from Twickenham Film

"On

Studios, the word is good. Dean

flexible in the field, and the old chestnut

Humphreys, as

a

senior re- recording mixer,

a

about DATs being easy to lose is nonsense.

has seen any number of major films pass

In 5

through Twickenham. One of the more

never misplaced one

recent blockbusters to pass his way was

have gone missing in transit. The law of

or 6 years of dealing with DATs we've

- though

1/4" tapes

'Judge Dredd' and, as we spoke, rushes for

averages says it will happen one day, but it's

'Death Fish' /'Fierce Creatures' (the sort -of-

just not true to say that they're easily lost."

but- not -really -sequel to 'A Fish Called

Wanda') and 'Mission: Impossible' were

Twickenham has invested heavily in digital

coming in. All three movies were shot on

post -production technology, most notably in

timecode

several DAR SoundStations and Tascam

DAT.

DA88s. "Everything is quicker and easier

"As a dubbing mixer,

I

do hear

a

difference

between DAT and analogue. My feeling is

that most of the time digital is better

- it

working during

a

session, turnaround

between sessions or reels, and you don't

degrade your sound quality by going

10
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-

One such project, recently aired on the

a

British commercial TV channel Carlton. was

could then be covered by

The Other Peak Practice',

documentary about

a

a

12 -part

rural doctor's surgery.

new Beta tape was loaded
a

- the break
cut -away in the

edit. Maintaining sync was a simple matter
of jamming the PORTADAT to the camera,

The program was shot over several months

which provided the master clock, whenever

with two sound recordists, John Curtis and

a

Beta cassette was changed.

Ian McLaggan, each handling around half of

the work. Using a PDR1000TC, they were

The camera's own mic was used to record

able to operate quite independently of the

guide audio track, which was kept up until

camera operator, unhindered by an awkward

the dubbing stage, when the DAT tracks

It's so hard to avoid noise from clothing,

umbilical cable.

were brought back in. Off -line editing was

and then there's the chance of interference.

carried out on an Avid workstation, at

On top of

"It meant that

that the capsules tend to be

-a

EditWorks in Leeds, with the on -line edit,

relatively cheap

there's something going on that we may

colour grading and dubbing taking place at

is never going to sound as good as a £3000

want, and put myself wherever I'll get the

Yorkshire TV.

mic on

I

can turn over whenever

PDR1000TC side panel

a

a

£200 radio mic capsule

pole."

best sound," explains John. "With fly -onthe -wall documentaries like tais you don't

"The fact that the PORTADAT is so small and

"Last but not least, recording digitally

usually get

light meant that

rather than on the analogue Beta tracks

a

second chance, so it's

I

could make the most of

important not to miss anything." For this

freedom from the camera," says John. "I

means that you can copy the tape as many

reason, the ability to start recording with

like to be able to move to where the sound

times as you like, without the loss of

without being hindered by an umbilical

quality that inevitably comes with an

just

a

single key press was very welcome.

is

analogue copy. As post -production is

cable." As he points out, without this
Some of the consultations that the crew

freedom of movement it is often necessary

always digital now, that means that you can

filmed could be quite lengthy, and separate

to use radio mics, which can throw up

maintain the quality you get on location

recording allowed John to capture sound as

new set of problems. "I just don't like them.

right through to your final mix."

through several generations of dubs onto

play. "John Cleese believes strongly that you

unexpected one to the outsider: "If you

35mm mag tape. And if you're going to

shouldn't post -sync dialogue for comedy"

post -produce digitally, it makes sense to

he says,

record digitally."

get it right on the day. And if you're using

used timecode DAT, as opposed to two,

DAT plus a digital editing system, the

maybe two and

Tracing back the source of the 'Death Fish'

location sound is the same generation as the

timecode. What actually happens is not that

tapes to recordist Chris Munro, artistic as

music and effects, which invariably come off

the film gets produced any quicker, but the

well as technical considerations come into

a

a

"which makes it more important to

digital medium at the dub, so everything

consider a 10 -reel (90 minute) film, it might
take about a day to auto -conform if you've

a

half days for analogue with

dialogue editor does have

a

lot more time to

sits together better in the mix." Another

hone the original dialogue track before the

advantage identified by Chris is the fact that

mix

with digital recording and editing, it's much

result is

- you get
a

a

head start, and the end

better soundtrack."

easier for the dubbing mixer to, for example,

boost the high frequencies in dialogue to

The film industry tends to be conservative

deal with slight muffling caused by clothes

when it comes to audio technology,

around radio mics, without boosting the

however, and with the amount of money

head noise that would be present in an

riding on even

analogue signal path.

it's easy to see why 'if it ain't broke don't fix

a

relatively low- budget film,

it' is the prevailing attitude. Dean, however,
The transfer bay at Twickenham houses

insists that there really is only one way of

both Nagra -T and timecode DAT recorders.

working in today's film industry. "Some

When transferring rushes to Beta SP, the

people don't realise that they will actually

main difference is one of time and

get

convenience. "DAT is just quicker" says

post -production is digital and they can keep

Dean. "You don't have to worry about line-

first -generation location sound right the

up tones, you just go."

way through, but because their editors will

a

better result, not just because their

be able to spend more time

Dean Humphreys al Twickenham Film Studios:
"Everything is quicker and easier with digitál."

working

Time savings in auto -conforming are even

creatively on the soundtrack rather than just

more significant, though the benefit is an

cutting it together."
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NORTHERN

EXPOSURE
Alaskan blizzards and

generous

a

coating of fish oil are all part of

day's

a

work for independent film -maker

plant, where there were very high levels of

"lt also means you

oily humidity created by the combination of

ease, where they might be intimidated by a

fish oil and processing equipment. Everything

bigger machine. Besides the sync sound, also

is

constantly sprayed down in order to reduce

the risk of contamination. We even lost one

Braden King and his PORTADAT.

of our light meters to the humidity

When independent film -maker Braden King

that's supposed to be

a

- and

totally sealed unit."

can put interviewees at

I

conducted hours of audio -only interviews with
local people. Using start IDs to mark sections
as

I

went along made the process of going

though them later an awful lot easier."

was planning 'Dutch Harbor', a documentary

about fishing communities in Alaska, he knew

The PDR1000TC, however, kept going. "I

As an independent film- maker, the

that conditions would be tough on both

checked it at the end of every day, and

affordability of the PORTADAT also appealed

personnel and equipment. Shooting on

couldn't find any evidence that it was affected

to Braden. "In the end it was the obvious

trawlers and in fish processing plants,

by those conditions. Perhaps fish oil is a good

choice, and it performed every bit as well as

reliability and portability were at

lubricant for DAT recorders. was also

expected. But you know there's also

had no interest in taking along a reel -to- reel,"

worried that we might get problems caused

something on

he says drily. Dryness, however, was a

by condensation when we moved from a cold

appealing about DAT. I've always had this

condition rarely experienced during shooting.

exterior to

a

premium. "I

I

warm house or boat galley, but

a

nothing of the sort ever happened."

a

- even blizzard conditions.

It was quite

challenge to keep everything dry. The worst

environment, however, was

a

'..'"T

I

PUflI000,'<,'T.'''.,r

fish processing

0

t;.:1
ORI0*

?DRI000

I

PDD1000c,.,,,,,,,
1

TA0,1

a

better

a

while before we

clambered over boat rails, they often had cause

can store so much information. At least we're

to thank the compact size of the PORTADAT.

taking that step forward with audio."

POR1000,^

-

PORTADAT

user

After buying the very first PORTADAT ever produced, BBC Radio has

PORI000
i

continued to specify the recorder in ever increasing numbers and is

NNb

today the world's largest single user of PORTADATs. For HHB's
M,a*..rI,..

POR

Broadcast Sales Manager Brian Binding, it was particularly fitting that

DR1000

the BBC should be the first customer, as input from

NNb
N

inherently low -tech, that there was

can replace film, because even a single frame

1

3

feeling that film, and analogue audio, are

As the crew hiked up mountains and

BBC RADIO The world's biggest
.

philosophical level that is

way of doing things. It'll be

"We had very high winds combined with

snow

a

I

PORIOOO

rmsa*

Radio engineers, producers and staff

.n .

a

number of BBC

- among them Gerry Glancy

(pictured left), Head of BBC Radio Outside Broadcast

- had

been

invaluable during the PORTADAT's development.

"The PORTADAT is everything we asked for" commented Gerry

following trials of the first machine. "It's small and light, it gives us 2
ORIDOD

hours of recording time and, most importantly, its 4 head design

-

provides us with the confidence monitoring that is so vital for our
kind of work. ".

rc,uT.0 oo.ial

Gerry Glancy (right), Head of BBC Outside Broadcast receiving the first
of more than 50 PORTADATs from HHB's Brian Binding
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GETTING

WIRELESS IN WALES

THE MOST

FROM YOUR
Ever at the cutting edge of television sound technology, Barrie White

PORTADAT

explains why wireless timecode transmission is so useful.

Sound recordist Tim

White (Cutting Edge, QED,
and numerous other

Barrie White, well-known in the UK broadcast

for both myself and the cameraman to concentrate on

community both for his extensive work on, so it seems,

getting our own work right, and move wherever we

television) offers up a few

want, if we're not connected by an umbilical cable"

hints and tips from the

almost any production shot

in Wales, and

for his

explains Barrie. Besides allowing

contributions to Line Up magazine, has recently taken
to using

a

a

higher quality result

however, audio that is being transmitted, but timecode.

contends that shooting audio separately actually makes

"I'm using hardware purpose built by Jim McAlister at

post -production easier. "The Beta audio tracks would

Black Box Video" he explains. "It means

I

field.

than Beta's standard audio tracks allow, Barrie

radio link with his PDR1000TC. It is not,

generally be lifted off the Beta tapes in post -production

can work

without an awkward umbilical cable to the camera on

documentaries for British

- this way saves the time spent in that

a

stage, and the

think some people just don't

results are superior.

and record atmospheres, on drama or documentary, for

know how easy it is to use timecode DAT with Beta

example, without any hassle."

and what

a

the PDR is good,

I

always

use both the standard

internal battery plus an
NP1 B

- the standard
- for

camcorder pack

Beta SP shoot. I'm more portable, and can just go off

I

Though the battery life of

SP,

external power. As the
NP1B runs down, the

difference it can make."

machine automatically
switches to internal

recorder on both film and video

One recent project involved working at the open -air

Besides its value as

International Storytelling Festival at the picturesque St

shoots, the PDR1000TC is also often useful for

Donat's Castle, for

a

a

playback of pre- recorded material for performers to

program for BBC Wales, with both

requirement of music programs that

Barrie and a Beta SP camera operator having to work

mime to, often

around the reclining bodies of

Barrie works on. "Timecode might not seem very

a

large audience. Barrie

a

changeover. With 2 hours

from the internal battery
and 3 from the NP1

set up radio mics for the performers, and then

important in that application, but by feeding the PDR's

retreated out of sight, with both audio and timecode

timecode into the camera you can save

links handled by radio equipment. "It's so much easier

editing, and that means cheaper post -production."

a

power, and there's

absolutely no glitch in the

lot of time in

get

a

B,

I

full day's work

without having to change
a battery.

In heavy rain

I

often put

clingfilm over the top of
the machine. The
PORTADAT runs cool so

heat isn't a problem, and

TALES FROM THE TRANSVAAL

with a 92 minute cassette
you don't need to worry

about access to the

transport that often. The
During a month of filming for the BBC's

last time

'Under The Sun' series in the Mbuzini

was on

region of Eastern Transvaal, sound

torrential, horizontal rain.

recordist Dave Keene found his PORTADAT

I

was coveted as much by the film's subject,
a sangoma (traditional healer and diviner)

called Mpapane, as by Dave himself. "He

had to do that

I

'QED' shoot, in

kept the machine as dry

as

I

could, but it's always

going to get damp in

those circumstances. It

didn't seem to make any

loved listening to music played by his

difference.

children

- he has over 60,

which

recorded on the PORTADAT during

I

a

by 14 wives

-

I

always submit my DATs

the shoot. The sad thing is that he was very

along with a sound report

concerned that the traditional music he

sheet in a large envelope.

grew up with is disappearing. I only hope

With DAT cassettes being

that the cassette copies of the music

so small, it makes them a

him might help keep it alive."
Dave Keene records !raditional healer Mpapane in The Eastern Transvaal
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I

left

lot harder to lose.

PDR1000
TIMECODE
UPGRADE
Following the launch of the PORTADAT

requirements - rather than commit to

PDR1000 and PDR1000TC, it became clear

PDR1000TC, they can buy the PDR1000,

timecode, record run timecode, time of

that many customers wanted an upgrade

and upgrade if and when they need

day, slave to external timecode, and jam

path from the standard PDR1000 to the

timecode. As feedback from our

sync to external timecode. All standard

timecode

customers tells us,

SMPTE/EBU frame rates are supported.

-

equipped PDR1000TC.

Following an intensive
now available

- no

R &D

effort, this is

mean feat, as the

differences between the machines consist

a

a

good many PDR1000

owners are now in this position, driven by
an increased demand

for timecode DAT

from production companies.

Flexible user bit facilities include the

ability to record incoming timecode in
user bits while the PDR1000TC outputs

of more than just the addition of timecode
hardware.

That means the unit will record free run

it's own timecode.
The upgrade is in every sense

a

complete

one, and there are no hardware or

The upgrade is available from September

For many sound recordists, it means that

software differences between an 'original'

1995, and can be carried out by HHB or

their system can now adapt to their

PDR1000TC, and an upgraded PDR1000.

by authorised service centres.

INTERNAL TIMECODE BACKUP MODIFICATION
A minor modification has been introduced to the design of the

unmodified PDR1000TCs can be brought up to spec by HHB or an

PDR1000TC which allows the unit to retain free -running timecode when

authorised service centre free of charge. Another minor modification is that

powered down to change a battery. Previously the timecode would stop

the end of tape search function is now quicker, and does not rewind the

and re -start at zero. All PDR1000TCs now include this feature, and any

tape fully before locating, thereby saving battery life as well as time.

HHB ADVANCED MEDIA PRODUCTS
The choice of recording media is an important one

- and

when it comes to DAT tape there's

none better than HHB Advanced Media Products DAT cassettes. In the independent testing of 7

leading DAT tape brands, HHB DAT Tape demonstrated consistently low block error rates and

superior archiving stability. Tapes are available in 15, 30, 48, 62, 92, and 122 minute lengths.

Also available is

a

the DDS90M, optimised for the requirements of bulk data storage. While

this tape is not recommended for audio mastering purposes, it can be used in the
PORTADAT as

a

180 minute audio recording tape in applications where long, continuous

recording is of primary importance.

The Advanced Media Products range also includes
CD -R disc, the HHB CDR74, capable of
HHB Advanced Media Products

14
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a

high performance, 680MB / 74 minute

recording at all speeds from 1X to 6X.

PORTADAT POWER
Accessories for the PORTADAT now include

i

` .` f
Ngb!

°10N

et

_

p,,pp

a 4 -bay

fast

charger that will keep you in batteries wherever you go.
rechargeables. Additional
MHB220
Nickel Metal Hydride
recharjeable battery

MHB220s are available, each

providing two hours of coitinuous
operation for your PORTADAT
PDR1000 from

a

two hour charge from the RB110. The RB110 will also

deliver 12V DC power for your PORTADAT, and one of the bays provides
a

`refresh' capability to discharge batteries fully before recharging, to

ensure optimum life and performance.

MCA1000

4

hay charger, OCP1000 vehicle power cable and RB110

2

bay charger

A new 4 -bay fast charger, the MCA1000, is also now available, which

can refresh and /or charge up to 4 batteries simultaneously. This should

There are several PORTADAT battery and power accessories.

covering

a

keep even the most demanding of users going. The MCA1000's

wide range of professional requirements. The basic kit, as

provided with every PORTADAT, consists of
charger. and

a

a 2

international power supply will accept any AC input from 90 to 270V,

-bay RB110 battery

and it can also be run off 12V DC power. Finally, the DCP1000 adaptor

rechargeable MHB220 Nickel Metal Hydride cell that is

allows

less susceptible to 'memory effect' problems than standard NiCad

a

PORTADAT to be powered via

a

vehicle cigarette lighter.

REMOTE CONTROL
Two remote control connectors are available for the PORTADAT, one

with

a

an

investigation by environmental health officials into complaints

about noise. By setting up

1m moulded cable, and one without. These are provided, with

a

PDR1000, linked via

a

customised

full wiring instructions for remote operation, for applications such as

remote connection to a noise level meter, the PORTADAT can be left

industrial and environmental noise and vibration analysis, where

at a suitable

some form of automatic operation is required. A typical use might be

noise exceeds

monitoring location for some time, recording only when
a

pre -set limit.

THE PROTECTION RACKET
Whether you need

a

lightweight yet tough over -the -shoulder bag to protect your

PORTADAT on location, or a solid aluminum case, HHB has the answer.
Optional Portabrace and Aluminum PORTADAT cases

Built specifically for HHB by

community

-

K &H

products -a familiar name in the sound recording

Portabrace cases allow the PORTADAT user to carry and protect his

machine in the field. The sturdy fabric construction provides physical protection,
and several side pockets and bags are provided for accessories and leads. Access to
all controls and connectors is

straightforward, and these openings can

be easily re-

sealed with zips and velcro fasteners. Dedicated Portabrace cases are available for

both the PDR1000 and the PDR1000TC.

For

a

higher degree of physical protection in transit,

a

stylish `Halliburton' aluminum

hard case is now available. With its deep -drawn aluminum shell, the case not only

looks great, but will stand up to heavy impacts

contents

-

- high- density foam protects the

and adds relatively little to the weight of the PORTADAT itself.
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TECHNICAL DATA
PDR1000

AUDIO PERFORMANCE

POWERING
20Hz - 20KHz +/- 1dB

Frequency Response

90dB (Line Input)

Signal -To- Noise -Ratio

<0.015% (20Hz - 22KHz)

THD + Noise

Below measurable limits

Wow and Flutter

External DC Input (XLR -4M)

-66dBu, impedance >10K4

Line Input

OdBu, impedance = 47K52

recorded -12dBFS with record gain at max)

ANALOGUE OUTPUTS
Line Output (2

x

Operating

Time...

..

2Vrms max, load impedance >10K52

...

12.5mW

+

12.5mW, EIAJ 3212

DIGITAL I/O

hrs using MHB220 rechargeable pack after 2 hr charge

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Phantom Powering

48V, 7mA max

Microphone High Pass Filter

100Hz, 6dB per octave approx

Operating threshold -3dB approx

Monitor Speaker

50mW
Allows control of: Play, Stop, Record, Pause,

Remote Control

Fast Fwd. Rewind, Skip Back, Skip Forward functions

AES /EBU In (XLR -3F)

3 -10V pp per IEC958 Type

1

standard

PHYSICAL

5V pp per IEC958 Type

1

standard

External

0.5V pp 7552 per IEC958 Type

2

standard

Weight (without battery)

1620g (3.6 lbs)

0.5V pp 7552 per IEC958 Type

2

standard

Weight (with battery)

1940g (4.3 lbs)

AES /EBU Out (XLR -3M)

SPDIF In (Phono /RCA Socket)

SPDIF Out (Phono /RCA Socket)

.

..

Dimensions... 240(W)

x

55(H) x 177(D) mm (9.5 x 2.1 x 7.0 ins)

Video/Word Sync Through (BNC)

TIMECODE

Standards Supported

per EBU and SMPTE standards

Conforms to IEC 461

Compatible Nominal Sample Frequencies

48KHz, 44.1 KHz

EXTERNAL SYNCHRONISATION

Word Sync Output (BNC)

48/50/59.94/60Hz +/- 0.1 °/

Field Sync

Word Sync

48/44.1 KHz +/- 0.1

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

TTL level output, 7512

POWERING
External DC Input (XLR -4M)

MHB220 Rechargeable

Composite video (PAL. NTSC, SECAM) +/- 0.1

Video

Connected in parallel to above
Use for loop through or 7552 term

24, 25, 29.97NDF, 29.97DF, 30 FPS

Tape Format

12V DC, 12W (10 -14V DC)

Battery...

6V,

2400mAH Nickel Metal Hydride pack

RB110 AC Adaptor
Operating Time ..

100 -240V AC, 18W
1.5 hrs using MHB220 rechargeable pack after

2

hr charge

(Record mode, without phantom powering or display backlight)

PHYSICAL

Timecode Input (XLR-3F)

Timecode Output (XLR -3M)

Video/Word Sync Input (BNC).. Video Sync,

ACCESSORIES

100 -240V AC, 18W
2

Limiter

Phono /RCA Sockets)

Headphone Output (6.3mm Stereo Jack)

PDR1000TC

2400mAH Nickel Metal Hydride pack

(Record mode, without phantom powering or display backlight)

Microphone Input

a

6V,

RB110 AC Adaptor

ANALOGUE INPUTS (2 X XLR3 -F)

(Figures quoted are to achieve

12V DC, 9W (10 -14V DC)

MHB220 Rechargeable Battery...

1

0.2-18V pp, impedance 8K52

External Dimensions...

2.2V pp, impedance 60052

Weight (without battery)

-4V pp. Word Sync, TTL level

x

95(H) x 177(D) mm (9.5 x 3.7 x 7.0 ins)
2280g (5 lbs)

Weight (with battery)

DCP1000

SUPPLIED ACCESSORIES (PDR1000 AND PDR1000TC)

240(W)

1

x

Carrying Case

MBC1000

1

x

MHB220 Rechargeable Nickel Metal Hydride battery pack

MCA1000

1

x

RB110 12v DC power supply / 2 bay charger

RCC1000

1

x

HHB DAT15 DAT tape

1

x

Operating Instructions

2600g (5.7 lbs)

10V-40V vehicle power cable (connects to cigar lighter)
2 bay

fast charger

AC /DC powered 4 bay

fast charger

Vehicle powered

Remote control connector

PDRSERV

PDR1000 service manual
PDR1000TC service manual

PDRTCSERV

PDRSHIRT

PORTADAT Polo Shirt

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Portabrace case for PDR1000

AR1000

AR1000TC

Portabrace for PDR1000TC

Additional rechargeable NiMH battery pack

MHB220
RB110

Additional 12v

DC

power supply /

2

bay charger

HHB DAT15, DAT30, DAT48, DAT62. DAT92, DAT122. DDS9OM..

DAT Tape

For consistently lower block error rates, improved archiving stability and

reduced head wear, HHB Communications recommends the use of HHB DAT

tape-with PORTADAT portable DAT recorders.

Dealer Stamp

HHB Communications Ltd

73 -75 Scrubs Lane,
London NW10 6QU, UK
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax 0181 962 5050
E -Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk

Independent Audio Inc 295 Forest Avenue, Suite 121,
Portland, Maine 04101 -2000, USA
Tel: 207 773 2424 Fax: 207 773 2422
E -Mail: 75671.3316©compuserve.com
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HHB and PORTADAT are trademarks of HHB Communications Ltd

HHB Communications reserves the right to change specifications without notice
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The recognized leader in audio testing announces

software for the world's most popular graphical user interface.
Audio Precision is proud to announce Windows based APWIN audio testing software for the
System One and System Two audio analyzers
APWIN may be purchased as an upgrade for use
with all existing System One hardware
APWIN is standard with System Two hardware
APWIN for Microsoft Windows 3.1
or Windows for
TM

Workgroups 3.11, now
APWIN for Microsoft WIN95 available at WIN95
release time

High level display and control of AES/EBU status

bits
Multiple instrument control panels per screen
page
5 screen pages of settings and graphs store with
each test
Up to 6 parameters per color graph
Dual graphics cursors with delta readouts
View multiple readouts and bargraphs simultaneously with control panels
Standardized Windows interface for ease of use
Copy and paste to Windows word processors and

spreadsheets

Audi

precsion

F.O. Box 2209
Beaverton, OR 97075 -3070
800-231 -7350
(503) 627 -0632,
FAX: (503) 641 -8906

The recognized standard in Audio Testing

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS: Australia: IRT Electronics Pty. Ltd., Tel: 2 439 3744 Austria: ELSINCO GmbH, Tel: (1) 815 04 00 Belgium: Trans European Music NV, Tel: 2 466 5010 Brazil: INTERWAVELTDA., Tel: (21)3259221 Bulgaria: ELSINCO. he. Strelbishte. Tel: (2) 58 61 31 Canada: GERRAUDIO Distribution, Tel: (416) 696 -2779 China, Hong Kong: A C E (Intl) Co. Ltd., Tel: 2424 -0387 Croatia: AVC Audio Video Consulting, Tel: (41) 624
622 Czech Republic: ELSINCO Praha spot. s.r.o., Tel: (2) 49 66 89 Denmark: npn Elektronik aps, Tel: 86 57 15 11 Finland: Genelec OY, Tel: 7713311 Franca: ETS Mesureur, Tel: (1) 45 83 66 41 Germany: RTW GmbH, Teh 221
70913-0 Greece: KEM Electronics Ltd., Tel: 01- 6478514/5 Hungary: ELSINCO KFT, Tel: (1) 26918 50 Indie: HINDITRON Services PVT, Tel: 22 836 -4560 Israel: Dan -El Technologies, LTd., Tel: 3-6478770 Italy: Link Engineering
0.r.1., Tel: 0521/648723 Japan: TOYO Corporation, Tel 3 (5688) 6800 Korea: B&P International Co., Ltd., Tel: 2 546 -1457; B&P (Kumi Office), Tel: 0546 53- 7347/8 Malaysia: Test Measurement & Engineering Sdn. Bhd., Tel: 3 734
1017 Netherlands: Heynen b.v., Tel: 08851 -96300 New Zealand: Audio & Video Wholesalers, Tel. 7 847 -3414 Norway: Lydconsu8, Tel: (47) 66- 988333 Polend: ELSINCO Polska sp. z o. o.. Tel: (22) 39 69 79 Portugal: Acutron
Elettroacustica LDA. Tel: 1 9414087/ 9420862 Singapore: THE Systems Pte Ltd., Tel: 747 -7234 Slovakia: ELSINCO Bratislava spot. s.r.o., Tel: (7) 784 165 South Africa: SOUNDFUSION Broadcast, Tel: 11 477 -1315 Spain: Telco
Electronics, S.A.. Tel: 1 531 -7101 Sweden: TTS Tal & Ton Studioteknik AB, Tel: 31- 803 620 Switzerland: Dr. W.A. Gunther AG, Tel: 910 41 41 Taiwan R.O.C.: Cha Wei Electric Trading Co., Tel: 2- 5612211 Thailand: Masswodd
Company Ltd., Tel: 662 -294 -4930 United Kingdom: Thudby Theodor Instruments, Ltd.. Tel (1480) 412451
Windows is a trademara of Microsoft Corporation
1
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Xtrack S11

Xtrack S9

Xtrack S80

The entry point to the galaxy
Xtrack S11 is propelled by
the full power of Xtrack
software using simplified
audio interfaces.

The studio tool
Xtrack S9 provides balanced
analog and digital
input /outputs, combined with
the best audio quality.

The compact studio
Xtrack S80 fuses the audio
quality of Xtrack S9 with the
power inherent in 8 balanced
analog outputs.

System configurations:
2 up to 8 input /outputs.

System configurations:
2 up to 8 input /outputs.

System configurations:
2 inputs /8 outputs.

Post -production
With the benefit of the PCXS option Digigram's digital audio workstations are broadcast format
post -production machines. New features. like synchronisation with video stored on magneto optical drive.
or picture insertion on the workstation's control screen. enhance the different synchronisation modes.
The Xtrack galaxy workstations retain their lead in ergonomy and productivity.

Xtrack digital audio workstations
A unique technology in 3 configurations
Simply digital
Parc de Pre Mimet
38330 MONTBONNOT
Tel. (33) 76.52.47.47.
Fax (33) 76.52.18.44.
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Klark Teknik DN6000
Klark Teknik's new audio signal analyser is intended to set a new measurement

standard.

DAVE FOISTER

KLARK TEKNIK HAS

made a
successful business out of tweaking our
audio signals and then telling us what we
have ended up with. Its graphic
equalisers are industry standards, its
straightforward delay lines are industry
standards, and its DN60 analyser is an
industry standard. Such is the height of
the company's profile that a photograph
of a single Klark Teknik knob on the front
cover of the 1988 APRS Show issue of
Studio Sound was instantly recognisable,
and made the cover quite a talking point.
So, too, with the display on the new
DN6000 audio analyser, featured, albeit
with its colour changed, on July's Studio
Sound and, again, readily identifiable.
The DN6000 remains recognisable as
being from the Klark Teknik stable, but
makes a major departure from its predecessor, the DN60, in the sophisticated
nature of its display. Gone are the columns
of red LEDs showing the signal spectrum,
and in their place is a very large, very
bright backlit LCD screen, offering all the
flexibility for graphics, text and control that
the technology can provide. Behind the
screen is a 2U-high box containing a wide
selection of measurement tools, each in
turn with a substantial amount of control
offered over the way it takes those
measurements. Two measurement inputs
are provided, as the spectrum analyser
can display both at once, along with an
output for a selection of internally generated test signals.
The unit powers up out of the box in
Spectrum Analyser mode, perhaps the
most familiar function of such a unit.
A single push -button cycles through the
possibilities of sixth -octave mono,
third -octave mono, and the aforementioned third -octave stereo, and the
display appears immediately as a real
time spectrum analysis, with soft keys
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asks if it measures up to KT's reputation
beside the screen to adjust the
measurement and display parameters.
The screen is one of the clearest such
displays have seen, with a particularly
marked distinction between the black
graphics and the almost white background. This is visible, and legible, from
a considerable distance, and seems to
be more tolerant of the angle of view
than most displays. Brightness, contrast
and black -white reversal are all
adjustable among the unit's utilities, and
such is the brightness and clarity of the
display that most will, am sure, elect to
either back off the brightness a little or
don a pair of shades.
I

I

FAMILIAR CONTROLS ARE
provided for setting the display parameters themselves, the first of which sets
the reference level for measurement.
This reference will be shown on the
screen as a dotted line some way below
the top on production versions, although
on the beta review unit it lies at the
extreme top. Obviously, any internal clipping will affect the calculations for the
entire spectrum, so the DN6000 flashes

pushed in, and further assumes, in the
case of direct microphone readings, that
the correct reference microphone is
being used -either a specially calibrated KT model or a selected B &K
4006. Given a correctly calibrated microphone, resulting levels will be shown in
dB SPL, and the unit then meets the
relevant IEC specifications for a Type 1
sound level meter.
The DN6000's microphone input is on
the front panel, phantom- powered on an
XLR, making it possible to use any microphone with it. Although spectrum analysis
readings will obviously be affected by the
frequency response of the microphone
and absolute levels affected by its sensitivity, some of the other measurements,
such as reverberation time, will give
acceptable results with any good quality
microphone
useful bonus if the
purchase of the special measurement
models cannot be justified.
Many measurements are made much
simpler by the use of the DN6000's own
test signal generator, largely because its
operation is coordinated with the generation of the display trace. The generator

Standard issue-the
latest in a line of
industry -standard
equipment from KT

-a

Many measurements are made much simpler by the

use of the DN6000's own test signal generator
a warning across the spectrum columns

when it occurs. Level readings of the
individual frequency bins, selected by a
wheel- driven cursor, and of the column
marked 'All Hertz' at the right-hand end
of the window are displayed on a 3 -character numeric window next to the main
screen, and wi4I be shown in terms of the
chosen reference level. This assumes
that the unit's only rotary control, the
INPUT TRIM knob, is disabled by being

output appears on a single rear-panel
XLR, with its level controllable from the
utilities menu. Several types of signal are
offered, covering a wide range of
requirements, the most basic being a
variable frequency sine wave. A useful
facility is a timed gate on the output,
turning the generator on when the MUTE
button is released and off again after a
predetermined time -anything from
100ms to 10s. It even manages to switch
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DN6000
on and off at zero crossing points, vital
for accurate measurements. Pink noise
is the second

possibility, with the
option of octave or third -octave
filtering; strangely, differences in the
filter- frequency setting are only heard
when the generator is switched off and
back on, making it less easy than it
might be to set it up, although the
selected values are always visible on
the display. The noise generator, too,
has the timed gating function.
The third output option is a sine wave
frequency sweep, with its start and end
points fully user-selectable and there-

The memories can also be used to
accumulate a series of readings, with
each new measurement being averaged
with the existing data and the display
showing how many readings have been
entered. Up to 99 accumulations are
possible in each memory. Any of the
unit's readings -live, stored or accumulated -can be scanned with the cursor to
show the level and frequency of each
column, and the vertical scale of the
display is always adjustable 6dB -60dB,
even after storage.
With a time scale variable over an
enormous range across the window,
anything in the time domain from
system delay to Leq and Let can be
measured, and a choice of triggering
methods applies to the various options.
One mutes the test -signal output when
measurement begins, while the other
triggers measurement following the end
of an overload condition. The first is

the time interval contained in the
selected column.
Let is calculated in a similar way, with
the cursor selecting a point on the
display and the read-out showing both
the time up to that point and the Let up
to the end of the chosen column. Again,
the huge time capacity of the memory
makes it easy to achieve meaningful
readings over whatever period is required.
All the DN6000's measurements can be
printed directly from a parallel port on the
rear panel, and these two time -related
measurements can also generate tables
of all their values to be printed. As the
DN6000
had was a beta version, the
print function was not yet implemented, so
cannot comment on the layout of the

fore able to sweep down as well as up
over a user-definable range. Used with
the spectrum -analyser screen, the
sweep produces a frequency- response
resulting printouts.
plot automatically, holding it on the
screen and even muting the analyser
TIME DOMAIN RESULTS have
input at the end of the sweep to keep
their own 16 memories, independent of
the display clean. The use of a system
the frequency -analysis memories which
like this for frequency response
retain their contents during time
measurements is simplicity itself;
measurements. Again, memoReverberation time measurements could not
well remember the complications
ries can be overwritten or accuinvolved in making such measuremulated and compared with
ments on chart recorders with
other results.
be easier, with no messing about setting up
synchronised sweep oscillators,
The palette of functions
and while
know things have
offered by the DN6000 would
complicated arrays of equipment
moved on a lot since then, nothing
appear to make it much more
could be easier than the proceuseful tool than would be
dure offered by the DN6000.
useful when measurements are being
suggested either by its name or by
taken in a room with a sound system
what has gone before. It has become
THE INPUT FILTER has a installed, while the second allows rever- an instrument capable of performing a
choice of A and C weightings as well as
beration -time measurements to be fired
large number of useful measureflat, and the Frequency -Analysis mode's
by a loud external stimulus such as a
ments, not only on the nature of a
response time is adjustable, with nine
gun shot, and follows the method used
given signal but on individual items of
different times provided. Three of these
in the earlier RT60 reverberation time
equipment, complete systems, the
correspond to IEC standards for various
analyser. Either way, reverberation time
general behaviour of a space and
applications -Fast, Slow and Impulse.
measurements could not be easier, with
more besides. Its controls are logically
Peak Hold is provided, and can be
no .messing about setting up complilaid out and labelled, and its display is
toggled on and off the display while
cated arrays of equipment. A useful
clear and controllable. It is easy to
remaining in memory.
feature of the reverb -time function is the
master, easy to interpret, and
The Frequency -Analysis mode has
ability to highlight a smooth area of the
powerful enough to deal with a huge
32 memories available, into which the
trace with the cursor and have the
range of measurement tasks of the
current screen can be stored at the
DN6000 extrapolate the rest of the
kind encountered frequently in our
touch of the STORE button, memory
reverb decay, avoiding problems caused
work. Klark Teknik is used to setting
locations being automatically increby dominant early reflections and high
industry standards, and believe the
mented in the process. This can also-be
ambient noise.
DN6000 is destined to become
carried out from a remote footswitch,
Measurement of Leq (equivalent
another.
and once data is in the memory it can
continuous sound pressure level) and
be recalled at will, and even compared
Let (sound exposure level) is just as
with the live display. The Compare mode
straightforward. For the first, the cursor
KLARK TEKNIK PLC,
splits each column in half vertically,
is used to select a particular column on
Klark Industrial Park,
interleaving the two sets of data, and
the screen; the status display then
Walter Nash Rd, Kidderminster,
Worcestershire DY11 7HJ UK
although the designers are considering
shows the time from the start of
Tel: +44 1562 741515
another way of showing the two signals,
measurement to that point, and the
found the existing display quite clear.
numerical display shows the Leq for
I

I

I

I

I

CONTACTS

The DN6000 has a

bright backlit LCD
screen which
facilitates graphics
and text displays
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The Soundcraft DC2020
(Now available in 3D)
D) C2020
SURROUND
Already making
in

our DC2020 just gained

a

a

name for itself

the world of post production,

Meanwhile, a compact external rack interface handles all

additional audio connections without the need for re- patching.

And all this in addition to the moving

whole new

fader automation, touchscreen driven

dimension. Surround Sound.

Thanks to

a

machine control, video sync and

brilliantly integrated

version of the renowned MagtraxTM system, the DC2020

on -board hard disk storage.

Surround provides fingertip control of up to 24 record /replay

Discover more about the DC2020 and DC2020 Surround by

channels plus dedicated fix channel monitoring and metering.

calling +44(0)1707- 668143 today,

HARMAN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES LTD., CRANBORNE HOUSE, CRANBORNE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
CRANBORNS RD.. POTTERS BAR, HERTS, EN6 3f N, ENGLAND.TEL: +44 (0)1707 665000 FAX: +44 (0)1707 660482

Soundcraft

H A Harman International Company

(wnex Research
Building a magneto -optical audio recorder is a bold move for a new company; building
it to meet classical recording requirements is bolder still, writes
GENEX RESEARCH IS

GX2000 -Note the
use of tapemachine

style transport
controls

a very
small company established less than a
year ago to produce one specific product
dedicated to one specific market. That
market is straight -to- stereo classical
music recording, and that product is the
GX2000 magneto -optical disk recorder.
Genex' founder members comprise the
former R &D department from a major
recording organisation, and they have
applied both their design skills and
experience of the special requirements of a
classical recording session to the production of a quite unique piece of equipment.
It seems as though magneto -optical
disks have been with us as audio
storage devices for ever, but it really is
not that long since Akai intrigued the
world with its DD1000, apparently
defying the known limitations of the
medium with fast access times. Augan
and Sony are now well known for their
use of the medium in various applications, but the principal use of M -0 technology has remained the editing and
mastering sector. Certainly in the early
days, the disks themselves were seen as
too expensive to be used as an acquisition medium, but now the ever -tumbling
price, though still high, may be seen as
justified by the random access facilities
they afford -given a sufficiently attractive machine in which to use them. In the
early days, too, the 650Mb capacity was
very much a limiting factor, and even
though the constraints have been eased
by the introduction of the 1.3Gb disk and
the imminent appearance of the 2.6Gb
version, recording capacity per buck is
still an issue to be addressed if the
medium is to be used as a primary
recording format.
The extent to which Genex Research
understands the market is indicated by
the extent to which these issues are
considered, and by the unashamedly
specialised features the unit carries. The
GX2000 is quite simply a recorder -no
editing features are implemented yet,

DAVE FOISTER

and when they are, they will be limited in
scope with no attempt made to compete
with established editing systems. The
machine even looks more like a recorder
than most, with its dominant row of illuminated
transport
buttons
and
metering- and -display panels. The presence of conventional transport controls,
including fast wind, may seem a little odd
on a random -access machine, but the
advantages of instant familiarity are clear.
Setup and operation of the machine is
about as straightforward as it could be,
with all variable parameters controlled
from a single -level menu on the large
green display. This is where things like
sample rates, time -code rates, synchronisation and input selection are set,
using a fast combination of selection
buttons and the jog -shuttle wheel. The
current status of most parameters is indicated on a large labelled matrix of LEDs
below the disk slot. Once set up, the
machine can be treated like any other
recorder, but with powerful extra features

xz000
Retro, to cope with things like false
starts. It works like this: the musicians
start playing, so you hit the TAKE button
to mark the take as, say, Take 37. Two
bars later they stop and restart -what on
a paper log would simply be written
down as an F/S and thought no more
about. On the GX2000, if the
FALSE START button is pressed as they
restart, the point marked Take 37
becomes marked as F/S and the new
starting point is automatically labelled
Take 37 instead. Then, when the artist
comes in to check progress, nobody has
to listen to a series of embarrassing, time wasting false starts before each take.
regard this as a PNI (Pretty Neat Idea).
This small, but practical point, is an
indicator of the whole approach of the
machine, which is not simply to save
time but to make sessions smoother and
less likely to have the flow interrupted.
The nature of the technology is such that
the cue points defined by the labels can
be accessed immediately, with no
spooling whatever, which means that
when the artist comes in to listen, one
take or one section can be compared
I

with another instantly, without the
off- putting delays tape causes. He or she

Conventional transport controls...may seem a little odd on a random - access

machine, but the advantages of instant familiarity are clear
designed to streamline. the typical
session.
The first such feature is the ability to
capture cue points on- the -fly for later
location, and to have them automatically
labelled. Seven different label types are
available, and while they come factory
set as Takes, Notes, False Starts and so
on, all the names are user-definable. The
labels are accessed directly from the
number keys during record, so that
hitting Button 1 will add a Take label,
numbered consecutively from the last
take. A remarkable twist to this, and one
which sums up how much practical
experience the designers have of this
machine's functions, is the possibility of
setting up any of the label types as

can then return to the studio more
quickly in order to carry on recording
before the atmosphere is lost. Everyone
knows the importance of keeping a
session moving, keeping everybody
motivated, and never giving the artist the
feeling that the machinery is somehow
getting in the way of the playing; Genex
clearly knows this too, and the GX2000
is the closest
have seen to being the
ideal, transparent, session recorder.
I

THE AUDIO CAPABILITIES
are, of course, of equally vital importance, and Genex' approach there, too,
is individual and thoughtful. The standard machine comes only with digital in

and out- AES -EBU only on the review
machine -on the basis that the kind of
people who are likely to buy it will
already have their own preferred convertors. Onboard convertors will be available, but Genex sees them as backup to

outboard

units. The recorder is,
however, 24 -bit capable in and out, with
dithering down to as few bits as
required. Twenty-bit and 24 -bit recording
obviously use far more of the disk
space, giving running times per side
which can seem a little short,
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IS THIS THE LAST AUTOMATION SYSTEM

YOU'LL EVER BUY?

GURU CHILL
Title
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AMS Neve is

introducing ENCORE'TM,
a

t

powerful new automation

Pentium
Processor, runs under Windows NT
and combines the best innovations of
system. Encore uses

a

AMS Neve's automation packages.

For the engineer, Encore
offers true creative freedom. You

don't waste time relearning a system

that mimic systems you're already
familiar with. Plus, Encore's
superior speed, enhanced graphics,

analog room. By adding more
features and making it possible for
engineers to move from room to

and extended storage capacity give

room effortlessly, Encore's benefits

you the tools to push your

and power will be obvious.
You be the judge. Come to

creativity to the edge.
For the V Series owner,
Encore can be easily retrofitted to
your console
and will

because Encore's user selectable

increase the

modes allow you to work in set -ups

value of your

UK Head Office Tel: (44) 1282 457011 Fax: (44) 1282 39542 USA Siemens Audio Inc., New York, NY.
Tel: 212 -949 -2324 Fax: 212-450-7339 Hollywood, CA. Tel: 213 -461 -6383 Fax: 213 -461 -1620
CANADA Rupert Neve Inc., Toronto Tel: 416 -365 -3363 Fax: 416 -365 -1044

AES and see Encore at AMS Neve's

Booth #700.
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INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA

Amber Technology Pty Ltd.
Tel. (02) 9751211 Fax (02) 9751368
AUSTRIA

Audio Sales Ges.m.b.H.
Tel. (02236) 26123 -22 Fax (02236) 43232
BELGIUM

A. Prévost S.A.
Tel.(02) 2168025 Fax (02) 2167064
CANADA

Electronics Canada Ltd.
Tel. (514) 457 -4044 Fax (514) 457 -5524
TC

DENMARK

John Peschardt NS
Tel. (86) 240000 Fax (86) 240471

Rear panel detail of the GX2000
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49 minutes at 20 bits, for instance, but here
the guys at Genex have stuck their necks out
and implemented a facility which had to come
sooner or later, the only surprise is that it has
taken this long.

of one -second bursts of the audio, quite sufficient to find an approximate place. A jog or
scrub function will eventually be implemented
along with the editing controls.
Although the GX2000 is designed to be
perfectly useable as a stand -alone machine,
DATA PACKING HAS been common- slicker control is offered by a Windows software
place for computer files for years, and only
package, allowing full access to the machine via
recently (December 1994) Barry Fox in these
RS232. This gives control of up to eight
pages commented on the fact that such lossless
recorders, duplicating all the front -panel
packing was not yet being applied to audio.
controls, displays, metering and adding sophisWhen you pack a text file on a computer
ticated handling of data concerning the
any other type of file for that matter -you know
recorded disk and session notes. Information
that what you get back when you unpack it will
about individual disks can be stored on the
be identical to the original in every way: no
optical disks themselves, and additional Project
words spelt wrongly, no commands corrupted.
Lists allow collections of such information to be
Why, then, should it not be possible to do the
stored on the computer, complete with a set of
same with a file full of numbers which happen to
notes about the project right down to a field for
represent audio? This is what Genex has done,
the budget number! Transport functions,
in the face of an industry which seems to find it
cue -label triggering and short cuts to some of
hard to differentiate between the packing they
the remote software's functions can be assigned
have been using quite happily on their
to hot keys as required, and diagnostics are
computers for ages and the data -compression
included for checking the RS232 communicatechniques which are known to have audible
tions to and from the recorders, which for the
trade -offs.
purposes of the remote are identified simply by
The mathematical details of what Genex has
their serial numbers.
done were not divulged to me, but on the kind
Recognising that the basic editing faciliof classical music was working with, with its
ties, when in place, will be no more than the
wide dynamic range and hence long periods of
icing on the cake, Genex is looking to provide
low levels, it increased the available recording
interfaces to existing editing platforms
time to about an hour and a quarter, 20 -bit,
-SADIE and Sonic Solutions are under
44.1 kHz. At no time
discussion
at
the
was
aware of the
moment
enable data
packing making any
At no time was I ware of the
transfer into the editor at
difference to the audio,
faster than real time.
unlike the various
The kind of specialisapacking making an y difference to
compression systems
tion offered
by
the
have heard. The only
GX2000 is becoming an
audio, unlike the various
drawback seems to be
increasing rarity, as the
that the disk space
diversification forced on
compression syste ms I have heard
saved by the techmany studios in turn
nique depends on the
forces most equipment to
nature of the audio
be a jack of all trades and
involved, much as a file -packing routine will
master of as many as it can manage.
achieve different reduction ratios depending on
When was first confronted by the machine
the contents of the files. This makes it imposbegan by wondering, quite simply, 'why ?' The
sible to know at the start of the session, or
advantages, to those who spend their time
even at the start of a take, precisely how much
recording large numbers of takes of stereo
space you have available, but since it always
material which need to be checked, catalogued
seems to be substantially more than in the
and compared, quickly became apparent when
unpacked state, this is a minor quibble. For
held up alongside even the fastest, most
those who cannot bring themselves yet to trust
sophisticated, tape -based recorders. If your
such an idea, the system can be disabled and
line of work doesn't involve such activities, you
normal predictable linear recording used.
will find little of interest in the GX2000; if it
would challenge them, however, based on
does, get hold of one immediately and see
what have heard from the GX2000, to prove a
what it can do for you, your clients, the musidifference.
cians, and everybody's stress levels.
The recording system incorporates automatic
data verification, and the presence of even a
single error during recording or playback is indicated by a front -panel LED. Shuttling and
COMPANY, Genex Research Ltd,
cue -review functions are operated by a wheel
United House, North Road, Islington,
and a pair of buttons respectively, with the
London N7 90P, UK
Tel and Fax: +44 171 609 6151
output consisting of a smooth continuous series

-or

FINLAND

Moderato Oy
Tel. 90 340 4077 Fax 90 340 4082
GREECE

Bon Studios
Tel. (01) 3809605 Fax (01) 3845755
HONG KONG

Dah Chong Hong Ltd.
Tel. 28086111 Fax 28733911
INDONESIA

Multi Audio Perkasa
Tel. (021) 6296009 Fax (021) 6298453
ISRAEL

More Audio Professional
Tel. (03) 69656367 Fax (03) 6965007
ITALY

Audium

S.r.l
Tel. (02) 27304242 Fax (02) 27309018
JAPAN

MTC Japan Ltd.
Tel. (03) 5280 -0251 Fax (03) 5280 -0254
KOREA

Young Nak So Ri Sa
Tel. (02) 5144567 Fax (02) 5140193
LEBANON & SYRIA
AMAC S.r.a.l.
Tel. (06) 430363 Fax ( +1 212) 478 -1989 (US #)
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MALAYSIA

Eastland Trading (M) SDN BHD
Tel. (03) 9845789 Fax (03) 9842288
MEXICO

Electroingenierria en Precision S.A.
Tel. (5) 5597677 Fax (5) 5753381
NETHERLANDS

Electric Sound B.V.
Tel. (036) 5366555 Fax (036) 5368742
NEW ZEALAND

South Pacific Music Distributors
Tel. (09) 4431233 Fax (09) 4432529
NORWAY

Englund Musikk A/S
Tel. (047) 67148090 Fax (047) 67113509
PORTUGAL

Audio Cientifico
Tel. (01) 47543488 Fax (01) 4754373
SAUDI ARABIA

Halwini Audio
Tel.+ Fax (02) 6691252
SINGAPORE

Eastland Trading (S) Pte Ltd.
Tel. 3371021 Fax 3383883
SOUTH AFRICA

EMS
Tel. (011) 482 4470 Fax (011) 726 2552
SPAIN

Media -Sys S.L.
Tel. (93) 4266500 Fax (93) 4247337
SWITZERLAND

Audio Bauer Pro AG
Tel. (01) 4323230 Fax (01) 4326558
TAIWAN

Linfair Engineering & Trading Ltd.
Tel. 2 321 4454 Fax 2 393 2914
THAILAND
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Lucky Musical Instruments Co. Ltd.
Tel. 251 3319 Fax 255 2597
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you want to look
like Cyberman or a tank
commander, it's got to be
the new DT 200 series
namic.
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she designer styling and
uper comfort cushioning
systems, combined

with

beyerdynamic's legendary
transducer technology,
keeps you in touch with
your aucience, in real style.
And
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keehe

engineering department
happy, the DT 200 series
packs a multitude of

impressive features: -

rugged construction, high
performance earmonitors
and a choice of really great
sounding microphone

L-cd

Just take a look at our competition and imagine what you might look like when
you're giving it your best shot! The only thing you have to look for now is your
beyerdynamic dealer. They'll be happy to put you in the right picture.

For more information, call our freephone 0800 374994
beyerdynamic, UK Lewes BN 8 6 JL
8, 74072 Heilbronn, Germany Tel 7131.617.125
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At last. Affordable directutoadisk video

editing that won't give you the jitters.
No jitters
No jumps
No stutters
No dropouts
No lost frames
Just ultra smooth video
and pure, uninterrupted,
digital sound.
It's the Microdisk AV

storage system from
Micropolis.
Ultimate `direct -to -disk'

performance for digital
video editing, multimedia

and sound recording.

Micropolis
European headquarters
Tel +44 734 751315

Fax +44 734 868168
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TL Audio VI -1
Having established itself in valve outboard, TL Audio is taking valve technology into new areas. This 8- channel interface

offers to temper the edge of digital multitracks as ZENON

SCHOEPE

reports

HAVING PLAYED

a major role in
making valve outboard equipment affordable enough for the masses, TL Audio
has begun to investigate new opportunities for value technology. The latest of
these ideas is the VI -1 valve interface,
which is essentially an 8- channel 'audio
thru' box that inserts a valve into a signal
chain. The unit provides each of eight
independent channels with a single- stage,
unity gain, ECC83/12AX7 tube 'detour'.
Aside from a power switch with LED
on the front panel and a grill behind
which the tubes glow, there is very little
to say about the features of this unit. The
eight inputs and outputs are on
balanced jacks mounted on the rear
panel and while the unit is shipped set
up for +4dB operation, all inputs and
outputs can be internally jumpered for
-10dB. Given the lack of any other things
to play with, panel -mounted switches
would have been welcome as the
jumpering procedure is hardly convenient-especially if you want to use the
unit with different sources.
The premise for the VI -1 is that it is
inserted in -line to and from modular
digital 8 -track recorders to counter what
the information leaflet describes as 'that
cold digital sound'. Of course, its applications extend beyond DA -88s and ADATs
and any similarly afflicted hard disk
system -DAT or CD can benefit from a
touch of tube. There is also the enormous
scope for incorporating this box into
analogue setups.
What you do with it is patch it onto
anything and see if you like the result. It
certainly affects the sound, rounding off
in the mid range, smoothing out of the HF
and adding a tad more wallop in the low
end, none of which are unpleasant. As to
whether it sounds valve like depends to a
great extent on your experience and
appreciation of valves. Part of the charm
of valve outboard for me is such devices
can be wound up or down in a way that
varies the operation on the valve-from
'is it on ?' all the way up to 'blimey, wind it
back a bit mate'.
Because this box is preset, you are
stuck with what you are given. would say
that TL Audio intend the VI -1 to operate
near the 'blimeÿ level, but then that is the
purpose of the unit.
You can strap it over inserts, groups,
mixes and individual channels with good
effect and if you regularly master to
analogue and then transfer to DAT, then
you could do worse than hang this in
I
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between the analogue and digital stages.
In all cases, the signal is not compromised but subtilely processed. The noise
performance is excellent.
When appraising a unit like this, you
become aware that you may be operating dangerously close to the realm of
the Emperor's clothes and you cannot
help but imagine the repercussions if
you were to dare to admit that you could
not hear a difference. Or worse still, if
you concluded that you really didn't like
the sound of a piece of valve gear.
Valves have got their public relations
exercise sorted and you would be hard
pushed to find anyone actually say
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8 Channel Valve Interface

Modest visuals
belie the appeal
of a value

interface

such boxes and devices are only tools to
achieve an end.
The VI -1 does a good job of imparting a
character that would say is in line with
peoples' impression of valve gear. If you
tracklay with it and then mix through it,
the cumulative effect of the unit's
processing gives a milder and mellow
sound. Whether or not the effect is
blatant enough for everyone after just a
single pass through the VI -1 is a matter
of individual preference. You can,
however, hear a difference after a single
pass -an A -B comparison readily
shows a reduction of stridency.
I

IN THE CONTEXT

of use with
digital multitracks, would say that the VIl's strength lies in using it selectively on
certain tracks.
The VI -1 is inexpensive but is still
likely to be classified as an 'exotic extra'
since, for a little bit more cash, you can
stretch to one of TL Audio's other boxes
on which you can crank up the gain to
vary the amount of tube processing.
Above all else the VI -1 is a good idea
and if you do use a lot of digital gear or
don't have any valve gear already, then it
would be wise to investigate it.
I

The

VI -1

does a good job of imparting a

character that I would say is in line with people's
impression of valve gear
anything bad about them as doing so
would imply that they're obviously
aurally challenged and uncouth in their
tastes. Indeed, it is strange to consider
that not very long ago this moral high
ground was occupied by individuals who
could nod knowledgeably in appreciation of digital sources and swear by the
crispness and clarity of digital sound
over the muddiness that we had
somehow managed to live with for so
many years previous. That, however, is
part of the charm of this business along
with knowledge that there will always be
a continuous stream of sound 'enhancement' devices. The truth of the matter is
that there is no wrong or right, and all

CONTACTS
TL AUDIO, Norton Mill House,

Nortonbury Lane, Nr Baldock, Herts
SG6 1N, UK Tel: +44 1462 490600.
Fax: +44 1462 490700.
US: Sascom Marketing Group.
Tel: +1 905 420 3946.
Fax: +1 905 420 0718.
GERMANY: SEA, Auf dem Diek, 6,
48488 Emsbüren.
Tel: +49 5903 93880.
Fax: +49 5903 6141.
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From Pink Floyd to Peter Gabriel; Depêche Mode to Duran Duran; Meat Loaf to Randy Travis; Eros Ramazzotti

to Brian Ferry; Simply Red to the artist formerly known as... more major artists tour with
systems than any other turnkey sound system.
These prestigious artists all rely on companies recognised as industry leaders in both service and sound quality.

Companies that understand the advantages offered by Turbosound's exclusive designs: the finest available

audio quality, labour efficiency and trucking economy of any system. Flashlight 6 Floodlight rigs are supplied as
complete systems

- including loudspeakers, digital system control, amplification, cabling and certified flying
hardware - resulting in a coherent package with optimised
system performance, industry -leading reliability and ease of

transport.

You owe it to

your clients to offer them the finest

sound reinforcement system available

- You owe it to your

company to offer them

QTurbosound
Once Heard, Never Forgotten
H A Harman International Company

Turbosound Ltd..

Star Road, Partridge Green, West Sussex RH

13 8RY, England Tel: +44 (0) 1403 711447 Fax: +44 (0) 1403 710155
Turbosound wishes to thank the artists and Britannia Row Productions. Ltd: Eighth Day Sound Systems, Inc.; Nuovo Service srl: and BBI Inc.
Use of artist names does not imply product endorsement. Floodlight is manufactured under licence from Funktion One. ,^
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Synchro Arts VocALign
The early 1980s saw digital -processing techniques applied to revoking film soundtracks with limited

success. In the mid 1990s

KEITH SPENCER -ALLEN sees the technology come of age

UNIQUE AUDIO technologies are
scarce. Usually, once one manufacturer
comes out with a good idea, it is only one
software release from being everybody
else's good idea too. There are
exceptions which commercial interests
and technology keep exclusive.
But circumstances change. What was
seen as processing intensive a few years
ago is now within the capabilities of less
costly workstations. With the technology
barrier removed, there only remains that
of the commercial desire to make a
process more available. There have been
several examples already this year but
VocALign is undoubtedly the most interesting so far.
As you may deduce from its name,
VocALign was originally developed for
speech work in Automatic Dialogue
Replacement systems for film and video
postproduction. While this may remain
VocALign's initial attraction, it is not
restricted to voice work -almost any
audio signal can be treated.
In simple terms, the software automatically aligns two differing audio signals in
time. One is selected as the guide and the
second signal is automatically manipulated in time until it matches as closely as
possible to the original signal. This covers
far more than just the start and end points;
gaps, peaks and dips throughout the
signal are brought into alignment.
VocALign is produced by Synchro
Arts, a new UK company formed by Jeff
Bloom, the man largely responsible for
the development of this technology and
part of the teams behind its earlier

commercial incarnations. The first
version of the software will be launched
in October to run on Digidesign's Pro
Tools system. This is to be followed by a
version for Avid's AudioVision system.
Having been familiar with the technology for some years, was invited to
see the almost complete software
running with Pro Tools and to try some
processing tasks. The program was actually only lacking some work on the interface, allowing the buttons to become
active rather than relying on key
strokes -all the signal processing was
fully active.
When running Pro Tools on a
I

PowerPC, VocALign runs on the host
machine using the computer's processing
capabilities. It does not require any additional hardware nor does it need to use
any of Pro Tools' DSP capabilities. With
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68040 series machines, the same software will look for DSP or a floating -point
processor to use. For this demo the
computer was a Mac 7100/80 PowerPC.
Synchro Arts has worked hard to integrate the communications to Pro Tools so
that the two programs complement each
other in operation. VocALign is called up
as a single window that sits in the corner
of the screen and this is the only mode
required to operate the full program.
VocALign is actually a very simple
program to use but the function of some
of the buttons may be confusing at first. If
you were to be looking over the shoulder
of an experienced user aligning standard
dialogue, what you would see is them
region,
the guide -track
selecting
importing it to VocALign; selecting the
replacement track, importing it to
VocALign; selecting Edit, checking the
alignment of the waveforms visually,
exporting the aligned replacement to Pro
Tools and playing it out. The time that the
process takes depends on the length of
the region selected, but it would seem
feasible for all the above to be completed
in about 30 seconds for a 6- second
section of track. Synchro Arts suggests a
potential time saving of 95% and this is
probably not far wrong.
The easiest way to describe the full
operation and features is to work through
a processing example such as the
replacement of a noisy location guide
voice with a clean studio recording. Both
tracks must be recorded into Pro Tools
before the start of processing. Earlier
implementations of this software
required a partial manual alignment of
the tracks before processing, whereas
now the replacement can be recorded
anywhere on Pro Tools and it makes no
difference to the alignment.
Frequently, the guide recording is a
long and continuous track while the
replacement track comes in little
sections. So, firstly, the region of the
guide track to be used must be selected
in the standard Pro Tools window by
highlighting the waveform display. A
macro key combination then prompts the
user to name that audio section and then
exports it to VocALign where it appears
in the Guide window as a waveform with
the name alongside.
The Replacement section is then
located in the Pro Tools window, selected
and exported to VocALign with a different
macro key command that displays the

selected waveform and generated region
name in the Dub windows of VocALign.
All the information is now present in
VocALign to complete the processing.
If, under pressure of work, you mistakenly get your Guide and Dub mixed up,

l''''

there is a button that swaps them
around. Should you decide that you may
have not selected exactly the right
regions to import into VocALign, it is
possible to pull on the ends of the waveform window with the cursor and
increase or decrease the amount of
audio selected without having to return to
Pro Tools and reselect a region. Further
operational aids include the ability to
alter the visual scale of the waveforms
such as when investigating a problem
area and the ability to scroll along the
waveforms. The amount of time in the
waveform windows is indicated by a
time-code value that is pulled from the
start of the guide track and then seconds
are indicated across the window from
that point.

Synchro Arts'
Jeff Bloom,
VocAlign
developer

THE NEXT STEP is

to select Filter.
Internally, the Guide and Dub tracks are
then analysed in four, single- octave filter

bands for energy content in 1 /100th
second slices. When the filtering is
complete, it is possible to display any
one of the filter waveforms in the
windows to compare them should you
wish. In my session, a six -second track
took about three seconds to filter both
guide and dub. When processing of any
function is completed, a light on the
FUNCTION button turns from green to
red. Should you at any time alter the
region to be processed, even after partial
processing, those lights return to green
indicating reprocessing is needed.
Part of the cleverness of the system is
its ability to extract a guide track even
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cgAl when a lot of noise is present. There is a
noise -compensation
procedure
that
assumes that a constant sound with no
identifiable peaks is a noise and ignores it
looking for information in other filter bands.
The next step is Align, which is probably
the most sophisticated part of the whole
process. Internally, the filtering information
from the guide and dub are compared.
Complex calculations are then made as to
what changes have to be made to the dub to
make it line up with the guide; which
sections to stretch and which to compress in
time. This process creates a nonlinear `path'
that maps the dub track onto the guide.
Alignment is incredibly quick -my
six -second example was virtually instantaneously processed. When completed, a line
representation of the aligned dub waveform
is overlayed on the guide waveform. This
allows you to check if the peaks and troughs
line up. If they do, then the next step is to
select Edit. This initiates the processing
necessary to apply the path created by the
alignment procedure to the dub signal,
editing out sections and repeating others.
The last stage of the process brings us to
Spot. This returns the newly aligned dub
signal to Pro Tools, onto a predetermined
track in the correct time -code position
against the guide track.
Operation complete.
With experience it is likely that you will not
go through the individual stages above, one
step at a time, but select
Edit or Spot which will
`We had no access to
also
include
all
preceding processes.
foreign dialogue for
Should the dub waveform not align well with
the guide waveform,
this session but
there are further options.
If there are misalignJeff Bloom put on
ments throughout the
length of the region,
an all- electronic
then different settings of
the alignment controls
can be used to adjust
exhibition to make
'time stiffness'. There
will be about half a
the point'
dozen
options with
descriptive names such
as 'High Flexibility' and
`Maximum Expansion' that will vary the
amounts of compression and expansion
allowed to help pull the signal in. An experienced user will be able to alternate between
the various settings and check again in
seconds.
If the error is in a small section, it could
be that the dub is so different that the alignment algorithm applied to the overall region
is not right. In this case, it is probably best to
complete the processing and export the
whole section to Pro Tools and then bring
the troublesome area back.
Solving many problems is down to operational experience.
In one dialogue -replacement test there
was a long pause in a phrase in the middle
of the dub. The setting that pulled the rest of
the phrase into line would not touch this
section. Generally VocALign will not
compress or stretch by more than 2:1 as it
may start to sound unacceptable. Some
slightly more extreme settings in the align-
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ment, however, pulled it in.

Dialogue -replacement systems have
been used quite extensively in foreign
dialogue dubbing where the guide and dub
voices may be in different languages. There
is no way that such a different track could be
made to fit with the guide dialogue, but it is
possible to optimise fit between the two
tracks so that pauses and emphases may
be tied together. We had no access to
foreign dialogue for this session but Jeff
Bloom put on an all- electronic exhibition to
make the point. The PowerPC used for the
demo was carrying software that can read
and speak written text -albeit in a rather
detached manner. A few lines of a Marx
Brothers script was keyed into a WP file for
the software to voice. This was then used as
replacement dialogue for Groucho's voice
which became the guide track.
Just as with foreign dialogue, there was
little relationship between the guide and dub
-the computer reading the text did not
understand the dialogue and certainly
would not have a delivery anything like
Groucho! The surprising thing was how
close the timing was over much of the
speech-inflection no- timing yes. A little
bit of fun to make a point.
So far have only covered the abilities of
manipulating speech for post work but vocal
manipulation could have many musical
applications such as tightening double
tracks, backing voices and almost any
double- tracked sound.
There may be uses in replacing musical
parts- either live- recording repair work or
changing the sound of an existing instrument. The musician could play along with
the original as closely as possible and then
let VocALign do the rest. tried an experiment with a bass drum. From a sample CD
loaded about half a dozen completely
different bass drum sounds onto Pro Tools
in a random pattern. While playing this back
attempted to tap a microphone in sync with
these drum beats. Because of the random
nature of the guide, was always at least
half a second late. Both tracks were
processed in VocALign and it pulled all the
mic taps into very tight alignment with the
bass drum beats.
Listening carefully realised that should
also have tried to have matched the length
of the sounds more closely as the aligned
replacement mic taps were decaying faster
than normal when the guide bass drum beat
was dry and very short. To rectify this could
have returned to the some of the other
alignment settings that would have allowed
a different result.
Undertaking such a replacement of a
drum across a 3- minute track could take half
an hour or so on a workstation and proportionately more for longer tracks. VocALign
would appear to be capable of doing the
same task in seconds.
The possibilities offered by VocALign
seem to increase as a function of the time
spent working with it.
I
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CONTACTS
SYNCHRO ARTS LTD,
13 Links Road, Epsom, Surrey KT17
3PP, UK. Tel-Fax: +44 1372 811934.

NEW 1.17 Software
Features include:
Editing "on the fly"
Rapid waveform redraw
External MIDI control
with JL Cooper CSI 0 and
Penny and Giles MM 16

Time stretch
Pitch Shifting
Sample rate conversion
E

I

50 inc.vat

U.K. authorised Stockists
Glasgow
McCormacks
Tel: 0141 332 6644

Dundee
Rainbow Music
Tel: 01382 201405

Yorkshire
KGM
Tel: 01924 371766

Manchester
Al Music Centres

Tel: 0161 236 0340

Notts
Multi Media Music
Tel: 01623 422668
The MLSÌC Inn
Tel: 01 5 978 4403

Birmingham
Musical Exchanges
Tel: 0121 236 7544

Bedford
Larking Audio Ltd
Tel: 01234 772244

Surrey
Andertons Music Company
Tel: 01483 38212

Essex
Digital Village
Tel: 0181 440 3440
Sound Business Audio Systems
Tel: 0181 559 0373

London
Rhodes Music Sutekina)
Tel: 0171 240 7696
Turnkey Studio Systems
Tel: 0171 240 4036
Babel Systems Ltd
Tel: 0181 749 8222
Music Lab Ltd
Tel: 0171 388 5392
Gigsounds
Tel: 0181 769 6496

Hampshire
The M Corporation
Tel: 01425 470007

SSHDRI

3 Track - E2,500
with pro opt on - E2,750
with Removable Hard Disk. - E2,850
8 Track expansion unit - L2,250
Prices inc. VAT. Manufacturers suggested sellirg price.
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"Soundscape could well find its way replacing the analog
tape recorder up and down the county ... a welcome
addition to any studio set up for the sheer freedom it
offers when it comes to laying :racks down quickly and
easily in order to make the most of that creative muse."
Bob Walder. Music Techrology Jul '93

"Soundscape seems to be a remarkably stable system in
that didn't experience a single glitch, crash, o- hiccup
during the entire review period. It's a credit to the
developers that every operation worked smoothly and as
advertised. That is not something you can
take for granted."
Dennis Miller. Electronic Musician Nov '94
I

"I've been playing around with Soundscape's hard disk
recorder this week and feel almost as though I've had a
religious experience."
Brian Heywood. MIDI Monitor Issue 11

"Soundscape s one of the few digital recorders that
permits recording while chase locking without an
expensive hardware add on to control it's samp ing rate.
The SSHDR1 currently provides the most cost effective
solution for this application."
Jim Aikin. Keyboard Nov '94

"I wanted to really check out the vari sync mode. I slowed
the video down to a crawl, abase locked in and the
sequenced music was playing slowly ... a bit faster ... and ...
yes the Soundscape synced up and was recording. The
SSHDR1 has lots of features, creative usage of available
power, sounds great, syncs great, straightforward, easy to
use and expardable."
John Zulaikha. Connections Feb '95

"The quality of the converters seems particularly high;
couldn't detect any coloration when comparing recorded
material with the original. 4 lot of effort and care has been
devoted to this crucial side of the system."
Dennis Miller. Electronic Musician Nov '94
I

"Ever since the introduction of the DAT format, :he world
has looked for a replacement for the razorblade.
Soundscape is a sharp, affordable replacement
with extras "
Eddie Ciletti. EQ Feb '95

The next stage

of the Digital

evolution starts here."

I

MIS

"Everybody reported that their system had never crashed
and that they had never found any bugs, not even on NMI
preliminary alpha or beta versions ..."
Paul Tingen. User review for Audio Media Dec '94

I
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"Soundscape does offer everything that you could wanhd4'lU
from a professional quality hard disk recording system ..111111.1
it is cheaper, more powerful and more stable than manrt'"
similar systems. But most of all it is so easy to use,
allowing you to concentra:e on the music."
Philip Moore. Australian Digital Mar '95

"Having used Soundscape for three months in post
producing audio for corporate programmes mastered on
Betacam SP, it is now unthinkable to return to the old way
of working ... Soundscape is reliable, simple to learn, easy
to use and produces very high quality results."
Nic Blirlston. Business Video Mar '95

Soundscape Digital Technology Ltd

Crichton House
Mount Stuart Square
Cardiff Bay
Cardiff, CF1 6DR
Tel: +44 (0) 1222 450120
Fax: +44 (0) 1222 450130

SOUNDSCAPE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY LTD

Onit shows NEW optional professional drive carrier_

We'sell more Wireless

.

Systems than anyone
else in the World. Fact.
No one else touches us

for

a, service and

support
network throughout
the World. Fact.

Sennheiser Wireless.
Ruling the airwaves:

...for reliable connections
in an Pogue and digital systems...

GHIELMETTI

Communications Techniques Ltd.
4562 Biberist, Switzerland
Tel. ++41 (0) 65 321 196
Fax + +41 (0) 65 321 324

J

for digital AES /EBU as well as for analog
patching and routing
complies with IRT requirements

J

conforms to AES /EBU specs
power separation and connection fields
with parallel switching facilities in one unit

G H E L M ETT
I

Communications Techniques

SILVER 5L/BH
UNIQUE TRUE

THE

CLOSEFIELD MONITORING SYSTEM
Flat Frequency

Low Distortion

Linear Phase
Time Aligned

Distributors:

Even Polar Response
Fast

Efficient

Export Enquiries:

The Music Corporation UK.

Silver Productions

+44- (0)1425 470007
Fax: +44- (0)1425 480569
Repp Italia Srl. Italy
Tel: +39 -2 -4802 2775
Fax: +39 -2 -4802 2770
Tel:

SENKHEISER
Scnnh.:iscr UK Ltd, Freepost, Luudwatcr, High Wyeumlx Bucks
Telephon.: 016281í508I I. Fax: 01628 850958.
,
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(I 81SR.

29 Castle Street,
111. England

Salisbury, Wiltshire, SPI

B.E.S. Istanbul Turkey
Tel:

+90 -212 -282 4538

Fax: +90- 212 -282 4539

Tel:

+44- (0)1722 336221 Fax: +4410(1722 336227

Apple Mac 7200,7500 and 8500
Three new Macintoshes threaten to change the place of the computer in the recording studio.

MARTIN POLON brings hot news from their launch at MacWorld in Boston USA
THE

RECENT RELEASE

multimedia -ready
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machines. Some of
these can carry even
faster Power PC CPUs. The various chip
and machine options operate anywhere
from 25% to 75% faster than comparable
Pentium chips operating at the same
speeds with the same applications.
The new Macs are compatible with
ISDN
and MIDI
JPEG,
MPEG,
applications and plug -in hardware
boards. Future machines will, in certain
have
compression
configurations,
algorithms on plug -in boards installed by
Apple. MIDI is supported and is part of
the audio features of Quicktime software
that is standard with all Macintosh
computers. ISDN boards are already
available for the existing NuBus Macs
and PCI versions of these cards are
expected soon.
Enhanced hardware architecture has
been adopted to deliver improved
(44.1 kHz) audio with new internal
hardware and software-one of the major
design considerations of the new
machines was to improve the audio quality.
All of the machines will accommodate
up to three of the computer- industry
Component
Peripheral
standard
Interconnect (PCI) 2.0 compliant devices.
The 7200, 7500 and 8500 have three
slots dedicated to this purpose. From an
audio applications point -of -view, the
relative demise of the old Apple NuBus
will cause short term availability
problems, as PCI audio cards await third party developer support. But, the
presence of a united PC and Macintosh
user -base almost guarantees a larger
number of options as well as lower prices
for the new cards.
The use of a 'Fast SCSI' internal
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Hardware
(Converged
Platform) specifications. This means that
the computer you buy from Apple or other
vendors signatory to the new
CHRP technologies and to the
Macintosh operating system such
as IBM, will be multi -platform and
can run in native configuration the
current and future Mac operating
systems, IBM's 0S2 Warp,
Microsoft's Windows NT, a version
of UNIX, Solarus and several
other workstation software.
Perhaps most exciting, in the very
near future (1996-97), enhanced
Power PC chips labelled as the
604e and the 603e will offer
operating speeds approaching or
slightly in excess of 150MHz. These
chips, will be produced at the Austin,
Texas plant owned by the Power PC
troika -Apple, IBM and Motorola-and

at

MacWorld, Boston, of a new family of
computers has proven that the American
Apple Computer concern has been
listening closely to the requirements of
the audio community.
The new Macintosh computers
promise to be the most potent audiovisual platforms yet seen either in
Macintosh or in PC- Windows. Utilising
100MHz Power PC chips as the CPU
speed minimum, the new 7200, 7500 and
8500 machines represent a family of
machines with the following enhanced
audio and video features:
Power PC processor speeds of
75MHz, 90MHz, 100MHz or
.
120MHz will be available on

r

transfer system
hard -disk
eliminates what has been a major speed
problem with most, if not all, computers.
The speed advantages of fast drives
mounted internally were lost in moving
data from the drive to the CPU. This.
coupled with either 500Mb or 1Gb (2Gb
hard drives in the top-end model 8500)
fast hard drives means laying audio
'tracks' will be enhanced by the
processor speed, the Fast SCSI transfer
speed and the hard -disk drive speed.
With 1 Gb of drive space, two tracks of
uncompressed 16 -bit stereo can be
recorded for one and a half hours.
Internal computer support for the large
data files inherent in audio and video
recording and manipulation has been
increased on the new machines and in
the revised operating system from the
multigigabyte range to the low multi terrabyte range.
A revised operating system, Macintosh
OS v7.5.2, has been optimised to provide
the maximum advantage for the audio
and video end -user. The system will
manage the increased number of storage
capacity and transfer options in 'native'
application mode so that all of the speed
advantages in the new hardware are not
lost by having to run code in emulation.
Speaking of emulation, a new dynamic
recompiler emulator will run all existing
Mac software used in audio and other
applications at a far greater speed than
the previous emulator offered with the
first Macintosh Power PCs.
In 1996, the Power PC consortium will
supply chips that meet the CHRP

New model
Macs have great
audio potential

will 'plug in' to the top-end machines,
replacing the existing processors. They
will also increase internal caching, thus
speeding up emulation of older Macintosh
software. The 604e is intended for desktop
platforms while the energy- reduced 603e
will be used in portable machines. Beyond
these advances, Apple are already
working on 200MHz computing platforms.
Another interesting development for the
future is that there will be a Power PC 615
chip engineered by IBM, which will have
both the CHRP specifications and a full
pin -compatible Pentium option. In addition
to all of the other options offered by
CHRP, the entire range of Windows
software will be available to run with the
615 chip. This chip will appear on
machines made by Apple as well as by
other vendors.
The options offered by these machines,
could establish new categories of small

studio operability. The savvy studio
operator will turn Macs, low -end audio
software, outboard, monitors and a DAT
recorder into a business opportunity. The
dedicated classical or folk recordist will
take a portable computer, tube mic
preamps and high -quality mics to a
festival or performance and secure a
recording ready for editing on computer
and release as an audiophile CD capable
of satisfying a discerning audience.
With these opportunities in mind, it is
clear that these machines finally offer the
speed and power necessary to record
multitrack audio on a computer.
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New technologies
In this month's product preview

DAVE FOISTER

Studio Sound goes in search of the latest launches.

reveals the best on offer, from (D -Rs to monitor speakers

Fairlight Dali -2T
Fairlight brought the latest workstation to
IBC Amsterdam: the 2 -track Dali -2T. The
unit was originally created to provide a

cost -effective platform for Fairlight's
Timefx software for time compression,
varipitch and varispeed operations. It also
incorporates several other functions
including real -time, 4 -band, parametric
EQ; a 4- stage, digital, dynamic -range
processor; 2 -track editing with adjustable
crossfades; level management and PQ
encoding for CD mastering;, making it
suitable for 2 -track sweetening, editing
and mastering applications in music,
broadcast and advertising facilities.
Fairlight ESP Australia.
Tel: +61 2 975 1230.
Fairlight ESP, US.
Tel: +1 213 460 4884.
Fairlight ESP, UK.
Tel: +44 171 267 3323.

switching, a pad, phantom power and
variable HPF, with simple LCR routeing
and individual level controls via an
overall master.
Fostex Corporation, Japan.
Tel: +81 425 45 611.
Fostex Corporation, America.
Tel: +1 310 921 1112.
SCV, UK. Tel: +44 171 923 1892.

Sony Spressa 920 CD-II
Sony has joined the CD -R battle with the
Spressa 920, a recordable CD -ROM
drive that is the first offering in a new line
of branded CD -R products. The 920 is
presently Windows -based for the PC,
with a Macintosh version to - releas
shortly, and an external version, the
e-ssa 9211, is also available. The kit
a compact CD -R drive, fitting

'p

in a standard 5' /< -inch bay, and Corel CD

Creator software. This package helps
produce audio and data CDs by using a Disc
Wizard feature, a step -by-step CD creation
guide, and can also enable development of
many other applications including hard -disk
archiving, training, publications and databases for distribution on CD -ROM.
Sony's system is one of the first to implement the `Packet Recording' method as
described in the Orange Book, overcoming
some of the limitations of the Disc at Once or
Track at Once systems normally used with
CD -R. Packet Recording allows the writing of
data blocks ranging from 56kb to 1Mb and
up to 9500 writes to the recordable medium.
ions
'
The 21
Oran e Book, and also implements
Multivolume and Kodak Multisession writing
methods so that it can read and record
formats like Kodak Photo -CD.
Sony Computer Peripherals and
Components, UK. Tel: +44 1932 816000.
`

First seen at
the European
AES show, the
new portable
DAT machine
from Fostex is
now available

worldwide

Fostex PD -4 portable
time -code DAT
Fostex' new portable DAT machine is
now available following its launch at
the European AES. The PD -4 sets
out to incorporate all the prerequisites of location recording: it
features confidence monitoring
from the 4 -head transport, full
time -code implementation, jam
synchro -nisation and two -way
powering. Of particular interest is
an onboard 3- channel mixer where
each channel features line -mic

Nady wireless

ear -monitoring systems
Nady Systems, famed for wireless microphone systems, is to introduce two new
wireless stereo ear -monitoring systems
at the AES. The SEM -6000 VHF and
SEM -7000 UHF systems are designed
particularly for live- concert use, and
applications in theatre, film and
video production.
Both systems include a 1U-high
transmitter with two independent
stereo broadcasting channels. On
the 7000, each transmitting
channel offers four switchable UHF
frequencies, while the SEM-6000
offers two channels. The corresponding bodypack receivers are the
SEM -6R VHF and SEM -7R UHF, and

Sound out the UK's top
interconnect range
professionals throughout the world,

Deltron's DGS range of
pro -audio products covers every

and we can help you too; one-man

interconnect application you could

hand to broadcast mega -star.

ever need.
Think of it this way. Between
where sound goes in and where
sound comes out - we've got the

CONNECT WITH OGS
write for our catalogue now
or call today on

product. XLR, phono, Gotham cable

0181 965 5000

you name t.
More than that, Deltron's got the
know -how. We've worked with top

-

or

fill

in the coupon and fax it to
0181 965 6130

Please send me the DGS pro -audio catalogue

Name
Position
Company
Address

SOUND PERFECTION

Post Code

Tel No

Deltron Components Ltd., Atlas Works, Atlas Road, London NW10 6DN

ssmi
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I Nady's claimed operating range is 250 feet

in

adverse conditions and up to 1000 feet line of
sight.
Nady, US. Tel: +1 510 652 2411.

CEDAR

Auto De -Hiss

CEDAR Audio is further capitalising on the
power of their new ProDSP -R20 processor
board to launch Auto De -Hiss, a PC software
package with just three controls that according to
CEDAR automatically removes noise without
side-effects and improves on the performance of
the DH -1 stand -alone De- Hisser module.
In line with all CEDAR's other processes, Auto
De-Hiss, following on from the established HISS2 software, has full 20-bit input and output capability and operates entirely in real time.
CEDAR Audio, UK. Tel: +44 1223 464117.
Independent Audio, US.
Tel: +1 207 773 2424.
DW Productions, Australia.
Tel: +61 2 9904 0344.

Sony DARS -116 Hi -8
Sony's commitment to the modular, digital
multitrack format established by Tascam is
underlined by the launch of the DARS -116
cassettes designed specifically for that purpose.
The formulation combines Sony's evaporated
metal tape technology with the newly developed
Diamond Like Carbon protective coating,
intended to enhance both durability and data
integrity. DLC was first
seen on Sony's
Hi -8 Editor video
tapes.
The new tapes
have a playing
time
of
116

minutes and come in a sturdy album case with
handy colour -coded audio labels.
Sony Broadcast and Professional, UK.
Tel: +44 1932 816000.

Miles Technology MTI -3
TriSonic Imager
The MTI -3 from Miles Technology uses a patent pending electro acoustic imaging process to
reproduce conventional 2-channel stereo audio

through three loudspeakers. The TriSonic
Imaging process takes centre -panned sounds,
such as lead vocals or kick drum, and places
them on a centre loudspeaker, leaving the rest of
the mix untouched in stereo on the outer pair.
Miles claims a vastly increased optimum stereo
listening area, as well as exceptional vocal
intelligibility, and further suggest that more
output power, more headroom and less distortion will result.
No special encoding is required for operation
of the system, which adds no equalisation or
dynamic modification, but is claimed to be a
linear, high -fidelity process. User optimisation of
the results is possible by means of several front panel controls, and two surround outputs are
provided for ambience extraction. Another proprietary design, a SpreadSound function, allows
mono sources to be enhanced and made to
sound 'bigger'.
Miles Technology, US. Tel: +1 616 683 4400.

multimedia interactive
catalogue now on disk
BSS

BSS Audio has launched a new multimedia interactive product catalogue. Available in both
Windows and Mac formats, the single 3V2 -inch
diskette holds photographs, descriptions and
technical specifications of all the signal processing products in BSS's range.
Data and photographs can be
printed out at a single

c

Crossover appeal from Hot House SDX
BSS Audio, UK.
Tel: +44 1707 660667. Bulletin board
Tel: +44 1707 660872.
E-mail: 100046.3321 @compuserve.com.

H ot

House SDX Audiophile
Electronic Crossover
Designed to be used with the established Hot
House High Output Series monitors, the latest
introduction from Hot House alongside its range
of MOSFET amplifiers is the SDX crossover. In a
single rackspace, it offers 2 or 3 -way stereo, 4 or
5 -way mono and discrete 4- channel biamp operation. Each output incorporates a limiter, 2 -band
parametric EQ, low frequency contour and infrasonic or all -pass filters, and ultra -high frequency
or constant -directivity compensation circuits.
Insert points are standard.
Hot House, US. Tel: +1 914 691 6077.

keystroke. BSS also has its
own Bulletin Board for file

Soundmaster ION RADAR

exchange, with areas for
Sales and Technical matters,
including software downloading and questions.
To add to their electronic

Soundmaster's Integrated Operations Nucleus
studio (ION) operating environment now features
full integration for the Otari RADAR digital
hard -disk recorder. Communications via its
proprietary protocol, ION controls all RADAR
functions, including Cut, Copy, Paste, Undo and
full 24 -track arming, using the same user -interface
that already exists for other equipment such as
the Tascam DA -88. Features of the system

availability BSS also has a
presence on the CompuServe
network and is constructing a
World Wide Web site.

Sony supports DA -88 format
through new Hi -8 tape
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include tape -like remote audio-scrubbing; EDL
control for automated track laying; fast synchronisation including the ability to lock backwards;
and time compression and expansion via
Soundmaster's Smart Sync feature in real time.
The ION environment allows RADAR to be used in
tandem with multitracks, VTRs, DAT, film dubbers,
projectors, consoles and outboards to provide
capabilities normally associated with DAWs.
Soundmaster Group, Canada.
Tel: +1 416 741 7057.

B&W 600 Series
Improved production techniques have allowed
produce a mainstream range of loudspeakers using Kevlar midrange cones, previously restricted to top -of-the -range models. B &W
has been using Kevlar as a cone material since
1975 for its properties for reducing mid -range
coloration, and now are able to introduce the 600
Series of seven models, the most expensive of
which is still under £1,000 (UK).
Models range from the DM601 two -way
B &W to

compact

monitor, with a 165mm Kevlar
bass -midrange driver and a 26mm magnetic fluid-cooled aluminium -domed tweeter, to the
floor- standing DM604, a 3 -way monitor incorporating a dedicated 180mm Kevlar midrange
driver housed in its own sub -enclosure, alongside two 180mm Cobex bass drivers for
extended bass and improved power handling
characteristics. The range also includes a centre
channel A -V monitor, the CC6, and an active
subwoofer, the 100 -Watt MOSFET AS6 with its
300mm driver, but a novel inclusion is a THX
approved dipole, with two HF drivers configured
in opposite polarity to create the side -positioned
surround effect.
B &W, UK. Tel: +44 1903 750750.

Pioneer high sampling

DAT

Now available from Pioneer is the D -9601 96kHz
DAT recorder. The machine doubles both the
linear tape -speed and the drum rotational -speed
to give sampling rates of 88.2kHz and 96kHz in
order to raise the HF response and the effects of

The three bear
essentials

High quality, low -cost
loudspeakers from B &W
filtering by an octave. It can also record at the
standard 44.1 kHz and 48kHz rates. It will operate
with either its own or suitable outboard A -D
convertors, and can down -convert its output to
standard rates via AES -EBU if required. A hidden
extra is the ability to copy (using two D- 9601s)
conventional DAT recordings at double speed.
Pioneer High Fidelity, UK.
Tel: +44 1753 789789.

IN BRIEF
The Great Little Valve EQ
Following its debut at Audio Technology 95, The.
Great Little Valve Company has announced the first
sale of their all -valve stereo equaliser. The design
provides 10-band EQ in a split -channel format,
together with 3-way selectable threshold LF and H=
shelving. The overall frequency response is quotec as
flat from 5Hz to 60kHz, and a dynamic range of war
100dB is claimed, 'putting to rest, once and for all, the
assumption that valves are intrinsically noisy'. Each
unit is individually hand built to order.
The Great Little Valve Company, 11K.
Tel: +44 181 992 7728.

Studer M -O recorder
The D424-2 has been announced by Studer as the
first of a range of magneto -optical recorders. The
D424-2 is a 19-inch, 3U -high stereo recorder capable
of storing 87 minutes of uncompressed 16-bit audic
or over an hour of uncompressed 20 -bit audio on a
single 54+ -inch disc. Additionally, the D424-2 offers
18 -bit and 24 -bit linear recording options (optional
ISO-MPEG and AC2 reduction available),
nondestructive editing, built -in SMPTE
synchronisation, 9-pin or RS422 remote control anc
tape- machine -style operation.
Studer, Switzerland. Tel: +41 1 870 7511.

The Sounds of Sumatra

OKTAVA MK219 The mic that

OKTAVA MK011 The perfect general
purpose mic, neutral in tone and exuenule
high in quality; this mic is usetìtl in all areas of
studio work arid great in live situations.
Although it's a true
ru condenser it cosh less than
most budget back electrets and it sound inficutely superior. L161 +VAT

stinted the Russian revolution' has got a
large gold plated diaphragnn and a sound
that shames models many times its price.
Fixed c ;uniioid, civic condenser. /,265 }VAT
`

t

OKTAVA MK012 A modular microphone which conies complete with interchangeable capsules. a sound quality that
matches up to the highest standards set by western m;nutiicturers and engineers. and .a ,i price that wouldn't cover
the VAT on súnilar sets. L 3l

"You get a lot

NEVATON CMC51 The

latest recruit to
the Russian foxes, has a gold plated
diaphragm and sssitc liable patterns, is ext emely accurate and has
an incredibly loss- noise floor. The build quality alone would lead
most to believe the mic was at least twice the price. L5(X ),VAT

An unusual newcomer to the sample and sounc
effects libraries is a series of recordings of naturally
occurring sounds from around the world produced by
Natural Sound Source. The first CD released is The
Sounds of Sumatra, a compilation of original
recordings made on and around the Indonesian
island. The CD has been produced with both the
general public and the recording and broadcasting
ndustries in mind, and contains 32 tracks between
five seconds and 10 minutes in length. Twenty -sever
are stereo, and the sounds can be used either in their
-aw state as atmospheres or as individual sounds tc
De sampled.
Natural Sound Source, UK. Tel: +44 115 962 4755.

Mark of the Unicorn
Windows releases
Mark of the Unicorn has available Windows versione
of some of its established software packages. The
Unisyn patch editor-librarian is an integrated editor,
ibrarian and database environment with suppor for
215 MIDI devices, randomising and morphing
functions and performance snapshots that save entre
studio configurations. The award -winning Freestyle is
composition -based sequencing package with instan
music notation specifically designed from a
songwriters point of view rather than to emulate
recording studio hardware operation.
Mark of the Unicorn, US. Tel: +1 617 576 2760.

of mic for your money when you buy Oktava"

A S MCKAY I:rD., r.

DISTRIBUTE!) BY
Blìll >LE CLOSE. SURBITON ROAD KINGSTON-UPON- THAMES. SURREY
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Console Bricks
(rookwood is to introduce its digitally controlled analogue ( onsole Bricks
concept at November's AES.

KEITH SPENCER -ALLEN reports

IF YOU'RE

part of a company whose first
product is a high quality mic preamplifier built in
the form of a Paint Pot, you clearly have a
different approach to design. For some months
Crookwood has been hinting at a developing
concept for a mixing console that reflects
changes in the studio business; a way of
satisfying the demanding user while keeping
business in- business. The heart of the proposal
is modularity but in a manner different to
anything seen so far. Console Bricks will have
their first public showing at the New York AES.
The technology at the heart of the system is

digitally -controlled

analogue.

Crookwood's

Crispin Herrod -Taylor, an ex -SSL and Focusrite
designer, holds the view that most of the DCA
consoles of the mid -eighties failed because
analogue technology was either not ready or
very expensive. Ironically, a decade later, the
digital era has driven analogue development
and there are now a wider choice of cost
effective analogue control elements and DCA is
a very realistic technology which can support a
high quality audio signal path.
Console Bricks takes the basic audio building
blocks of any console -Gain
Buffers,
Equalisers, Dynamics and Signal Routers -and
following the customer's specification, these
standard Eurocard Bricks are assembled in
19 -inch rack(s) and wired accordingly. This
creates what is effectively a custom console but
by using standard modules costs are kept down
with only the wiring being custom. To the user
the control surface is the heart of a console and
Crookwood have applied the custom approach
here as well. DCA allows the use of assignability
but the degree is largely specified by the user
with benefits in size and cost resulting from
greater implementation. The control surface is
assembled from standard control panels, the
number of which, and the positioning, is also
variable. At present there are about eight
different panels available. The complete system
is under computer control with communications
between it, the control surface and the bricks on
a proprietary, bidirectional serial link.

View which lays the channels across the fader
modules. The number of channels immediately
accessible is limited by the number of fader
modules installed -each module holding 10
P &G belt faders. A greater number of channels
can be accessed by scrolling, paged left or right
or by a find command. The fader LCD module
above details full information about the
channels on view including processing,
grouping, aux levels and routeing details.
Above the fader sits a SELECT button which
activates all the facilities that have been
assigned to this channel. Part of the Bricks
design philosophy allows for the user to install
only what is needed. Therefore it may be that a
48-channel mixer only really needs 24 dynamics
cards and a cost saving gained. The dynamics
can then be allocated to channels as needed.
Central to the control of the console is the
assignment panel which is used for selecting
the active Views, for recalling preset and a host
of other central functions such as interrogating
the routeing to identify, for example channels
which are using Aux Send 6 or the ability to
normal the console by recalling a preset View.

THE MONITOR MODULE

controls
control -room monitors, master solo and talkback
functions. Precisely how these functions operate
can be set through OBJECT ACCESS buttons that
cause the LCD to display options which can
then be assigned to the QUICK ACCESS button.
Automation will initially be snapshot with full
dynamic automation to follow. All console
data -storage will held in flash memory which
may then be dumped onto diskette or via MIDI
as sample information or Sys -Ex blocks.
The console architecture can support up to
256 channels with 4 -band, fully parametric EQ,
dynamics and so on, and the user can specify
what system of console they wish; that is inline,
split and so on; or use the basic building blocks
to construct more specialist designs such as
ADR or film mixing. Updating, changing or
expanding facilities will be relatively easy with
additional racks, controllers and software.
Machine control options are currently being
TEN YEARS AGO assignability worried considered but will most likely link in with an
many users but we have learnt better means of
existing package.
making it work. Crookwood's philosophy is to
The Console Brick approach offers a unique
have a mix of permanent panels for things that
approach to console design that creates a
are used regularly and assignable panels for
flexibility and cost -effectiveness that would
those used seldom.
Integral to this is an
seem to offer real advantages for any facility not
approach
known as
sure what they will
Views, logical groupings
require
of
a
of input or monitor
console
in three
CROOKWOOD, The Old Police House, Station
channels such as all
years time -and
Hill, Cookham, Berkshire, SL6 9BS, UK
percussion tracks or
who does.
vocal
tracks.
The
Tel: +44 628 528026
Fax: +44 628 531959
channel facilities are
accessed by recalling a
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0031 (0)74 - 426092
Future Music, Utrecht
0031 (0)30 - 316360

Helios, Haarlem
0031 (0)23 - 319472
HighTech, Hilversum
0031 (0)35 - 21 181

1

Maarten's Sound 8 Vision. Heerenveen
0031 (0)5130 - 29120
Studio de Dijk,Alkmaar
0031 (0)72

-
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Studio Sound Service. Bergeyk
0031 (0)4975 - 73376

BELGIUM
Mill's Music,Wilrgk
0032 (0)3 - 828 92 30

ProDemo. Brussel
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-

Si 16796

Riverside Music 8 Technology.Willebroek
0032 (0)3 - 8609090

Softron Media Services. Brussel
0032 (0)2 - 7717371
SOS Recording. Liege
0032 (0)2 - 41 473634
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Sure, you could record, spot edit, process and mix your

How
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world
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next production without

playback. You may not need up to 64 channels of input and

output, or PostViewTM's

On

Man Of No Importance,

Pro Tools enabled me to

do things that other audio

PostConformTM's auto -

post systems just didn't.

conform capability for

The mix automation and

TDM processing allowed me

unprecedented speed

to create involved pre -mixes

flexibility.

and creative

for the specific

use of multiple

And there are probably

effects.
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work

TDM digital mixing and
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professional results that much
easier."

whose products use our

DSP Plug -in

Nick Adams, Supervising Sound

environ-

Editor on

Man

A

Of No

Importance, Majestic Films.

ment, that you could
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live without.

But the fact is, so many top post -production professionals
use

a

Pro Tools system because it makes their jobs easier.

It allows you to work on one desktop, in

a

high -quality, non -destructive, non -linear digital

format. It gives you more options, and more
creative capabilities. And of course, it gives you more time.

Who else

is

going to give you that these days?

If you'd like to learn how Pro Tools can help speed things up
in

your studio, we'll send you

absolutely free. Just call

a

detailed information kit,

us on 0171 494 2949.
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Nashville Paris Milan London Melbourne
San

01995 Digidesign. Inc. Digidesign

is an

Avid company. Digidesign

Is

a

New York
Eindhoven

registered

trademark and Pro Tools, PcstConform and PostView are trademarks of Digidesign. Inc.
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Broadcast News
Whether its editing
Radio and TV commercials or feature reports,
Sonic provides the
speed, ease -of-use and
affordability you need.
With Sonic, reel-to -reel
is a thing of the past.

Multimedia:The New Frontier
Creating sound for the
Final Frontier was, well, a
cosmic challenge. "With
over 10,000 sound files
and 20 hours of original
material, Star Trek: A Final
Unity was easily our largest
and most complex project.
The Sonic system allowed
us to edit, manage and
complete the project on
time and in budget. " Mark
Waldrep, Pacific Coast
Sound Works.

-

Tune in to ABC Radio, BBC,
CBS, NPR,

Premier Radio,

Dutch Radio or anywhere

rq

and down the dial and chances
are you're listening to Sonic.

I'a0id

;onlc Delivers

Dialog editing supervised
by Chic Occolini at Hastings Sound,

ADR supervised by Lisa

J.

VOrAS.

Levine

at Todd-AO/East, 20-bit music editing

by Tom Drescher,Wonder Dog Music

on your Sound Requirements:

Power.

alue.

BlastYour
Sound onto the
Silver Screen

Iory*

About the only problem
Apollo 13 didn't encounter
was how to create great
sound for the production.
Their solution? Sonic.
From the moon to Bullets
Over Broadway, Hoop
Dreams,Just Cause or
The Jungle Book, Sonic
delivered the power and
speed needed for great

dialog, music and effects.
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The Sounds of Music
Great music and Sonic
editing add up to
award -winning CDs.
Full 24 -bit data, precise
editing and superb
sound quality yield
stunning results, kudos
and awards. It's no
coincidence that over
half of this year's
Grammy nominees
were edited on Sonic
Systems.

hether you're putting sound into
orbit for blockbuster movies, editing
and mastering Grammy-winning music
CDs, creating sound effects and dialog
for hit multimedia titles or editing
award -winning radio and TV spots, you
want the most powerful, flexible and
affordable audio tools available.
And of course, you want the glory that
goes along with your great work.
You want the Sonic System. Sonic is the

industry standard and the leader in
audio workstation technology. From the
sound -wrestling power of our USP
system to the powerfully affordable SSP -3 Power
Station, you get state -of- the -art capabilities and
accuracy.
All Sonic Systems support true 20 -bit sound, are
configurable up to 96 channels, provide real -time

background loading /unloading and just about
anything else you'll ever need. All at the best
price /performance you can find.
EQ,

With Sonic there's no reason you can't go for the power.
And the glory.

USP: More Power. Less

Our USP (Ultrasonic Processor) puts
more power in your hands than any other

desktop system -without filling up your
machine. Each USP card provides up to
16 channels of digital 1/0,32 channels
of playback, 32 sections of real -time EQ,

sophisticated aux /send return capabilities
and true 20 -bit sound. All without an
additional expansion chassis, kludgy
piggy -back boards or spaghetti cabling.
Power and Powerfully Affordable.
Start at the top and work your way up
with the Sonic SSP-3.With 2 -4 channels

SSP -3:

of digital I/0,20-bit sound, 8 -12 channels
of disk playback, and 16 sections of real time EQ all on one board, and prices
starting at under $3550, you can't afford
not to get the power you need.
MediaNet: Remove the Speed Limits
From Your Media Highway.
MediaNet is Sonic's high -speed
network solution that provides incredibly fast, transparent, on -line, multiple
access to large media files. And it does
it without slowing down your Mac.
MediaNet links any Sonic System,
standard Mac or NFS application in a
seamless, high -speed network. Isn't this
what you got your network for in the

first place?

Sonic Europe

Sonic U.S.A.

Brugwachter 19
3034 KD Rotterdam
The Netherlands

Suite 110

101

Rowland Way

Novato CA 94945
Phone 415.893.8000

Phone 31.10.414.7354
Fax 31.10.414.7365

lt Simply Sounds Better

Filling.

Fax 415.893.8008

See us at

AES/New York

-

Booth 748
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The Beatles are back at Abbey Road -complete with John Lennon.

PATRICK STAPLEY reports exclusively

for Studio Sound

on the music set to be the biggest news since The Beatles split
twenty -five years after
heir last session at
Abbey Road, The Beatles
are back at the studios
where they recorded
almost all of their music. Over recent
months, the world's most famous
recording studio has welcomed back its
most famous clients-Paul, George and
Ringo along with Producer George Martin
and Engineer Geoff Emerick.
In a shroud of secrecy, where studio staff
have been threatened with dismissal if
they so much as mention 'The Beatles'
Project, preparation is underway for the
release of a series of CDs that will not only
contain previously unreleased Beatles'
songs, but also two newly-recorded tracks
that, amazingly, feature all four members.
Since the beginning of this year George
Martin with the help of Abbey Road
Engineer and Beatles expert Allan Rouse, has

Pais

t

trawled the studio's archives searching for
suitable material. Approximately 400 tapes
(2- track, 4-track and 8- track) from the EMI
vaults and about half as many again from
external sources have been listened to.
'Its been a long haul,' confirms Martin.

'We've covered every bit of recording we
ever did all those years ago, listening to
every take and every track of every take.
It's been fascinating, traumatic, beautiful,
sad, all kinds of emotions -we've literally
been reliving our lives'
The surviving Beatles have collectively
returned to Abbey Road on a number of
occasions during the year, sifting through
material with Martin, helping to choose
what should go on the albums. According
to Paul McCartney, it's been a strange but
enjoyable experience.
'It's quite weird sitting in Abbey Road's
Number Two studio, where we always
worked, listening to what we did when we
were 20,' he says. 'But it's exciting as well.
It's like being archaeologists finding tracks
that we didn't remember recording,
uncovering songs that we didn't want or
thought weren't good enough at the time.
But now, of course, after 30 years they
don't seem too bad at all
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George Martin too admits that he'd
forgotten about some of the old material:
'I'd certainly forgotten all about 'Leave My
Kitten Alone' which is very good. It's quite
well known because it's been bootlegged,
but I hadn't heard it for years and years.
There were also some interesting little
demos and things that I'd quite forgotten
about, which will be on the albums.'
An exciting discovery was a 30-year -old
track written by George Harrison called
'You Know What to Do' Feared lost many
years ago, it turned up inside an
unlabelled tape box.
'It's not the greatest thing that George
ever wrote,' remarks McCartney, 'but I
believe there will be a bunch of people
interested in hearing a Beatles' track from
30 years ago that no one to this day has
ever heard. Using an archeological analogy,
if you find a little Egyptian pot, it doesn't
have to be the greatest Egyptian pot, the
fact that it is Egyptian is enough'
The archive material is being treated in
two ways; where material exists only on
2- track, it is being directly transferred with
the help of Sonic Solutions NoNoise
processing to gently remove tape hiss.

Where songs are on multitrack they are
being remixed, and this is where Geoff
Emerick, who engineered the largest
proportion of The Beatles' records, comes in.
George Martin was insistent that not
only should he get the old team back
together again, but also the equipment:
'I said to Rupert Perry at EMI before we
started the project that I wanted to make
the mixing as authentic as possible. I said
"Look you've got a vintage producer and a
vintage engineer, so you're going to need
some vintage equipment to go with it
I didn't want to do it on a modern desk.
TO PUT THOSE OLD 4 -track tapes
through an SSL would do things to them
that they were never intended for, so I was
pretty adamant that we should try and get
a desk from that period. It wasn't actually
possible to get one from the sixties, but we
did get one from about 1970 which would
have been used at the end of The Beatles

period, and it definitely had the right

character about it
The desk was an original EMI TG 8 -track
console, one of the first transistorised
consoles to be installed at Abbey Road,
and was hired for the project from
Producer and ex -Abbey Road Engineer Jeff
Jarratt. This along with various vintage
outboard, was temporally installed in
Abbey Road's Penthouse Studio where
rather ironically it ousted an AMS Neve
Capricorn.
'Although it wasn't a tube console, the
old EMI desk really lent itself to the job
and really suited the tapes,' says Emerick.
'For outboard we basically used what we
would have used then, which wasn't a
great deal- Fairchild limiters, and some
extra EMI EQ units. Anything else like
ADT (Automatic Double Tracking) or
phasing we did in the old- fashioned way
using tape machines.
'I've personally tried to keep things as
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authentic as possible, right down to the way
EQ would have been used,' he continues.
'There have been a couple of occasions
where I tried adding a little high top, but
each time I`ve taken :t off again because it
sounded wrong and put things out of
balance. The EQ we used in those days was
pretry basic it was ji st top and "pass, and the
top end probably peaked at around 5k'
THE ONLY MODERN equipment used
were the speakers- nerick mixing
exclusively on Mey.r ED -I nearfields.
Multitrack tape machines were all old
Studer ABCs, and the songs were mastered
to A80 '/.2-inch. Reinstating original valve
tape machines was considered both
unnecessary and a logistical nightmare.
As far as reverb was concerned, George
Martin was equally insistent that he didn't
want to use any digital reverb or echo
plates. 'I wanted an echo chamber like we
used to use,' he had said earlier, 'which, of
course, the studio no longer had:
This turned out to be untrue, as an old
chamber had been used to store echo
plates. Fortuitously, this was the No 2
chamber that would originally have been

October 95

`It's spooky to hear John sing lead,

but it's beautiful. It's the impossible
but one way or another we pulled
it off'

PAUL Mc(ARTNEY

hooked up to Studio 2 . However, all that
remained was four walls-the rest had to
be reinstated by Abbey Road's engineers
from memory as best they cou'_d.
'Putting back amps, speakers and mics
wasn't too much of a problem because we
still had quite a lot of the stuff here,'
explains Allan Rouse. 'The main difficulty
was replacing the old glazed sewage pipes
that acted as acoustic reflectors and gave
the chamber its characteristic sound. In
the end we managed to locate some that
were the same size but they weren't glazed
and didn't produce the same effect, so we
ended up painting them with a high gloss
finish and also tiling some of the chamber,
which got us back close to the original.'

'The decay time was probably a fraction
shorter,' says Emerick, 'but the overall
quality was exactly the same. It gives a
colour to the vocals which is unique-it's
that old EMI Number Two sound. We also
used the old STEED echo which is
basically a tape delay into the chamber,
and we used varispeed to recreate the
head gap that would have existed on the
old BTR tape machines.
As far as the original master tapes were
concerned, their condition was remarkable
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and Emerick was astonished that they played so well after so
many years. 'The masters are in amazing condition -there's no
shedding, sticky edits or anything. It is incredible to think that
some of these haven't been out of their boxes, basically, for 30odd years, and they play absolutely perfectly. It certainly says
something for EMI tape!
'Because we were using 1 -inch 4-track in the early days, the
width of the tape means the quality is excellent with virtually
no noise. Also because we were using all tube equipment, the
sound is really incredible. By modern day standards the actual
quality of the bass and drums and things is wonderful, and I
don't think you'd be able to match it today.'

Recording direct to

bypassing the console, is

becoming the definitive way

WORKING ON OLD MATERIAL again was a bizarre
experience for Emerick, who confesses that it was difficult at

to obtain the best possible

times to become detached from it.
'It was really strange to hear all those old tapes again with
my announcements on them and all the studio chat,' he
comments, 'it took me right back to the sessions. It was
actually quite a shock to be mixing all this classic stuff again,
and I found it quite difficult to divorce myself from what they
are. It's a bit like going into Tutankhamen's tomb and being
overawed by all these priceless treasures, and feeling nervous
to touch them. It's really weird'
Wherever possible, things have been left as they were recorded,
'unvarnished' as George Martin refers to it. But on one or two
occasions Martin admits that he has 'played God' and altered things,
but purely to give people something more interesting to listen to.
'With 'Day in The Life', for example, there's a wonderful,
wonderful version that John does-it's either Take or Take 2
-where he's not trying, he's just singing for himself and it's
absolutely lovely -the John that I knew so well. The only problem
is that there's no vocal for the middle eight, the "Got up, got out
of bed, dragged a comb
across my head.." section.
But luckily I came across a
ANTHOLOGY
remix that we did of the
middle with Paul singing
The reunion has been a
which I was able to edit in
direct result of the
The track is completely
forthcoming Beatles
different from the 'Day in
Anthology documentary, to be
The Life' on Sgt Pepper, but
screened on worldwide
it's worth hearing and I
television from November. Five
believe we were justified in
years in the making, the series
doing it that way.'
charts The Beatles' career from '
Generally, mixes have

results, whether in a project

studio or a world class

recording facility.

1

birth to breakup and features
extensive unseen footage
collected from all over the world.
All three members have been
closely involved in the project,
and according to an Apple
spokesman have `got very
hands -on' and provided many
hours of interviews. `It's really
our version of what The Beatles
were all about,' says Ringo,
`giving individual perspectives
including John's.'
To accompany the
programmes, EMI is releasing
three double CDs containing a
mixture of forgotten material,
different versions of well -known
songs, demos, studio out-takes,
live recordings, broadcasts,
home recordings and so on.
This definitive collection of
unreleased Beatles material, will
also include the two new songs,
`Free as a Bird' and `Real Love',
which are to be separately
released as singles. The first
being premiered on American
television when the series
starts on 19th November

been reasonably quick,
probably taking no longer
than they did originally
-the earlier 4 -track
recordings being the fastest.
'I'd say we're mixing
quickly,' says Martin. 'Of
course you have to
remember that the way
we used record in those
days, we actually shaped
the mix as we recorded it.
It wasn't a case of laying
down tracks and
assembling them later, we
used to record pretty well
live, and it's not so much
a mixing job as toning.
Some of the later songs
though are more
complicated and on one
mix, where we had
originally bounced between
4-track machines, I
reassembled all the tracks,
which came to 16, and
that took about a day'
George Martin is keen
that the the new albums
should give ,a real
impression of what it was
like being in the studio
with The Beatles, and has

U
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BEATLESDXCCC IVE
included bits and pieces of talking before
and after takes, some false starts and so on.
'I decided we should be lifting the lid on
the boys and let people hear how they
were in the studio rather than just hearing
the finished, polished production. Some of
the highlights for me are the silly little
things where they're just being themselves
breaking into laughter or kidding each
other-it's just like being there again'

MARTIN AND EMERICK still have
work to do, and expect to be busy until
the end of the year. The CDs will run in
chronological order and the first pair (the
early days to 1965), are now ready for
November release. Each pair will contain
roughly 50 songs.
The new tracks are both ballads written
by John Lennon that were supplied by
Yoko Ono on a mono cassette demo.
Recorded in New York, they feature
Lennon singing and playing piano and
form the base over which the other Beatles
worked. Amazingly, the first track, 'Free As
A Bird', was completed nearly two years
ago with very little information leaking out
to the press. The second track, 'Real Love'
was recorded in February this year.
Both tracks were recorded and mixed at
Paul McCartney's private studio in East
Sussex. Again, Geoff Emerick was the
engineer but a new figure, Jeff Lynne was
called in to co produce the project.
'They were the strangest sessions really,'
recalls Lynne. 'They were the only sessions
I've ever done where the chat in between
takes was so good that I didn't want to
start recording again. There were all these
fabulous anecdotes -"remember this and
remember that" -and then one of them
would laugh and say, "Well, what about
you, you bugger!"
'But the thing that really surprised me
was how quickly they came together. As
soon as they started bashing away it was
there-something magical happened when

they played together that
made this sound or this
feel which is them and is
quite untouchable.'

`We pretended he'd gone on holiday ...

and had left us the tape to play with.
Prior to recording, some
work was done to clean up
That was the only way we could deal
the Lennon cassette,
although at this stage it's
not clear what processes
with it ... it was really very
were used except that they
were digital. The two tracks
emotional' RINGO
were then transferred to
analogue 24 -track.
'The quality was never really a problem,'
says Emerick. 'I just looked upon it as John
saying put an effect on my voice to make it
sound like this. It actually sounded like
one of those John Lennon vocal sounds
holiday,
with a little bit of wow and flutter and stuff
or out for tea and
like that. The balance between vocals and
had left us the tape to play with. That was
piano also worked out okay. There were a
the only way we could deal with it and
few occasions, though, where we had to
get over the hurdle, because it was really
very emotional.'
adjust timing, and this was simply done by
flying the tape back in.'
Although the sessions weren't treated in
'Having John playing piano as well as
the same way as mixing the archive
singing was a great thing,' adds Lynne.
material, some vintage equipment was
'It kept the integrity and made the whole
used by Emerick including Fairchild
thing a real performance rather than just
limiters and Neumann U47 valve mics for
having this voice appear out of nowhere.'
vocals. Original instruments were also used
Apart from the technical aspects of
including a violin bass and Ludwig drum
posthumously reuniting Lennon with the
kit. Each song was recorded over a four
other Beatles, there were also emotional
day period and mixed in a couple of days.
ones to consider. According to Ringo a little
The fact that the three Beatles were back
mental deception was required to keep
in the studio again for the first time in a
spirits high.
quarter century, might easily have inspired
'We just pretended that he'd gone on
other material to have been recorded, but
Right: Detail of
the refurbished
N °2 echo
chamber.
Below: George
Martin and
Geoff Emerick
at the vintage
EMI TG console
(Abbey Road '95)

apparently this didn't happen even though
it was discussed.
Paul McCartney: 'Even though we talked
about it, it seemed more natural with John
there. People can't say "Well, there's only
three of you," or "You should get Julian or
Sean in!' This way we can say, "Look, it is
The Beatles, whether you like it or not, it
actually is The Beatles on record -through
the wonders of technology !"
So what of the finished
results? Perhaps the best
person to be judge of that is
George Martin who gives
the tracks his full approval.
'They sound like The
Beatles as though John were
back here now, and are
more contemporary than
the old recordings'
The Beatles themselves are
said to be delighted with the
results, and according to
McCartney, when Ringo first
heard the finished mixes, he
exclaimed: 'It sounds like the
bloody Beatles!'
'Normally I don't show off
about songs beforehand,' says
McCartney, 'but I must say
they are two real cool tracks.
It's spooky to hear John sing
lead but it's beautiful. It's the
impossible but one way or
another we pulled it off. It
was a joyful experience. It
was magic'
And the magic may
continue. Apparently there
is another song on the
Lennon tape, which must
fuel speculation that a third
new Beatles single could be
in the offing.
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bÎJNÒSTATION
With its unique combination of power and control, the SoundStation Gold
delivers superb results, and delivers them fast. No other workstation has an

interface

as

direct and intuitive as DAR's touch -screen, and an advanced moving

fader surface gives you lightning fast control of dynamic track -based mix

automation. Integration, both with other DAR workstations and with external

with the Videola software option, you

video and audio hardware,

is

can even hard -lock a video

transport during audio scrub, for precise spot-

seamless;

placement of effects. The ultimate post-production tool? You decide.

DELTA
Featuring the same intuitive interface and tape -like approach
the Delta

is

an

as

the rest of the SoundStation family,

efficient and cost -effective workstation for track -laying and editing. Audio segments
can be easily and quickly moved from directories

to

tracks, with full control of gain and crossfades. You
can choose 4, 8 or 16-channel systems,

with

a

choice of storage options, and your Delta
can easily be upgraded

to the full Gold

specification. All DAR software
options, such

as

WordFit and an

Autoconform Package, are
available for the Delta, and
projects can be moved
seamlessly from here to any

other member of the
SoundStation family, on optical disc or
via DAR's networking facilities.
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SIGMA
Soundstation Sigma offers all

the functionality of the Delta,
plus internal digital mixing with

advanced segment -based gain,
pan, EQ and aux send

automation. All

16

tracks can

be scruobed or subject

to

varispeed, and operation
remains

as

smooth

as ever.

SABRE PLUS
DAR's most affordable workstation is based around a

compact control console, a choice of hard or optical
drives and a high -res monitor with the familiar screen

layout of tracks and directory. Segment -based
automation of gain and EQ on all 8 channels makes

tt'e Sabre Plus

NEW TO DAR!!

a powerful tool in its own right, but the

provision of 16 'virtual' tracks means that projects can
be transferred either way from 16- channel

DAR's new AudioServer is the key

to powerful,

SoundStations.

integrated networks of SoundStations and Sabres,

with shared

access

to sound effects libraries, and

real -time auditioning across the network. Projects
can be easily transferred between rooms, and back-

up and archiving are more simple than ever before.

What's more, AudioServer's use of standard
EtherNet hardware means that your audio network

performance can keep pace with advances in
mainstream computer networking.

OMR 8 OPEN MEDIA RECORDER
A cost -effective high quality 8 -track digital

recorder, the OMR 8 provides

a

resolution of up to

24 bits per sample, recording directly onto

magneto -optical or hard
disk. The OMR 8 has on-

board 18 bit A -D and
D -A

converters, and

features Cut and
Paste style

editing with full overlay

and insert functions. Audio scrub and

variable speed replay are included and the
OMR 8 can record in the industry standard
OMFI -compatible disk format.
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THE DAR SOLUTION
There

is

no substitute for experience

workstations embodies

10 years

- and the DAR

rang -

ital

of experience in designing too

professional audio production and post -production. From the top -o

the -range SoundStation Gold, with its award -winning interface, to the
cost -effective Sabre Plus, which brings acclaimed DAR production

capability to

a

whole new sector of the market, DAR's systems offer

unparalleled ease of use and power. This handy guide provides an
overview of our current range, to help you decide what best suits your

requirements.
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Upgrade to SoundStation Gold
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Touch -screen interface
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26hrs
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Segment -based gain control
Segment -based EQ control

Continuous track -based automation
Fader surface controller

Maximum track time

13hrs

DIGITAL AUDIO RESEARCH

Digital Audio Research Limited
2 Silverglade Business Park, Leatherhead Road,
Chessington, Surrey KT9 2QL, England.
Tel: +44(0) 1372 -742848; Fax: +44(0) 1372 -743532
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everythiig, from his invo
Bowe and U2 albums.

PH

IT MIGHT as well be a hamburger,'
says Brian Eno, Record Producer
exsaonlinaire and self-professed 'nonboFfm' He's referring, of course, to his
Dä 7. It sits among the collection cf
tools that makes up his audio
sketchpad in the West London office
of his company, Opal, and the remark
is typical. His respect for audio
technology is wilfully limited, and his
views on most studio practices ate
among the most challenging you will
ever encounter.
Despite having a few favourite bits

....

of gear that accompany him to most
sessions, he's not inclined to marvel
at the power of machines. In fact, he
sees the record producer as a
navigator through the infinite
choices equipment presents, and
beyond that, as someone who can
put the exercise of making a record

;

.

into its wider cultural context To
create the philosophical agenda to
which his artists can work, his own
terms cf reference are, ironically,
encyclopec ic. But that, no do ttbt, is
why arists of th ? calibre of L2 and
David Bowie -both recen: clients-are
happy to hire him.
Eno's assistan_ Andrew Bu :don
has constructed wheeled cabinets
for every item in the stLCio. Far
from Star Trek -style wad to .gall
electronics, Enos setup resembles a
small comer in IKEA, and can be
easily transported anywzere It
represents a design philosophy that
seems Lkely to oe repeated in a
project underway to bald a r_tusic

thera ?y comptes, community
centre ace _ecording stadio in
war -torn Bosnia, an extensicr_ of
pw
Eno's close involvement with

RV

SCHOEPS

the charity War Child. Practicality is
one consideration, but the idea of a
modular, moveable recording kit also
corresponds to Eno's notion of any space
being a potential recording space, and his
dismissal of the concept of a sacrosanct
acoustic interior, where ambience must
be artificially created according to a fixed
set of rules.

set everything up again, you bring the

'I'M ACTUALLY

studio to them'

`211

SMALLEST

very much in favour
portable facilities,' he says. 'So,
instead of having a dedicated studio
within the site in Mostar, we'll have
something like Ibe got here, which is all
on wheels. This is my new idea; for the
last couple of years Ibe had everything
built on wheels, because it takes me a
long time to get my angles right in
relation to the light and everything.
Instead of investing a lot of money in one
big multitrack studio, why not have two
mobile studios within the building, so if
something interesting is happening in one
of the rooms -say someone is teaching a
group of five people and they would like
to record -instead of them having to
decamp into the studio and set everything
up again, you bring the studio to them.
My ideal would be to have a situation
where you just stick one plug in.'
of small,

CLASS ICAL

CONDENSER

MICROPHONE

`If

something interesting is happening

in one of the rooms...instead of

having to decamp into the studio and

He cites ADATs as the likely format,
running to a maximum of about
16 tracks. But while smaller, modular
technology has arguably contributed
to the demise of major institutions
like The Manor, Eno still sees an
important role for the traditional,
commercial facility.
'Certainly, what people are gaining at
being able to work at home with little
studios like this, is the ability to cheaply
explore a lot of options. What you lose
through that way of working is the
quality of rapport that a good player has
with their instrument. One of my
running arguments with manufacturers
in general is that their whole emphasis is
towards increasing options within the
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WORKING WITH U2

Tel.: (0) 48 81 33
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The U2 sessions for the latest album took place in a warehouse space they recently
discovered in the centre of Dublin. Eno's impressions?
`It's lovely, it's right on the river. At the moment they've got an Amek desk in there,
but they're replacing it this month with a classic Neve. There's nothing particularly
special, it's just a great spot. It's only been operating since May. I'm sure they'll do
most of their recording there from now on. It's very comfortable for them, and one of
the good things about it is a very large lounge, which as said is really important
because it means that people can sit and listen to something else. You can if you want
pipe through what's going on in the control room, but you can also escape that. And
there's a good room upstairs for meals and guests and so on. I'd say about 60% of the
building is not functioning studio space -but it's very functional space.'
I
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AudioVision

`

is a complete

multi -track

audio editing system with sync -locked

random -access pictures.

EDITING AT ITS BEST

AudioVisionTM
enables you to work creatively,
accurately and above all, extremely
quickly.

AudioVision"

belongs to

Avid's ever -growing family of audio

editing, mixing and sound design systems.
For applications not requiring pictures Avid's

AudioStation

is the cost-effective

alternative. Both systems are fully

compatible with Avid's Media

Composer family of nonlinear film
and video editing solutions and can
be used with other digital systems via

the Open Media

Framework

(OMF) Interchange.
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24 virtual tracks with 4, 8, or 16 inputs

and outputs (analogue and digital)
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flexible storage media, such as
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`MI equipment. So you get more and more
things stored in there, more and more
ways of manipulating more and more data.
But they never work on the more
interesting problem, which is how you
increase rapport with an instrument. The
thing that makes a violin, which is
practically the most limited instrument on
earth, still viable is not that it is
particularly interesting, but that people
have an interesting relationship with it.
One of the ways you can make an
interesting relationship with any piece of
equipment is by reducing the number of
options with it -not by constantly
amplifying them. This is why guitar
players consistently make more interesting
music than synth players. A musician has
to learn ways of focusing attention
-making prior decisions before going to
the instrument to cancel out a lot of the
possibilities. Life is too short!

'Having said that, I wouldn't like to be in
the business of designing studios. I think
it's an act of faith -one which I'm prepared
to make. People are going to want to work
with musicians. Certainly if I was going to
design a studio I wouldn't design it for an
orchestra. I think that entity might well
become obsolete -or so rarefied that you'll
only need one studio in England to deal
with it. I would definitely want to design a
studio particularly for drummers, because
they are more irreplaceable than anyone
else. Second in line for irreplaceability are
guitar players.'
The Bosnia studio is therefore not likely
to be the MIDI -controlled sonic
greenhouse which Eno patiently sits in our

photographs.
'It won't be equipment like this. I think
there will be a couple of little study rooms
with equipment for recording live
musicians, because that's going to be the
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prepared to leave no quarter on this one.
Acoustic space is active, so let's not
worry about it. If it's a funny little room;
it's a funny little room. Good players
respond to the space they are in. I think
most of the attempts to standardise the
activity of recording have been based on a
philosophy that is really obsolete. And rock
music has made it obsolete, because we've
grown up listening to things that have
either been recorded in weird places -and
we like the weirdness -or which have been
made weird after the event. So they've
been recorded in neutral spaces but then
people have spent hours making them
sound like they've been recorded in
garages or canyons or something.
'It's rooted in the Renaissance idea that
we can control the world, organise it into
manageable, scientifically measurable
compartments. I think this idea is no
longer of any use; we cannot regulate our
environments like that.

being neutral is left over from classical

.7
.12

ACOUSTICIANS BEWARE. Eno

`That idea of [a studio's] acoustics

it at the AES show in New York, stand 430
-LCW CUT

biggest call out there. But it will be a
portable studio.
'I think this is possible because recording
engineers have made much too much fuss
about acoustics. One of the liberations over
the last few years has been the realisation
that everybody actually likes those
recordings made in garages and swimming
pools. Acoustics don't have to be neutral.
That idea of the acoustics being neutral is
left over from classical music -the idea that
there could be a perfect recording
environment, a transparent environment.'
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'It's all based on the idea that there is a
correct starting position. For me, the worst
way of mixing, that you see some
engineers doing, is to take the finished
track, put up the kick drum, and sit there
listening to it for 25 minutes. Then finally,
around lunchtime, the snare drum comes
up. I think, fuck this. I ban it now. It's just
an unquestioning obedience to a concept.
That's what a lot of people spend a lot of
their lives doing-obeying a concept'
In the light of this, it should come as no
surprise that the demands Eno places on a
recording studio have little to do with
measurable frequency responses.
'The only thing I care about,' he states,
'is space and the lack of shag carpet! I'd
say those two things make a difference to
me. I like space because I think it's very
counter -productive to have everybody in
the same musical space together, and more
and more I find that what matters to me is
having rooms that you can sit in where
you can't hear what's going on. If people
are in the studio, I would like them to be
11W

0144, TAIWAN (886) 2719 2388, UK (1691) 658550, USA (212) 586 5989.
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'I've just been doing a song with
U2 which was a very good
example of this. It is a very densesounding piece, and one day we
had a beautiful mix of the
backing track, so we just mixed it
to two tracks of the multitrack.
I've always loved doing this,

engaged or not there-not just hanging
around and thinking "Oh, I suppose I'd
better say something, because otherwise
people will think I'm useless"
'What I now want from studios is the
sitting-around room; the control room,
which should be the biggest; and the
studio room. Lately I've been working in
bigger studios because I've been doing
more improvising with people. After
working with this desktop stuff,
improvisation is so much fun. The chaos of
having five people in a room playing is
thrilling. There's nothing chaotic about just
working at a desk. I mean, for a start you're
sitting down. I often work standing up
because I think that as soon as you stand
up you engage the rest of your body.
I have this thing that the body is the large
brain. When you're sitting at a Mac and
only your eyes and your right hand are
being used, that's awful. It's so stultifying'
THE MATERIAL that Eno works on so
fruitfully, despite this sense of confinement,
often generates ideas that he might take
into a studio when producing another act.
His solo experiments are, of course, legion.
But his sonic presence can be felt directly
on any album he produces. One reason for
this, is his habit of taking DATs and DX7
cartridges into a session -but never
computer data. He encourages commitment
to tape as early as possible, and, surprisingly,
shuns the possibilities for endless
reinterpretation that computers provide.
'What I'm more and more inclined to do
is to limit options,' he says. 'One of the
reasons for destroying programs-I never
keep sequences -is so that there isn't the
choice of going back to them. What you've
got is the DAT, you've got that or nothing.
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because then, when you come
back to that tape, you just put up
two tracks and you get on with
your work. And if there's
something wrong-like there's not
enough of something-you've still
got it on the tape adjacently, to
put up if you need to. If there's
too much of it, you can put it up
out of phase and it cancels. The
value of that is you've then
eliminated a whole number of
options so you can focus your
attention somewhere else.
'There are two interesting areas to
focus on: what do I do on top of
this or with this? Then, when
you've got a whole track there,
you start doing treatments of the
whole track. That is something
that very rarely gets done,
because normally people just
don't know what the track is until
the day of mixing. It's frightening
that people throw on overdubs
and bits and pieces, and then on
the day of mixing they think
"now, what are we actually trying
to do here ?" Well, that's already
too late. You don't have time to
have any relationship with what you're
doing like that:
Ironically, having to commit to tape was
a limitation of the recording process that
computer technology was supposed
to solve. But in spite of a decade of
being sold the idea of limitless
options meaning limitless creativity,
Eno is like many other producers in
holding firm to the principle of
capturing and printing a
performance. For him, though, this
step has a much wider significance.
'I sometimes enjoy the freedom of
digital methods. But I think one of
my jobs as a producer is to focus
attention -or, I could say, to limit
options. They both mean the same
thing. I do that by trying as much as

can to establish the cultural territory.
Where are we culturally? What are we
trying to be? What books? What films? OK,
if this is where we are, then we are not
going to do that or that. What are the
things that we're not going to do? Let's just
get them out of the way and narrow the
field a little bit.
I

'YOU KNOW, the reason that records
take 10 fucking years to make now is
because people don't do that to begin with.
They mostly don't have pre written
material when they come into the studio,
so they've got a double problem. They
throw themselves into this sea of
possibilities, and they have no coast to
look at, no stars to orient by, and they
haven't yet learnt how to use the ship.
They toss around on the waves for months
and months. So more and more, I think,
wherever you can limit options, do so. Or
wherever it's prudent to- obviously you
don't want to create a situation where you
stop all creativity. But you want to create a
situation where there's a meaningful
amount of attention on something, rather
than a small amount of attention on
everything.
'I think one of the things people expect
of me when I work with them is that I will
work out where the project is in terms of
where it belongs in psycho cultural space,
if you like. The second thing is purely
technical. Yes, we could have all these
possibilities and yes, we could explore
them all-but let's not. Let's decide not to
-for no reason, it can be a completely
arbitrary decision. Let's decide to use just
one guitar sound'
Is that the producer's decision?
'No decisions are irrevocably anyone's, in

WORKING WITH BOWIE
David Bowie's Outside was mostly
recorded at Mountain Studios in

Switzerland.The producer speaks:
'There is no recreational area,
which is a very serious matter, and
no windows. It's at lake level, right
on the shore. The control room is separate from the studio, and you have to go upstairs to
the studio. And it's built onto the side of a casino.
'Our techniques changed from track to track. A lot of it is live improvisation, then
sometimes with additions on top, and on some tracks I'm playing everything. There are a
number of co- compositions between David and where played nearly everything. think
he had one or two things written in advance. but I tried to persuade him not to pay any
attention to them! wanted to start from scratch, and that's pretty much what we did. They
were improvisations, although conceptually they were quite structured. That is to say, they
weren't structured in terms of "you play this, I'll play that, you play a G and I'll go to D ", but
more in terms of what kind of attitudes people should take towards what they were doing.'
I

I

I

I
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'EA most situations. But I think one of the
things that people expect of me when I
work with them is that I will do things like
that, or suggest things like that. I have no
pride about those suggestions; if it turns
out a week later that somebody says "you
know I'd really love to use a different
sound," well, fine, it really doesn't matter.
It doesn't matter which areas of the world
you decide to regard as fixed. You could
invent the whole history of recording
every time you went into the studio -but
you wouldn't get very far!'
The role of the producer, according to
Eno, is somewhere between the dictator
and the mediator.
'Usually what people are practising is
not democracy,' he believes, 'but
cowardice and good manners. Nobody
wants to step on so- and-so's toes, so
nobody wants to say anything. The
valuable idea of democracy is that if there

are five people in the room and one of
them feels very strongly about something,
you can trust that the strength of their
feelings indicates that there is something
behind it. My feeling about a good
democratic relationship is the notion that
it's a shifting leadership. It's not: "we all
lead together all the time ". It's: "we all have
sufficient trust in one another to believe
that if someone feels strongly then we let
them lead for that period of time' And this
is what typically happens: somebody will
say: "no, I really think we should do it this
way; and I'll say: 'OK, let's try it, let's see

what happens "'
'Normally I don't stay with the project
for the whole time. I deliberately keep out
so I can come back in and hear things
with fresh ears. Some things will seem
completely obvious to me straight away.
Like: "that doesn't work'; "that works
brilliantly", "this is confused ". I can very

`You get all the complexity of one

sound, all its cultural resonances,

CAREER WITH A
SOUND FUTURE
(

STUDIO

-

MULTIMEDIA

-

BROADCAST COURSES

and then you stick it with all the

complexity and cultural resonances
of another'

quickly, within an hour's listening, set up
an agenda which says, "this we must talk
about philosophically; "we have to look at
that structurally'; "we have to look at this
in terms of whether it's going anyway like
the direction of the rest of the record ". I set
agendas like that, to the extent that I will
say that I want to take control of this song
for, say, half a day. For half a day I'll say
what to do and we'll see if it works.
Sometimes it doesn't. And, of course, any
other participant can take the same role.
'It's very good if you can be in a
working relationship with people and you
can say "OK, I tried it and it doesn't work'
And they say "Yep, fine ". Fortunately most
of the relationships I'm in are like that.
You have to have the respect for people
that say "look, you're grown up, you can
take an option and not pretend that it's
interesting when it isn't"!

EST. 1976

SCHOOL

Exclusive
Digidesign®
Appointment

Training with "Individual" Studio Time

LONDON 0171 609 2653 AMSTERDAM 020 6894189 PARIS 1 -4811 9696
MUNICH 089 67 51 67 SYDNEY 01- 211371 SINGAPORE 65 -334 2523 KUALA
WMPAR 03 -756 77212 BERLIN 030 -456 5137 VIENNA 01 -330 4133 AUCKLAND
09 -373 4712 HAMBURG 040-23 36 76 PERTH 09 -325 4533 ZURICH 01 -445 2040
ADELAIDE 08 -376 0991 BRISBANE 07 -367 0143 GLASGOW 0141 -221 3441
FRANKFURT 069-543262 COLOGNE 0221 954 1220 STOCKHOLM 08 730 5100
MELBOURNE 03 534 4403 HOBART 002 315 446
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ECONOMY OF method means a lot to
Eno. Like his compact, portable
workstation, his mind is streamlined and
multitasking, so there's not much room for
pointless wiring. Whether or not his ideas
can be applied to every situation, the truth
is that, where they have, some of the most
groundbreaking sessions in the history of
recording have resulted. Whatever the
secret, it may be simpler than it sounds.
'I admire people like Howie B who turn
up with their record collections and they
don't bring a single instrument with them.
They just patch together other bits of
music. This is so intelligent. You get all the
complexity of one sound, all its cultural
resonances, and then you stick it with all
the complexity and cultural resonances of
another. I really admire economy more
than anything else: elegant ways of
making big things happen -which is the
opposite of what normally happens in a
studio, where you have clumsy ways of
making small things happen'
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Because music
business is

your business,
show yourself
at MIDEM...

Music is

the keynote

"Without MIDEM, the
world of music companies
would not be the same"
Felix Buget Mangione, President /Internationa
Manager, BLANCO Y NEGRO MUSIC SA, Spair

"MIDEM is an institution
which will find no
substitute..."
Ralph Siegel President /Owner, SIEGEL MUSIC
COMPANIES /JUPITER- RECORDS, Germany

"Please continue..."
Cee;. P. Vervoord
President & CEO,
BUMA /STERMA (Copyright Societies),
Netherlands

"MIDEM is a

highlight of our

business

year"

Wendy Newton, President,
GREEN LINNET
RECORDS/XENOPHILE
RECORDS, USA

"The Music
Industry could
not function
properly
without MIDEM"
Chris Leaping, Label Manager,
BAKTABAK RECORDS, UK

"The International
Meeting - The Best!"
Al Sherman, President,

Alshire International Inc., USA

"You learn & meet more
people in a week than
you do in a year"

Let's celebrate
30 years of music together
Sunday 21st January - Thursday 25th January, 1996
Palais des Festivals, Cannes, France

Chris Checkley, Label Manager, Indochina, UK

// / //

"If we

only do one music
convention it would be
MIDEM. The best overall"
Eric Good's, President/Label Manager, Cargo
Records America Ltd, USA

"MIDEM is like French
wine, it gets better
each

year"

Martir Bandier, Chairman and CEO,
EMI Music Publishing, USA
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Produci n
There are no laws for creating production soundtracks.

KEITH SPENCER -ALLEN
on to the set and into the future with

blockbuster movie Judge Oredd

is the law. It is also
one of the biggest action movies of this
year -the kind of production that

JUDGE DREDD

everyone assumes is totally constructed
in postproduction with the original
sound being used purely as a guide.
Everyone would be right if it wasn't for
the fact that Director Danny Cannon
hates to use post -sync techniques.
Mega -City One, the year 2115 AD, the
setting for Judge Dredd. The Earth has
been virtually destroyed by earthquakes,
fires and floods with only a few cities
remaining. Civilisation is on the verge of
collapse and violence is rife. In
desperation, the judiciary is merged
with the police to create a hybrid
of judge, jury and executioner.
The top secret Janus Project
creates two men using the DNA
make -up of the great minds of
justice. One becomes Judge
Dredd, the perfect lawman;
the other, Rico, the absolute
criminal. Rico wants
control of Mega -City One
by any means possible,
Dredd intends to stop him
'I don't normally like
doing films like this,'
asserts Production Sound
Mixer Chris Munro.
Instead, he favours
dialogue-orientated films
but Judge Dredd's Director
elevated the importance of
the production track and
offered a challenge
Munro accepted.
'A lot of the old school
used to feel that they
could actually improve the
actor's performance in post
sync,' he comments. 'But
five months after shooting
the actor hasn't got the
same feeling. Even using
devices like WordFit to
tighten the sync doesn't
really alter the fact that it
sounds unnatural. All the
perspectives sound too
much the same, too close
and too controlled.
'A good soundtrack is
one that you don't
comment on. Even if
someone seeing the movie
comments that the
soundtrack is good, it 0.
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THE path TO THE ALL -DIGITAL future IS
LIT by TEKTRONIX.

You may be planning your path to the all -

locations. But that's no surprise. We listened

digital future. Or you may be

to your needs. And you helped us design our

experiencing it now. No matter

products.

where you are, Tektronix lights
the way to your all- digital
future with a full -line of digital
test and monitoring equipment.

With Tektronix, you can do more and spend
less. Award- winning technology.

Engineering expertise.
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and a master sync generator for either
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Worldwide customer service. All from one
supplier.

handheld test equipment lets you make critical

For the quickest way to an all -digital future,

system checks from some of the most difficult

contact your local Tektronix sales office today.

See the AH-Digital Future at IBC Amsterdam.
Visit Tektronix stand number 10.420 or call
your local sales office for more information.
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Copyright 1995 Tektronix,

Soc.

All rights reserved.
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POST
probably means that it
II
has detracted from the

DE3(

10M CT

Dredd's uniform to house a
radio mic transmitter so
that it could always be in
place causing minimal
disruption if it was
decided to use radio.
On the set, it is
everyone for
themselves,' Munro
observes, 'but I feel
confident about
pushing for certain
things when I know
that I have the director's
support'

picture rather than
complemented it. If
the sound is too
good, better,
different or just
away from natural,
you immediately
seem to inform the
audience that this
isn't quite right. The
average audience will
probably interpret this
as a bad acting
performance rather than a
SHOOTING TOOK
sound problem.
place over a 19 -week
Younger film
period at Shepperton
makers seem to be
Studios, South West of
`Even if someone seeing the movie
aware of this and
London with the
are increasingly
majority of
direct
for
going
comments that the soundtrack is
postproduction work
sound.'
taking place in the US.
Unfortunately,
good, it probably means that it
The sound crew
this approach does
included Boom
not mean that
Operator Colin Wood
directors are likely
has detracted from the picture
who has worked
to be any more
closely with Munro
sympathetic to
rather than complemented it'
for ten years, and
sound problems on
assistant Andrew
the set. The
Griffiths who also
requirement,
boom op'ed when two were needed.
therefore, is greater forward planning and
The main recording machine was a
attention to detail-talking to the set
Fostex PD2 portable DAT with a Sony
builders, special effects and the costume
TCD 10 for DAT backups. Munro has
designers. For example, Munro arranged
worked digitally for many years having
with Special Effects Supervisor Joss
Williams to knock holes in some of the
sets so that noisy compressors could
be positioned off the stage. Working
with costume designer Emma Porteous,
a belt pack was added as a part of

Il

T: +31-40-645645
F: +31-40-645600

Norway
T: +47-22-070700
F: +47-22-070707

Spain
T: +34 -1- 372 -6000
F: +34-1-372-6049

Sweden
T: +46-8-629-6500
F: +46 -8- 629 -6540

Switzerland
T: +41-42-219192
F: +41-42-217784

U.K.
T: +44-1628-403300
F: +44-1628-403301

All other countries,

please fax:

THE CURSED EARTH
A totally different problem hit Judge
Dredd on one set referred to as The
Cursed Earth'. The set was just coal
dust and, although all the sound
equipment was off the set, coal dust
got into the Stellavox mixer and had to
be literally washed out and the faders
replaced.The PD2, however, seals up

well and was immune to problems.
Being shot on sound stages there was little need for ambience pickup except for
the gun shots which used real guns with big charges.These were recorded in stereo.
Dialogues are all shot mono but mics may be kept on separate tracks. Radio mics
would go on a separate track to boom mics.The camera positioning was also relevant
such as when there are two shooting the same scene -one wide and one close
-different perspective miking would placed on separate tracks.
There has been much comment recently about the value of using DAT for recording
production sound with one argument suggesting that the digital medium just means
that you record more location noise in better fidelity, while with analogue tape much of
this noise is lost in the general tape noise and is therefore perceived to be lower. Not
surprisingly, Chris Munro does not agree.
'If you believe that DAT gives problems that analogue doesn't, then simply take your
DAT recording and copy it to analogue and see if the noise problem really goes sway.
Of course it doesn't, unless you drop the record level so low that it really is masked by
the tape noise.
'With DAT you have to use your experience as to how much of the dynamic range to
use. If you are foolish about it or want to use the whole available range from whisper to
shout on the same track, you'll be in trouble. My memories of analogue include
frequently having to ask actors to speak up, which I didn't like doing as it
compromised their performance. am able to accept much more with digital recording.'
I

+44- 1628 -403301
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As soon as a

flying motorbike scene was over the actors were

brought to

nearby office where the scene was replayed ... the

a

actors redid their lines to the video guide track as instant ADR

started experimenting with DAT on
The Russia House. He recorded Robin
Hood: Prince of Thieves totally on DAT with
analogue Nagra backup, and after that he
stopped running the Nagra at all.
The PD2 sits on a trolley with a
Stellavox mixer powered by a large battery
sitting underneath. While on the trolley
there are no powering problems. Off the
trolley, the PD2 like all portable DAT
machines, gets through batteries quite
frequently but Munro does not see this as
an issue.

'Working with analogue
recorders you had to change
tape reels every 12 minutes',
he explains. 'With a DAT
recorder the tape lasts all
day, and I have a pocket full
of batteries which I replace
every hour. Changing
batteries is quicker than
loading '/4 -inch tape.'
The move to DAT meant looking more
closely at mics. He had been using AKG
460s and they were quite quiet anyway as

was the more recent favourite AKG 747.
He also returned to his Sennheiser 816s as
they are 12V T- powered and are far less
prone to on-set interference than phantom
powered designs. As a result, he makes it
quite clear that any replacement mixer for
the ageing Stellavox will have to have Tpowering. For radio -mic work a few Audio
RMS2000s were used. They fitted the
requirements of being small and
belt- mountable but were only used when
wired mics were not possible to use.

JUDGE DREDD, played by Sylvester
Stallone, is a larger than life character and

to capture that aspect he was always close
miked. This will help the dubbing mixer to
keep the voice up front in the mix and for
it to sound predominant. There are also a
number of robots and computers with
voices that have important roles in the
movie. A computer called Central is
heavily featured and there are several
scenes where actors have to interact with
the computer's 'voice' To make this
situation a little more realistic the voice of
the actor who is the computer was treated
with a small amount of pitch shifting to
add the feel of a machine. Although this
went to tape, so did a clean feed of the
untreated voice so that this effect did not

i

commit anyone to any processing later in
the production process.
Some of the action presented significant
sound problems, particularly the flying
motorbike sequences. The bikes are shot
against a green screen, all under motion
control while wind machines blast air over
them to create the flying effect. There was
little hope of getting direct sound here.
The tight costumes prevented close mics
but a guide track of some description was
needed. A mic was wrapped in the foam
sponge that is used for make -up and then
placed in a sheltered position. At least a
rough guide track was obtained.

Intelligent Solutions
The new SR -15+ Distripalyzer
is the latest problem solver from
Brainstorm, the leader in practical time code gear and smart
Marketed exclusively by:

AUDIO INTERVISUAL DESIGN, USA
(213) 845 -1155 FAX (213) 845 -1170

ideas for your everyday audio
synchronization needs.
Before your next crisis occurs,
take time to Brainstorm.

'-

BRAINST ORM

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS: United Kingdom: HHB Communications ltd., Tel: +44 -181962 -5000
Germany 8 Benelux: AD Technologies b.v., Tel: +31 -40 -8410 82 Portugal: AudioPRO, Tel: +351 -1- 353 -8331
Japan: Sanken Audio Systems, Tel: +81 -3-5397 -7092 Korea: Best Logic Sound Co., Tel: +82 -2-741 7385

Call for the name of a dealer near you!
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CHRIS MUNRO set up a basic ADR
operation in a nearby office, and hung a
storage cupboard with blankets. As soon
as a flying motorbike scene had finished
shooting, the actors were brought over to
this room where a copy of the video assist
of the just -shot scene was replayed on a
monitor and the actors redid their lines to
the video guide track as instant ADR. The
guide track and the replacement track
were recorded on the Sony TCD I0 DAT as
wild tracks. This is then transferred
digitally to the PD2 with internally generated time code, removed from the
October 95
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Lars Brogaard, live sound engineer for Rod Stewart.
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Quested Monitoring Systems Ltd
Units 5 -6 Star Road
Partridge Green
West Sussex RH13 8RY
Tel: +

403 711447 Fax: + 403 710155

original. So should these wild tracks be
placed in the cutting copy, they would
carry their time code with them.

the voices of certain key actors and we
felt that it needed to be addressed for
the sake of the production'
Autoconform would then
Overnight, after shooting, the DATs
automatically conform these wildtracks
were taken to Twickenham Studios
rather than the original tracks. It was
where the digital tracks were loaded
considered that these tracks would
into a DAR SoundStation. The audio was
have an important role, at least for the
stretched to fit the slower replay of the
cutting copy -clean
25fps picture at
dialogue rather than
24fps but with the
inaudible. Actor Rob
The audio was stretched to fit the dialogue pitch
Schneider spends
kept as spoken.
much of the
This track could
slower
replay...
but
with
the
sequence screaming
then be
and it is very
transferred the
unlikely that he
dialogue pitch kept as spoken.
following morning
could ever recreate
at 24 frames but
that months later in
with the dialogue
This track could then be
ADR sessions.
now at the original
spoken pitch.
transferred the following
THE DIALOGUE
Similar techniques
TRACK threw up
were used on the
other problems.
lower frame rate
morning...
but
with
the
dialogue
Some sections of the
filming. According
film had to be shot
to Chris Munro
now at the original spoken pitch
at different frame
very few people
rates. To speed the
were aware of
action Director
what the sound
Danny Cannon had chosen to shoot
crew were doing to correct what would
some scenes at lower rates such as
have otherwise been an annoyance that
22.5fps and even 20fps. Traditionally,
would have been passed onto the US
film-makers have tried to avoid
postproduction people as a problem.
dialogue when filming at nonstandard
With post duties due to be handled in
rates for obvious reasons but a further
the States, Munro opted to use
complication meant that pitch shifts in
30- frame, nondrop time code on the
dialogue really needed to be tackled
Fostex PD2. There was no other time
during production rather than pitch
code used in the production process so
shifting in postproduction.
he was able to arrange this to suit his
'Many of the sets used fluorescent
operation.
lighting and large numbers of video
'This allowed me to use Record Run
screens', says Schneider. 'Shooting at
time code where the Fostex jams to the
24 frames was creating flicker and so it
previous time code giving the illusion of
was increased to 25 frames. Effectively
continuous shooting,' he says. 'You also
when you transfer out at regular speed
don't need the 10 seconds of run -up
that slows the sound by 4 %, dropping
before the slate which is very disruptive
the pitch. This had an extreme effect on
when shooting.'

Argentina, Inter Video, SA Buenos Aires

3625977 Fax: + 541 3614441
Australia. ATT Audio Control, Victoria
Tel: + 541

Tel: + 613 3791511

Fax: + 613 3799081

Belgium. E.S.D. Bruxelles,

5116728 Fax + 322 5114101
Canada, Sascom Management Inc, Quebec
Tel: + 1514 4331677 Fax: + 1514 4336865
Tel: + 322

Chile, Stefauphipat S.A. Santiago
Tel +

562 2267822

Fax: + 562 2267809

France, Coach Audio Sales, Metz
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So Simon has a Quested monitoring system?
the no noise room' at shop Em Out Sinon Heyworth anc his clients need to hear
every noise precisely: -ra isients, tones, dynamics,clicks and hums.
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New Zealand, Qasacorp, Auckland
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Philippines, Tracks, Manila
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Poland, Kod Audio, Otwock
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Tel: + 393 32222131
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Japan, Edge-ech Japan, Tokyo
Tel: + 813 52800251 Fax: + 813 52800254

Tel: + 482 7792112

Fax: + 482 7794599

Rep of S. Africa, S uder Revox Rancburg
Tel: + 2711

792E476 Fax: + 2711 7923579

Spain, Lexon S.L., Barcelona
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The Sega so u n d
From little boy's games to big boy's toys; computer games bridge

the gap between audio and interactive video.

TIM FROST

goes behind the screens at Sega's European production centre
IT STARTED LIFE as incidental music
with an uncanny ability to irritate parents
but it has become the soundtrack to a
generation of high -tech kids. Originally
played over computer sound -chips with a
limited range of sounds, computer-games
music has moved into a second phase.
Games producers and musicians are taking
a more creative and adventurous approach
to the music and effects -producers, like
'The Fat Man' George Sanger, have begun
to make the most of the sounds modern
computer and console games can deliver.
And the horizons are broadening further
with CD -based games, in which the
soundtrack can be a mix of real and

Gail Cooper in Sega's A -V edit suite

synthesised sounds.
Market leader Sega is in no doubt as to
the importance of sound in console games.
Consequently, it has set up three production
facilities that include music sections: one in
the US, one in Japan and, most recently, one

in London serving Europe.
The European centre is tucked away a
little distance from Sega's high- profile
main offices and houses games
development teams, graphic artists and the
three music -sound rooms. These comprise
individual MIDI rooms for two in -house
musicians -Adam Salkeld and Richard
Jacques -and an A-V edit suite run by Gail
Cooper, who previously worked for Philips
on CD -i games including 7th Guest. While
looking over the facility in an attempt to
establish exactly what constitutes a games
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sound studio, Gail Cooper, claimed that
the introduction of 32 -bit games prompted
Sega to set up the facility as an effective
way of developing games and building up
the background experience needed to
move the game -making techniques
forward. With little experience in sound,
the Sega management brought Cooper and
the musicians in and gave them a free hand.
'Sound was something they were not
very clear about,' she says. 'There was a
feeling that they could get one musician in
who could do everything for them,
although they soon realised that it was all
a great deal more complicated than that.
They took me on and told me to go
away and have a think about what we
would need to the work, so we went to the
APRS Show and had a good look at what
would work' The original brief was to
create an A-V system on which Cooper
could import, edit and prepare audio and
audio -video clips- either animation or
video-for building into the games. The
system is centred on a Soundcraft DC2000
desk with a mix of DAT, Beta SP, a number
of outboard effects and gates feeding into
Digidesign's Pro Tools. This all runs on a
large Macintosh system, currently a 950,
which also deals with the image
processing using Adobe Premier.
The rooms themselves are not terribly
exciting, being essentially office spaces
with additional soundproofing. This may
change in the future as the facility
expands, with the possibility of creating a
single -floor complex of three studios
sometime in the future.
The A-V work for a game is split into
several distinct sections. First there is the
music which accompanies the main body
of the game. The console games rely
mainly on free -running, looped music lines
that last two to three minutes. The themes
change with each game level, and for the
16 -bit generation of games, these are read
from MIDI files stored within the games
cartridge and played out through an
onboard synthesis chip.
The first stage of 16 -bit games music is
handled by creating and editing pure MIDI
files. The 32 -bit cartridge games offer more
flexibility since they include a certain
amount of programmable memory that is
used to hold audio samples. These samples
are generally used for 'real' instrument
sounds, although the memory can also be
used to store spoken announcements and
effects linked to events within the game.
As with movies, games are dubbed for
foreign languages. Responsibility for all
European language speech clips are rests
with the London centre.

The current generation of CD -based
games extends the range of both audio
and video possibilities as the high capacity
of the disc medium means that a wider
mix of samples, special effects and speech,
can be added along with recorded music.
As well as the audio segments, a CD game
can also deliver FMV (Full Motion Video)
Quicktime -based animation and video
clips that can be incorporated into the
game -hence the inclusion of VHS, Beta SP
and Premier systems in the A -V studio.

ONE MAJOR DIFFERENCE
between preparing audio for games and for
other media such as video, is the limited
capacity or limited data handling of the
games system. On a games cartridge,
storage space is the limiting factor; with
CD systems, it is the data transfer rate. In
both cases, Cooper has to devise the best
way of keeping the audio quality as high
as possible.
'What determines the audio quality is

the memory space in the game,' she
confirms. 'The musicians are given an
amount of memory to work with, then the
programmer sits down with the musician
and the artist, and works out how much
memory can be given to each. It's all a
trade -off.
'The graphics always come first, then the
FMV sequences. Then they want
absolutely brilliant sounds and effects'
The audio file format is .WAV. The sound
is imported into Pro Tools at a 'suitable'
sampling rate -this could be anything from
5kHz upwards.
'It is all straightforward until you get to
the Cinepaking,' explains Cooper, 'because
of the data -access rate on playback, which
gives you trade -offs with image resolution
against the audio quality. If you don't get
it right, the video gets jerky because the
system is trying to get the audio through
at the same time. We have found that an
audio data rate of 8 -bit mono sampled at
32kHz is a good general target to aim for'
Individual images for the FMV sections
are created as Tiff or Targa files on Silicon
Graphics computers by the designers.
Cooper imports these from the local -area
network that runs throughout the
building. These files go on her own hard
disks, (several gigabytes in total) from
there she compiles them into a Quicktime
movie and then dubs on the sound effects
and soundtrack elements.
The Sega Saturn games console is
already using Q-Sound for enhanced
spatial effects and there is a certain
amount of interest in using Dolby
Surround, especially for games aimed at
the more adult market where the players
are likely to be interested in home cinema
systems. Since the games have a stereo
soundtrack, working in Dolby Surround
presents little in the way of distribution
problems. The decision to go to Surround
could come either from the game's
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producers or from Cooper.
'I don't know what the ideas
are for the games being worked
on at the moment,' she admits.
'The plans for the music happen
at the later stages-the producers
could come to us and ask for
Surround or if it is a game that I
think could take advantage of
Surround, then I go to them and
say "We could do this for the
game "' At this point, Cooper
intends to have her Soundcraft
DC2020 desk expanded out of
the game's budget.
So far the DC2000 's
automation has helped with a
variety of new work -for example,
the preparation of short promo
videos to be used in store or at
presentations.
'If I am doing presentations for
the games, the artists first create
a little movie and I do the
dubbing and run it up to
Betacam,' Cooper explains. 'We
weren't originally set up for that
and Premiere really is for making
Quicktime movies rather than
this sort of video work, so now I
am looking at an Avid and other
video systems. The original idea
was to create the movie from the
stills supplied by the graphics
people, but that has widened
considerably since.
Central to syncing games video to quality audio
'We could now look at a
video edit suite, which
through the television, he has to ensure
means buying another video machine and
that the sound works on a 3 -inch speaker
an edit controller, but I'm not really keen
as well as a hi-fi system.
to go that route. I've now seen a demo on
'Sound effects take a long time to get
the Avid system, and the next stage is to
right because you have to get them to
go down to Avid with a Saturn and loads
sound right when you've sample them
of movies and tapes and see whether it
down and then played them back on a TV.'
works for what we are doing.'
Since the soundtrack is one of the last
THE MIDI ROOMS seem to be already elements in producing a game, the
pressure is on the sound and music people
equipped for the duration, with a smatterto deliver quickly. Few, if any, games are
ing of what Senior Musician Adam Salkeld
developed on schedule and there is
describes as 'industry standard' equipfrequently little leeway on release dates.
ment -Akai samplers, Pro Tools, Drawmers,
'Games soundtracks are not like film
Lexicons, a Mackie 32:8:2 desk.
music where it is all synced up,' says
Salkeld either works with MIDI to drive
Salkeld. 'It is normally two or three
the console's synthesis chip directly, or
minutes of music looped, so
getting the mood of the level
is important. At least you
the
is
through
games
playing
of
Since the majority
don't need to wait to see a
final version of everything
television, he has to ensure that the sound works on that is going in the game.
The important things I need
to know are how long is the
a 3 -inch speaker as well as a hi -fi system
demo mode and is there
anything that has to be
synched, or is it all free running'
digitally records complete tracks for
The rise of sampled and CD -Audio
inclusion as .WAV files. He is in no doubt
soundtrack elements means that Salkeld
which is preferable
will be adding more in the way of
'Our preference is to use the .WAV files.
traditional rock instrumentation -like
The 32X synth chip has 512k of ROM
guitar-to the music tracks. Rock music is
space that you can fit your MIDI file and
becoming more prevalent in the games
samples into, so you can go beyond using
world, because of the sampling and audio
a General MIDI set. You can download
music and sound-effects samples into ROM capability of CD games. Because of the
free -running nature of the music
and these can be loaded in whenever you
soundtrack, it is possible to localise the
have a bit of time. That is normally at the
music in the same way the spoken words
beginning of a [game] level, so you can
are redubbed for different languages. The
have different sounds for different stages.'
other in -house musician, Richard Jacques,
These samples are music and sound
works in the second well- equipped, but
effects, both created and mixed by Salkeld.
somewhat smaller, MIDI room.
Since the majority of games playing is
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is the Soundcraft 2020 console

'CD audio gives us a lot more flexibility
both in the music and the ability to
change the music to suit different
countries. One of the games I'm working
on wants a European techno -dance feel
which won't really migrate to the US and
Japan -so there they will use their own
music tracks. And it works the other way;
if we get a US game with a music track
that doesn't really work for Europe, we can
localise the music here as well as the
speech and the on- screen text'

GAMES BUDGETS ARE already in
the millions with development times of a
year or more. The changes that enable
increased use of samples and CD -Audio
means that games are no longer restricted
by simplistic technology of the 16 -bit
format,. The future promises surround

sound, 'real' audio, more video and
audio -for -video. But, as Adams points out,
it is enthusiasm for a particular project
that will make the difference between a
so -so game with a so -so soundtrack and an
excellent one. 'The games is becoming
more important. The console market and
PC games are taking off and budgets are
getting bigger and bigger. When I joined I
never really thought the general standard
of games music was that good, it was too
kind of jolly and all sounded the same.
'That is all changing. You can get
inspired by the game; and when you are
working with a whole bunch of people on
a game, you want to do your best for
them. Everyone wants to be part of that
one game -that Sonic -something that lifts
the whole operation to another level'
Sega Europe, 247 Cromwell Road,
London SW5 9GA. Tel: +44 373 3000.
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Peter Gabriel's Real World
Recording

beet

is the

international focus of ethnic music.
It's also a hit with the producers as

PHIL WARD explains
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AT THE REAL WORLD Recording
Week, whole albums are made in a matter
of hours. During this time, the studio
complex is booked out to Real World
Records, an independent label next door to
the studio in the west of England. Rather
than travelling the globe, the event gathers
in one place all the talent needed to
practically double the label's catalogue of
ethnic music and bold collaborations.
It's a neat move, and it provides the
Western contingent of producers with
something of a busman's holiday.
Shacked up in and around the verdant
village of Box in Wiltshire, with a distinct
festival atmosphere drifting across from
Lulu's 24 -hour makeshift café, most
visiting alumni think they've died and
gone to fader heaven.
Take John Leckie for
example. He recorded
an album here at the
last Recording Week
in 1992 with
Ashkabad from
Turkmenistan. It took
two days. It was an
experience he enjoyed
so much there was no
keeping him away
this time.
'It's the music,' he
beams, 'and the
attitude of everyone
here. Quite a lot of
things happen
socially. People sit
down for lunch
together and discuss

instruments from anywhere in the world,
and somehow -between the producers, the
engineers and the staff here at Real
World -a space is found, and a time is
booked for a session. But someone has to
have an idea -it's not just jamming!'
Unlike most transglobal recording
projects, in which somebody selects in
advance a favoured and familiar cultural
source, the Recording Week allows
accidents to happen. For example, Leckie
was recording Abdelli, from Algeria. In
walks Hungarian singer Marti Sebestyén,
who has a song in mind. Consequently, a
Hungarian song is backed by an Algerian
band with a British producer at the helm.
None of them have ever met before.
'This is probably the only place in the
world,' Leckie continues, 'where master
musicians from Algeria, Egypt,
Madagascar-the real cream from
whichever country-are readily available
for sessions. The sarod is not a sample; the
actual musician is willing to play on your
track. Sometimes you've only got
15 minutes to do it, but that gives it a
wonderful energy. Most albums I make
take four or five months.'
With a little postproduction and no
arguments over 'theft' of ethnic sources,
the albums pile up. Real World sorts out
all the publishing, with help from the
producers whose duty it is, partly, to log
exactly how a track is made.
The technology used is state -of- the -art,
but intended to be transparent. Whether
digital or analogue, the machines are
entered into the service of capturing what
is going on in a myriad of spaces.
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Indeed, master machines become slaves
to the master musicians. Soundtrack
Composer John du Prez set out this year to
record several layers of percussion of
various styles and origins. Out of habit
more than anything else, a click track was
provided. After several unsuccessful takes,
he made a decision. 'I asked myself which
was more likely to be causing a problem
-the click track or the master musicians of
the world? So we dumped the click and it
all came together!'

SIMILARLY SIMON Emmerson's
Afro-Celts project, typical of the wilful
border-storming that marks the occasion,
took Uillean pipe players and West African
percussionists to the Whirl -y-gig dance
tent at the nearby WOMAD festival on the
eve of the Recording Week. And, according
to Emmerson, solo interludes from the

musicians were actually the highlight of
the DJ- driven, four-on-the -floor frenzy of
the evening.
There would seem to be little sympathy
for the rigidity of machine code. But -and
this is how Real World offers genuine
surprises-if you want technomania, that's
here too. In a separate studio, Mark
Rutherford and the Jam Nation crew -a
team of DJs and remixers-encounter
Tenores di Bitti, an a cappella singing
troupe of Sardinian shepherds. Their eerie
voicings have been captured binaurally in
a nearby quarry, and while Michael Brook
produces a straightforward Tonores de Bitti
album, Jam Nation spin these sounds into
infinity. Brook, too, has material looped
from the shepherds' phrasings, much to
their amazement.
There are also electric guitarists- Living
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Colour's Vernon Reid, for one-to balance
out the thumb pianos and rain sticks. But
whether electric or acoustic, the main
concern is to get it down on tape.
American Producer Tchad Blake wanders
around the entire site -and beyond -with a
pair of B&K binaural microphones in his
ears and a DAT machine over his shoulder,
looking like a tripped-out tourist with a
Walkman but actually listening to and
capturing the tiniest detail.
'I'm a roving recorder,' he says.
'I specifically didn't want to be stuck in a
studio behind a console, so I've wired
myself up. I've been down to the quarry,
which is really spectacular. There are all
these tunnels with beautiful reverbs.
'When the recording is done there are
no overdubs but there is some editing,
because we have no idea what some of the
things I'm picking up are going to be used
for. I'm not doing complete records; I'm

Studio roster

Producer

Work room
Big room

doing conversations and noises, things that
are happening in the kitchen and so on.
They can be used for segues between
tracks on anybody's album. I'll have hours
of tape which anyone can access.'
Blake generally uses a Neumann dummy
head for long, static sessions in the studio.
At Real World, though, the binaural mics
are ideal.
'They're very discreet and they don't
seem to scare anyone. In fact, no one
seems to notice what I'm doing. I'm not
re- recording sessions by walking in on
them, it's more incidental.'
Dave Bottrill, once Gabriel's Engineer
and now a freelance Engineer -Producer
operating from a management base at Real
World, uses the same method for some of
his sessions.
'Tchad's binaural techniques really come
into their own in a week like this,' he
confirms. 'It's quick and easy, and there's so
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RECORDING'
The inner sanctum:
Peter Gabriel's Writing room

going on
U much
minute -by- minute

spontaneity is everything.
The material tends not to get
processed or transferred.
If it's happening out on the
lawn, that's the ambience.
There's no need to make it
sound like it was recorded
anywhere else.
'With binaural, the balance
that you get is where you
stand. Instead of faders, the
balance between original
signal and reverb, say, is how
close you're standing to the
singer. It's very intuitive. You
generally have to EQ the
recording a little bit
afterwards, though, taking
out mid -range and adding
bottom and top to
compensate for the
frequency response of the
microphones-as opposed to
the frequency response of
your ears'
Studio Manager Owen
Leech oversees the

mammoth operation
necessary to ensure that
enough equipment is
available throughout the site.

'WE PREPARE for
months ahead. We normally
run three studios; this week it's eight or
nine. We've been churning out leads for
weeks, and sourcing microphones from all
over the place. AKG and B&K have both
been very helpful, and the hire companies
are very supportive. We need all the help
we can get. All these albums are basically
very low budget.
'Requirements constantly change
throughout the week, but one rule is that
each studio has its own box of mics-that's
what you get, stick to it.
'We record a lot of live sessions in the
big control room [Real World is unique in
having no separation between control
room and live area]. And with U Srinivas
playing dawn ragas, it's pretty much
round the clock.'
Shifts are drawn up for
maintenance, tape op'ing
and engineering, and Leech
insists that the Week
engenders as much
excitement as fatigue.
'We equip each room with
a producer, an engineer and

an assistant, plus
equipment, and that tends
to stay pretty stable

throughout the week. We 've
also whipped the

table-tennis gear out of the
recreation room and fitted it
with Michael Brook's Allen
Sr Heath desk and ADATs'.
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`I

think we've ended up with B different

recording environments this year. It's

important to get as full a technical
specification as possible for each artist
well in advance. We learned a lot from

the last event three years ago, which
was pretty chaotic to say the least'
SUE (OULSON

Leckie, this year, used three ADATs
chained together to record Abdelli -then,
typically, lost two of them. 'Somebody
borrowed them, so now I need two more to
finish what I was doing. I think they're
available for half an hour tonight. That's
what it's like here. If something's
impossible, you're told it's impossible. But
things get sorted out in the end.'
Probably by Sue Coulson. She and her
maintenance crew, Geoff Price and Nigel
Bayliss, have a hectic week, even with an
expanded posse of work-experienced
technical hands for the duration.
'I have this enormous planner stuck on

the wall,' says Coulson, 'which I need to
get my head around which equipment is
required by which artist, when and where.
There's a lot of liaising with Real World
Records beforehand to plan distribution,
but it always expands a little, shall we say.
'We try to allow for the unexpected
guests, who always turn up. But there is a
limit. I think we've ended up with 13
different recording environments this year.
It's important to get as full a technical
specification as possible for each artist well
in advance. We learned a lot from the last
event three years ago, which was pretty
chaotic to say the least'
Tape formats are also chosen before
anyone arrives, so unless you bring your
own machines there are no options.
'It makes life easier,' says Coulson. 'Stuff
gets moved from room to room, and you
need everything compatible when it comes
to mixing. This year we picked 996 tape
running at 15ips, but some people have
brought their own ADATs. The Writing
Room setup is Peter's portable recording
studio, which is three ADATs.'
PETER GABRIEL, founder of Real
World Studios, spends most of the time at
the top of the main building in the rarefied
atmosphere of his Work Room.
Occasionally he descends among those
gathered, and clearly draws as much
inspiration as he shares, inviting a
succession of musicians to contribute
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Hong Kong: TOM LEE MUSIC
11/F SILVERCORD TOWER 1
30 CANTON ROAD
TSIMSHATSUI, KOWLOON
HONG KONG
Phone: 852 2730 1098
Fax: 852 2730 3573
Contact: PAUL WU
India: SLC AUDIO VISUAL ENGRG.
150 SIMS DR, SINGAPORE 1438
Phone: 65 748 7802
Fax: 65 748 7036
Contact: STEPHEN SONG

Indonesia: GOLDEN AUDIO PRO
PO BOX 6771 /JKUKP
14067 JAKARTA, INDONESIA
Phone: 62 21 629 6009
Fax: 62 21 629 8453
Contact: DAVID SUTEDJA
Japan: KORG IMPORT DIVISION
11

Studio Manager Owen Leech
ensures that enough equipment
is available throughout the site

`We

prepare for months ahead. We

normally run three studios; this week
it's eight or nine. We've been churning

out leads for weeks, and sourcing
microphones from all over the place.
AKG

and

BILK

have both been very

helpful, and the hire companies are
very supportive'

OWEN LEECH

sounds and styles to his own project
-a collaboration -in- progress with World
Party's Karl Wallinger entitled
Big Blue Ball. The project was begun in
1991, and as a result Gabriel is sticking to
the formats then used.
'It's all on a Mitsubishi 32 -track digital
and a Studer 24 -track analogue,' Coulson
explains. 'The 2 -inch machine is running
456 tape at 30ips. Because it's an A820
he can have the two separate line -ups on
the same tape machine and switch
between them, making it compatible with
any other room.'
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Tie -lines also contribute to the
common cause. When Manu Katché set
up his drums in the Work Room for a
Gabriel session, John Leckie seized the
opportunity to have him play on his

Electro Strings session. This session,
literally, was up the garden path in the
Writing Room.
'Rather than move the kit,' says
Coulson, 'we patched the two areas
through our central network system.
Playback of the strings from the ADATs
came down a stereo pair to the Work
Room, where Manu monitored on
headphones and played along. The
microphones on his kit were
simultaneously fed down another stereo
pair back to the Writing Room, where the
kit was recorded onto ADAT. We didn't
have to move anything'

AND AFTER THE event? All the main
rooms have either Pro Tools or SADiE.
'Most editing is done here,' Coulson
reveals. 'People come back to do it, but it
can take a long time for some projects to
actually get finished. In 1993 we had a Mix
Week rather than a Recording Week to
clear some of the backlog.'
Whether mixing or recording, Real
World's unique experiment culminates in
some extraordinary albums, for the making
of which all passports are torn up and used
as mulch. As Kenyan singer Ayub Ogada
says of the cultural meld, 'Nothing is pure.'
Except for the joy of recording.

SHIMOTAKAIDO, -CHOME
SUGINAMI -KU
TOKYO 168 JAPAN
Phone: 81 33 323 5242
Fax: 81 33 323 5945
Contact: YOSHIO MATSUBA
-7,

1

Korea: CHUNGBO SOUND, INC
115 -8 JUNGGOG -DONG
SUNGDONG -KU, SEOUL, KOREA
Phone: 82 2 455 2231/4
Fax: 82 2 455 2235
Contact: ARN -KOO LEE

New Zealand: ACCUSOUND PACIFIC NZ
PO BOX 67 -063
MT. EDEN, AUCKLAND 3
NEW ZEALAND
Phone: 64 9 815 0258
Fax: 64 9 815 0452
Contact: REX ARCHER
Philippines: AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS
1007 Y.I.C. BUILDING
UNITED NATIONS AVE
ERMITA, MANILA, PHILIPPINES
Phone: 63 2 501 965
Fax: 63 2 811 4482
Contact: JINGS DE GUZMAN

Singapore: SWEE LEE COMPANY
BRAS BASAH COMPLEX
PO BOX 94, SINGAPORE 9118

Phone: 65 336 7886
Fax: 65 339 7035
Contact: PETER SONG

Thailand: LUCKY MUSIC INST. CO.
645/16 -17 PETCHBURI ROAD
BANGKOK 10400, THAILAND
Phone: 66 2 251 3319
Fax: 66
225 2597
Contact: PREECHA
ASSAWARUNGRUKERNG
1

Vietnam: VISTAR COMPANY LTD
42 NHA CHUNG, HANOI

VIETNAM
Phone: 84 4 243 058
Fax: 84 4 250 099
Contact: NGUYEN MANH TRUNG

Taiwan: SEA POWER CO. LTD
7F, NO. 36, WU CHUNG

7th RD

WUKU INDUSTRIAL ZONE
TAIPEI COUNTY, TAIWAN, ROC
Phone: 886 2 298 2688
Fax: 886 2 298 2396
Contact: DOUGLAS CHANG
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Because 85us
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THE 8BIJS CONSOLE_
MORE' FEATURES_
MORE WEADI4001V1_
LESS NoISc_
If you've been searching
for affordable recording
consoles that truly do

justice to the trewgeneration of digital:ecording

Sealed rotary controls resist

Mackie's famous discrete
mic preamps with -129.5d3 m
E.I.N. & awesome
headroom.

media, your search is over
A complete mixing system,

(

"`

'

k

during mixdown.
!NC, mono Aux
Sends from 4
controls. All are
Pre/Post Fader-

rinAcKIE RE-DEFINES

contamination.
Optional -

Mackie's 24.8 and 328 are
expandable in groups of 24
t :hannels. And all 8Bus
tnodels are level and mute
MIDI automation ready.
Elaborate monitoring
including two separate
headphone sections with
multiple sourcing & solo,
individual

Mß32
meter
bridge.

lÌ-iX'

'

Rm
level

Hi -Mid with 1//2
to ultra -wide
3- octave
bandwidth
(previously
found only on

_

con-

trols,
Talk

back
with built in mic, MIX B & Solo

far more

expensive
desks),
comprehensive

500Hz to
18kHz swee
(15dß

boos/

!

ó

tional
stands
available

for all

models &

Mid, shelving Hi

Expander.

at 12kHz,

shelving Lo EQ

gm

sections.

Op-

cut). Sweepable
45Hz-3kHz Lo
EQ
EQ

at 130Hz &

18d B/oct. Lo Cut
filter @75Hz.

20dß activity

24E

Mackie
exclusive,
accurate -

Con-

stant
loudness
pan
controls'

active
buffered

circuitry &
special pot design
provide up to 74%
more attenuation than
comparably -priced consoles.

LED's kstacatro"

effect is so
distinct that
you can tell
vocals from

instruments.
+20d5 OL LED.

a "channel

fi N

°

strip

within a channel strip,"
with its own Level, Pan, Source
and EQ options. During
mixdown, Mix-5 doubles yor
inputs (for example, 64 on our
32.5,2 32.8 shown above).
All channel inputs include mic,
preamp with +48VDCphantom
power, bal.!unbal. fine input
mic/line switch, direct oat &
channel insert
Mackie 24.3 (24,8.2) is
expandable in groups of 24
channels (complete with
tape returns) via our 24E
Expander.

In -place stereo solo on al

All 8Bus
consoles have

(3 sets per
1-bus) so you can
7"
send" an
output to your
choice of tape
tracks without
re-patching. For
example, Sub l's
output appears

taper lOOmm
faders with

MIX-8 bus is

Triple bussing '

24 Tape Outputs

Studio
& Ctl

its
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at Outputs #1,
#9 and #17.
All outputs are

switchable
between "pro+4d8u & 'semi pro" -10d 5V in
banks of 8.

three console models
you solo any channel(s) to
the main LUZ LED meters
at the tough of a butte n.
All solo assignments it
true stereo perspective even if
you have a source panned
hard right & an effect
panned hard left.
Mackie 16.816x8.2) is
perfect for video post and
scoring applications.
Tape returns are switchable
between "prc" +4d8u &

extra
resistive
elements
closely
approximate
the logarith-

ti

mic taper of
mega expensive
consoles. Our
faders let you do
precise fade -outs
all the way down to
silence (versus

conventional -taper
faders that give up at
about -20dß).
Compare with your own
ears to appreciate our
custom design.
Exceptional specifications
including 0.0014% THD
(1kHz @ +4d8u, main

outputs), -95d8u output
noise (master fader up

10Hz- 120kHz ( +Od5 /-3d )

frequency response,

-129.5d8m mic E.I.N. (OHz-

-53d5u mic
C.M.g.K. and 91d8u
crosstalk (line in to
adjacent ch.).
20kHz,

150112),

"semi-pro' - Od 3V
operating levels.

.11JI..t
14.10--.'..-4

Mackie Designs Inc. Woodinville WAUSA Reprentedintemational1pbyMMS,INC.
P.O.

Box 1071 Neptune

NJ07754 LISA (908)988-7800FAX(M) -9357

TIM FROST looks

at the technology and

the polices behind Music Choice Europe,
and asks whether the station

threatens conventional radio and
music retail channels.
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THE NUMBER of radio stations transmitted over the airwaves is
set to soar. National broadcasters like the BBC and Radio France have
looked to satellite channels to address listeners outside their normal
transmission areas-both to evangelise for their countries excellent
radio services, and to offer a service to expatriate communities
around the world. Concurrently, there is a new generation of
satellite -cable 'radio' stations who aim to deliver music matched more
closely to specific household preferences. And just around the corner
is the advent of DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting).
Already getting established in America, satellite and cable radio are
breaking into European market. The first to appear was DMX which
uses analogue satellite channels to transmit throughout Europe. These
transmissions can be picked up in the normal way alongside satellite
video channels by a domestic satellite dish and then decoded using an
additional decoder box. More recently, Music Choice Europe, backed
by a consortium that includes Warners and Sony has started
transmitting over 50 channels of music from technical headquarters
based at NTL, the UK's Independent TV and Radio centre.
MCE indicates one of the directions that music distribution is likely
to go -music 'by subscription' will challenge music 'by purchase'
MCE maintains a delicate balance between the technical, marketing
and political possibilities to ensure that the service is supported by
music copyright owners and is something the listener wants. All this
must be achieved while cracking the technical problems of storing
and transmitting the huge amount of material needed for 1,300
hours of music transmission a day, and monitoring this emerging
technology for indications of future development.
With each channel dedicated to a fairly narrow band of programming,
Music Choice Europe is targeting both domestic and commercial
users. The general principle is to deliver the sort of music people
want, in high- quality stereo, on-tap 24 hours a day-and no DJs. If
you want to know the name of a track, a home -decoder box displays
track and artist details via an LCD.
Initially, MCE is being distributed on cable in frequency slots
between other video and telecoms services. While satellite holds a
higher potential audience, cable is currently delivering to
substantially more homes throughout Europe -some 40 million
across nine countries compared to satellite's 15 million.
MCE uses 256kbit /s MPEG audio encoding to deliver the channels
which are extracted from the cable datastream and decoded in the
home by a separate tuner box. The
electronics for this job will be integrated
The heart of Music
into the subscriber's cable box in the next
Choice Europe's
generation of hardware that handles
delivery system
digital, rather than analogue, signals.
-55 channels of
The number of homes currently linked up
music are broadcast
to the system is small but the MCE people
from these Pentiun
are confident that cable is a valuable
PC- controlled
interim medium while they wait for digital
hard -disk players
satellite services to appear in Europe -at
which point MCE will be integrated into
the services being beamed into homes. The
logic of waiting for digital satellite is
strengthened by the news that with the
launch of direct -to home digital satellite in
the US, the American side of the company
picked up nearly half -a- million subscribers
almost overnight.
With the whole project absorbing some
$10m (US) of investment capital, the
playout system is impressive. Operations
Manager Nic Thorley went through the
process of finding, storing and playing out
music on a massive scale -an exercise
LW
which starts with the choice of music for
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is monitored for errors and

MCE's operations centre gives

confirmation of all critical system
status data

each of the channels.
'We have a team of 44 music
consultants, specialists in their areas, who
select the tracks and then feed the data
into our office,' he explains. 'The data
includes descriptions of the tracks which
we enter into the Selector system which
uses that information to create the
schedules, more or less automatically
themeing the programmes for different
parts of the day
Once chosen, the CDs are taken to
MCE's Winchester technical site and the
process of transferring to the storageplayout system begins. On the face of it,
the process seems rather convoluted but
each stage is designed to reduce storage
space and make the transmission system
as bullet-proof as possible.
A CD track is first transferred to CD -R
(as a direct digital PCM copy) so that a
single custom disc can replace a large
number of CD albums. The sheer number
of tracks being transferred made MCE the
largest consumer of blank CD -R media in
the country.
'It is important that we keep our
material in a form that is bit -for-bit the
same as the original source,' says Thorley.
'The system has been built to use hybrid
compression but we haven't used those
systems so far. We are looking to employ a
compression system, similar to that used
for compressing computer files, in the near
future. This is not Musicam or anything
like that, because it is completely lossless.'
CD tracks are generally copied at two or
four times real time. The copying process

then a bit -bybit comparison of the original and the
copy is made, as a final check. If the
original was a 'good' CD then copy is
normally perfect, but some CDs will not
run correctly at high speed, and these are
copied in real time, which normally
resolves the problem.
During the transfer to hard disk, the
music programming is data -compressed
and the text data is added alongside. In its
most basic form, this data carries the track
name and artist details, but can also
include promotional messages detailing
latest releases or tours, which can all be
read on the LCD screen on the user's
decoder system. On playout, the files are
data decompressed and then audio -data
compressed, currently using Dolby AC-1,
for uplinking the signal to the satellite.
All the channel bitstreams are
modulated together into a single carrier
and than beamed up from NUs satellite
dish farm.
The CD -Rs are then loaded into the first
part of the playout system, one of
22 Pioneer CD juke boxes, each with a
500 -disc capacity. These boxes are fitted
with four quad -speed CD transports so
each juke box is capable of picking and
playing out tracks at a rate of nearly
16 times real -time. In three of the juke
boxes one of the players has been replaced
by a CD- Recorder, so more CD -Rs can be
automatically recorded from material
already in the system.
THE NEXT STAGE in the playout
route involves Pentium PCs fitted with
2Gb hard -disks that are assigned to each
of the 55 music channels. The Selector
music computer chooses the tracks
literally hours before they are needed and
instructions are sent to the juke box to
find and play the track into the hard -disk
for that particular channel. In this way, the
channel's forthcoming six hours of music
are stored and played out sequentially.
This two -stage approach protects the
system from downtime. The juke box can
make several attempts to play a CD if it is
proving difficult, without upsetting the
playout schedule. If the CD is completely
unplayable, the engineers can be alerted in
time to solve the problem. The same
applies to a malfunctioning juke box-in
the unlikely event of one failing, there is
time to transfer the disc caddies to another
machine. Each channel uses a pair of hard
disks so that, should one fail, there is a
buffer to allow the failed disk to be
replaced and reloaded with the lost tracks.
With uninterruptible power supplies
(UPSs) and built-in redundancy at every
stage, the only way for someone to take
MCE off the air is to shoot down the
Intelsat 601 satellite which is currently
used to transmit the signal to cable
EW

BETTER BY DESIGN

WORLDWIDE
DISTRIBUTION
Belgium: AMPCO BELGIUM BVBA
Tel: 03 844 6797 Fax: 03 844 6746

Contact: Karel De Piere
Brazil: LIBOR COMERCIO

IMPORTACAO LTDA

E

Tel: 55 11 604 8339 Fax: 55

604 5027

11

Contact: Henry Spong
Canada: MARK IV AUDIO CANADA, INC
Tel: 613 382 2141 Fax: 613 382 7466

Contact: Rod Marsh
Denmark:

SC

SOUND APS

Tel: 454 399 8877 Fax: 454 399 8077

Contact: Sven Christiansen
France: EDGE TECHNOLOGY S.A.R.L
Tel: 33

1

4594 00 22 Fax: 33

1

4594 00 72

Contact: Franck Bessol

Germany: MARK IV AUDIO DEUTSCHLAND
Tel: 49 9421 706 348 Fax: 49 9421 706 357

Contact: Heinz Broeker
Greece: SOUND CONTROL
Tel: 30

1

883 7630 Fax: 30

1

883 6377

Contact: Nikos Tsakalos

Holland: TM AUDIO HOLLAND BV
Tel: 31 30 414070 Fax: 31 30 410002
Contact: Peter De Fouw
Hong Kong: MARK IV AUDIO HONG KONG LTD
Tel: 852 2 351 3628 Fax: 852 2 351 3329
Contact: Steven Chan

Italy: AUDIO LINK
Tel: 39 521 648 723 Fax: 39 521 648 848

Contact: Stefano Cantadori
Japan: MARK IV AUDIO JAPAN LTD
Tel: 813 332 57900 Fax: 813 332 57878
Contact: K. Takane
Korea: YOUNG NAK SO

RI

SA

Tel: 822 267 9697 Fax: 822 274 2611

Contact: K. C. Ahn

Mexico: VARI INTERNACIONAL S.A

DE C.V

Tel: 52 5 604 6946 Fax: 52 5 605 9656

Contact: Hugo Patino
New Zealand: PROTEL
Tel: 64 4 801 9494 Fax: 64 4 384 2112

Contact: Geoff Head

Norway: SCANDEC SYSTEMER
Tel: 47 6680 5960 Fax: 47 6680 5959

Contact: Hakon Ronning

Portugal: AUDIUM
Tel: 351 1796 2012 Fax: 351 1793 4731

Contact: Filipe Santos

Singapore: STUDER

S.E

ASIA PTE LTD

Tel: 65 481 5688 Fax: 65 481 9096

Contact: Chan K. W
Spain: PRO 3 & CO
Tel: 3 473 58 18 Fax: 3 473 26 35

Contact: Toni Dobarro

MUSIC FOR BUSINESS

South Africa: STUDER SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LTD
Tel: 27 11 792 8476 Fax: 27

11

792 35 79

Contact: Leon Theunissen

With so many channels available, some can be dedicated to closed systems such as
background music for shops and other commercial buildings. An agreement made in
June with AEI Music Network paves the way to the introduction of four pan- European
Music Choice music and two advertising/messaging channels being developed
especially for business use which can also include promotional messages. These will
be transmitted on Eutelsat Il F3.

Sweden: INTERSONIC LEAB AB
Tel: 46 8 744 5850 Fax: 46 8 184 354

Contact Jonny Carlson

Thailand: SOUND SYSTEM BUSINESS CO. LTD
Tel: 66 2 376 0115 Fax: 66 2 376 0116

Contact Panitarn Rungtranont

United Kingdom: CONTACT DDA

FOR DETAILS

Tel: 0181 570 7161 Fax: 0181 569 5510
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Contact: Bob Harrison

THE DDA ADVANTAGE
IS TRANSPARENTLY OBVIOUS

The DDA Advantage in console design

is

such as LCR subgroups, 8 VCA and mute group

simple. It's all about transparency.
we believe

Because

- with intelligent features

includes the Qil VCA

that where audio

assigns, advanced cueing and a 12x8 matrix

- and

electronics are concerned, the less we put in the

the Interface, Forum FoH and Monitor, Oil FoH

way of your signal, the more your mix will

and Monitor desks.

You will also find these attributes in the

shine through.

And we apply that principle to every DDA
live sound, production and broadcast console.

production console, along with features like
complete aux, solo and mute

4 -band EQ and

(Even though our facilities give you far

more creative flexibility than you would expect

for the price.)

facilities. Our production console range includes
the Interface, QMR, DMR
The Network

An elegant gain structure gives you over
22dB of headroom throughout, with "minimal

signal

FMR

path" topology

and

state -of- the -art

Analog Devices"' chips for accurate audio and

a

low noise floor.

12,

Profile and DCM 232

on -air console expands

7

broadcast range which includes the Interface
and DCM224V desks. It provides

a

range of

stereo, mono and telephone input module

options

-

each

with

control options,

2

EQ,

routing and ducking

aux and stereo subgroup

High quality controls and switches, distributed

busses, interchangeable On and Cue switches,

decoupling and gold plated connectors enhance

signal limiter and our tri -state Remote Start

signal integrity. Full- length copper earth bars and

system.

ground -planed

PCBs

improve noise,

RF

immunity

.

a

Wherever you're mixing, the audio quality
and versatility of our consoles will be transparently

and crosstalk.
The large range of DDA live sound consoles

obvious. That's the DDA advantage.

fl.1111111111
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THE DDA ADVANTAGE IN PRODUCTION /RECORDING, BROADCAST AND LIVE PERFORMANCE CONSOLES.

MARK IV PRO AUDIO GROUP, KLARKTEKNIK BUILDING, WALTER NASH ROAD, KIDDERMINSTER, WORCESTERSHIRE DY11 7H1, ENGLAND. TEL: (01562) 741515 FAX: (01562) 745371.
MARK IV PRO AUDIO GROUP, 448 POST ROAD, BUCHANAN, MI 49107, USA. TEL: (616) 695 4750 FAX: (616) 695 0470. TOLL FREE WITHIN USA: 800 695 1010.
MARK IV AUDIO CANADA, 345 HERBERT STREET, GANANOQUE, ONTARIO K7G 2V1, CANADA. TEL: (613) 382 2141 FAX: (613) 382 7466.
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operators throughout Europe.
At the other end of the transmission
chain, the cable operator receives the
datastream on relatively standard
commercial satellite receiving equipment
and this is transcoded back into its separate
channels which are then pumped down the
cable distribution system direct to the
home. The intention is to separate the
storage -playout system from the delivery
format and the mechanics of the system
appear to work well. The signal is currently
delivered to the home using cable but there
is no reason that it cannot be carried on a
digital satellite direct -to-home system such
as those proposed by Filmnet, Premier and
BSkyB or on the terrestrial DAB services
being proposed across Europe.
It is at this point that questions arise on the
nature of this form of music broadcasting. Is
it in direct competition with radio or is it a
foot in the door for direct-to -home music

sales? What about the structure of MCE
itself-with backers including Sony and
Warner, is it being used as a promotional

medium by these companies to push their
own music titles? Thorley is used to
fielding somewhat charged queries on
these issues but contends that neither are
supported by the available evidence.
'There are significant differences between
what a local or national radio station
should provide and what we provide,' he
asserts. 'We see this as quite different to
radio; people are paying for it and there are
no commercials or DJs. We can be catering
for niche markets that no radio station is
properly covering and we can offer more of
a choice than any station can match.
'Having said that, one of the applications
that is close to music -on -demand is
digital -audio broadcasting. We could be a
content-provider for a DAB service and we
are talking to several major organisations

HERE'S A NICE NEW PAIR FROM PRECO
Instant Replay

INSTANT REPLAY

Is

designed and manufactured by

Digital Audio Hard Disk Sampler With Hot -Key" Presets
Features

Applications

1,000 Cut library

Radio and TV Broadcasting

8 Hour

Television Production

Audio Storage

Map 500 cuts for Instant Access

Live Theatre

10 Banks of 50 Hot-Key Presets

Video and Film Post

Stereo 16 -Bit Digital Audio Quality

Piaylisting

Analogue and Digital I/O

Sound Effects

Printer Output for Hard

Bumpers

Copy of library

Commercials

Cut Preview Button

Voice -Overs

-

- Music

Themes

- Spots

- Station IDs

Instant Access to a Big Sample Collection

AIRMIX
The New 16 Channel Modular Radio Mixer Offering Amazing Versatility and Value

e Centralised Master

Triple Input Modules

Balanced Mic Inputs

Script Space

Dual Input Telco Modules

Full

Three Band EQ

P.P.M. VU or

High Quality VCA's

RF

Section

Monitoring & Communications

LED. Metering

Shielded Steel Frame

FROM
PRECO (BROADCAST SYSTEMS) LTD.

PRECO

3 Four Seasons Crescent, Kimpton Road,

Sutton, Surrey SM3 9QR

Call or Fax for

Demonstration

Tel:

0181 644 4447 Fax: 0181 6440474
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AIRMIX is designed

and manufactured
D &R Electronica

by

Weesp Holland

MUSIC TYPES
MCE s channels are divided up by generic

music types. A representative cross -section
of the channels gives an indication of the
sort of services they supply.
ROCK & POP including modern, indie soft
and classic rock, hit list, 'gold' and 'old gold'
DANCE & SOUL including dance, swing,
reggae, techno -house and soul classics
COUNTRY both new and old
JAZZ & BLUES big band, jazz and blues
CLASSICAL baroque, opera, `favourites',
and symphonic
SPECIAL SOUNDS instrumentals, new
age, world and film music
REGIONAL channels are dedicated to local
national requirements. Countries with their
own channels include Ireland, Holland,
Turkey, Israel, Germany, India and Italy
REGIONAL SPECIALIST PROGRAMMES
include childrens' channels in German,
English and French, and a comedy channel

who are getting involved in DAB. In a
DAB service, you might want ten channels
of music of a particular type and we could
supply the music content for these
companies directly from here as part of
their complete DAB package to the user'
Thorley also says the company's
'editorial' stance is quite independent of
the connection with Sony and Warner.

'WHEN WE FIRST started, it was an
obvious question and we have been at
great pains to dissuade people from that
suspicion as we take music from 150
different record labels. We are very keen to
maintain our independent status and part
of that is to negotiate the rights for
ourselves and distance ourselves from
being an offshoot of SonyWarner.
'When our output has been researched,
people have found that out of total output,
Sony and Warner are slightly less well
represented, so actually we are doing our
shareholders out of a little of their money.'
Another concern is that MCE is offering
a backdoor method of selling music
directly to the home. Although technically
possible, using the system to buy a track
or an album would be a contentious issue.
Generally the music sales routes have a
long way to go before the industry would
like to look seriously at this option.
'I think we are a long way from
downloading an album,' Thorley counters.
'The record companies would look a bit
askance at that and it would bring us in
direct competition with the retail stores, so
I think we are a long way from that at this
moment. Although if the people who own
the music are happy with idea in principle,
that, then, it is something we could do
sometime in the future. Technically we
could do it, but we are specifically not
looking at it.'
Right now, MCE operators are anticipating
a three or four-year period in which to
develop their business to its break-even
point. Beyond this, it is going to be their
ability to predict the future, rather than
their technical skills, that is going to define
the difference between success and failure.
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The unseen adversary
Holding its ground against television, the radio industry now needs to

reconcile internal conflicts writes
t the

moment we are seeing new

KEVIN HILTON

crying out for more capacity in an
increasingly crowded spectrum.
The freeing-up of the 105MHz- 108MHz
Europe, the 115, and beyond, all of which
band of the FM spectrum has brought
are bawd around emergent technologies. These
the opportunity for real community
radio, although the Radio Authority
are the threats stations still have to fight
compromised here and is looking to
against, perhaps their most deadly enemy-the
license a number of regional and
metropolitan services. This process is
radio industry itself.
starting now, giving very localised areas
Most radio markets around the world
the chance for its own radio service.
Again, there will be casualties, some of
are starting to show some distinct
them very early on in the process, but
similarities, with the growth of private
radio on mainland Europe, the strength
with the use of increasingly more
of PBS in the States challenging the long affordable equipment, made possible by
established private stations there, and
the dismantling of higher technical
the proliferation of commercial services
standards, small -scale operators finally
in the UK.
have the opportunity to do what they
It was not until the early 1970s that
have been demanding for many years
the UK first experienced domestic, legal -broadcast to their specific community.
independent local radio (ILR). In many
Those gearing up for this can take
ways, ILR embodied the free enterprise
some solace from a recent survey carried
spirit, and the network grew in the
out by Gallup on behalf of business
information company, Key Note, which
heady days of the 1980s, with some
stations making large profits and
reports that only 41% of a thousand
growing in size, with the dominant
people questioned said that they preferred
to watch TV than listen to the radio.
companies starting to acquire the
Perhaps, surprisingly, the top choice was
smaller, weaker ones. The effect was to
make the phrase 'independent local radio' speech-based radio, with pop music
a misnomer: it was no longer
polling only 30%, and of that figure,
independent because a handful of groups golden oldie stations (largely set up so
that operations with split frequencies
owned several stations; it wasn't local
anymore, it was regional; and although
could hang onto their AM bands) had the
the medium remained the same, some of edge over contemporary music.
the groups took advantage of cross -media
Of the stand -off between commercial
ownership and were also involved in
and public services, over a quarter of
television and publishing.
those surveyed thought that the BBC
Prior to ILR, the BBC had introduced
had lost its way, with a further 20%
feeling that the Beeb catered for too
its own local network, emphasising the
limited an audience. This comes as no
news and views of a particular area.
Tight budgets and the constraints of
surprise, looking at the rough time BBC
national and local radio has had of late,
needle -time gave us something that, in
certain areas, is still parodied for its high especially with Radio 1 FM losing
listeners to its commercial rivals.
speech content, much of it very
The survey also reports that 31% of
parochial in nature.
Despite this, 'BBC local radio' is still a
the poll thought that radio DJs were too
phrase to make the heart sink. My
egoistical, with many listeners forced to
retune or switch. Given that newer
Studio Sound colleague Barry Fox has
stations like Virgin and Heart are
pointed out that, due to lack of money,
the network offered easy pickings for
employing the American style of
anyone who wanted to plug their
'continual music sweeps' (blocks of
particular 'product', be it a book, record
tracks uninterrupted by speech), perhaps
the next logical step is being offered by
or TV programme. He concluded that it
would be the BBC's 'own stupid fault' if
satellite and cable service like MC
Europe and DMX. Both began in the
it lost its local frequencies to the
States, and have now started European
commercial sector, which has been
challengers to the position of radio in
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services, MC opening a dedicated base
in the UK, while DMX has opted to relay
programmes from its Denver HQ via
Intelsat and Astra.
These services give multiple channels,
each specifically programmed for a
distinct audience, and relying on digital
compression techniques too. In the USA
DMX has begun using Dolby AC -3
coding for its direct -to -home service,
while MC Europe stores its play -list on
CD -ROM. Both services are commercial free and do not use DJs or presenters.
But both MC Europe and DMX do not
see their subscription-only services as
replacements for radio, merely as a
different kind of music provider. Radio
itself is now ready to make the next
leap: the BBC turned on its DAB service
at the end of September, with the White
Paper opening the way for the
commercial sector to take advantage of
multiplexing.
In the US, the AM waveband is also
being used for stereo digital services,
although a Canadian consortium has
cast doubt on the technical merits of
both this and the FM technology. In
Europe, the EBU has established the
EuroDAB Forum, bringing together
representatives form Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, The Netherlands,
Poland, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and
the UK, plus the EC, consumer
electronics groups, the European Digital
Radio project and the Community Radio
Association.
Through such new techniques, radio
has the opportunity to grow and
develop, but to do this successfully, it
must decide carefully how to do it. It
may be holding its own against
television, but increased competition is
coming within its own sector. To
survive, operators have to offer a unique
selection of services, otherwise any
potential radio revolution could be
seriously devalued by a lack of
imagination and foresight.
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with flat, extended response
for exact reproduction of the
original mix.
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PATCHING
PERFECTED

PRO AUDIO PRODUCTS
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Realism

We don't make connectors. We don't make cables. And we don't 'badge' our
products for anybody else. Our business is connector panels - an area we have
specialised in for over ten years. So perhaps it is not surprising that the Signex
range is considered by so many to be the only serious choice. But don't take
our word for it, check out the features and the quality for yourself before you
settle for an inferior substitute. Signex - The COMPLETE patching system.

ISOPATCH

f.._

panel

11rD.nm

With Rs unique lateral board design offering
inherent rigidity and easy normalling, the

J

leader for over ten years. Suitable for
balanced and unbalanced signals with a
choice of rear terminations and integral strain
relief on solder versions, the ISOPATCH is
simply the best value in 'A' gauge patching.

Two high -performance

Power and Precision

acoustic designs

Both models provide the same 1,600

Great headphones need to be

mW of power handling with high

comfortable and reliable, but not

efficiency. And both maintain exceptional

everyone prefers the same sound.

clarity and linearity, even at high SPLs.

ON E
TWO

7
7

Jack, RCA or solder rear connections

Half or Full normalling

The sound you want
Compare your present phones to both

superb comfort, plus rotating earpieces
for one -ear listening and a single -

new Precision Studiophones at your

exit cable.

information.

ors

all channels

BANTAM
Similar in construction to the ISOPATCH, the
ISOPATCH BANTAM is fitted with 96 'Bantam'
type 14.4mml Jacks. Rear connections are via
6 integral 37 pole'O type rear connectors
which eliminates the need for internal wiring.
Top PCB gives access to commoningpoints
and'program pads' for normalling. Direct
solder connections can also be made if a
lacing bar is used.

2

_J

J
J
J

rows of 48 Bantam -type Jack sockets

PCB

construction

-

No internal wiring

Integral multi -pole rear connectors
Half or Full normalling on all channels

CURVES

A -T

MIDI panel

The increasing role of MIDI in project studios
has led to increasingly complex interconnections, often leading to a'rats nest of cables
and boxes. The Signez MIDI panel is the ideal

dealer, or contact us directly for further

J
J

way to tidy up those connections, forming the
ideal central control point for all your MIDI

with enhanced low- frequency
response for extra punch from

ATH-D40

rows of 44 A gauge Jack sockets

ISOPATCH

LOOK

Comfort and convenience
Precision Studiophones provide

2

2 and 3 pole versions available

classic ISOPATCH has remained the market

I

row of 22 MIDI sockets

All components mounted on one PCB
Can be used for MIDI In, Thru or Out
DIN or solder rear connections

connections. The Signer MIDI panel is
available with DIN or solder rear terminations.

the bass and drums.

XLR panel

:súß,

mac,

"lots of Bass"

The Signez XLR panel uses nylon body, PCB
mounting, XLR type connectors and is
available in male or female versions with Jack
or solder rear terminations. On board
program pads' allow the XLRs to be wired
with pin 2 or pin 3 hot The Signez XLR panel
is by far the most cost effective way of
achieving an XLR compatible connector panel.

7
J
J

All components mounted on one PCB

J

Jack or solder rear connections

1

row of 16 Male or Female XLRs

Programmable XLR phasing

UNIVERSAL
panel
Based upon the Neutrìk unified body XLR
connector, the Signez UNIVERSAL panel offers
an extremely versatile system for creating
custom connector panels. Modules are

retained horn the rear of the panel giving a
very smart appearance. A wide range of
modules is available and the UNIVERSAL panel
can be supplied empty or populated with a
range of popular connectors.
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Manufactured and distributed in the
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Technica House, Royal London Industrial Estate, Old Lane, Leeds LS11 8AG
Tel: 0113 2771441 Fax: 0113 270 4836

UK by
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row of

8 or 16

module positions

D Wide range of modules available

J

Easy rear screw
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Versatile 1U rack -mount panel

mounting of modules

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS

REND

PO Box 747, POOLE, Dorset, BH12 4YG

Tel /Fax: (02021 747191

Net b u s 1 Hess
The Internet is now a powerful

communication, marketing and

Auuio tngineering bocieetyy

research tool for businesses.

SIMON TRASK

offers

Info

Listserv

Sections

Links...

Education

Companies

Events

Careers

AES

some pointers for establishing an

effective net presence and
reveals what cyberspace has to

offer the audio industry

BEYOND THE HYPE, hope and
hysteria that has characterised mainstream
media coverage of the Internet during the
past year, one fact is apparent: the net is
becoming a powerful medium for business.
The new frontier that is cyberspace is
spawning its very own virtual goldrush,
with businesses large and small staking
their claim to riches by opening up their
own World Wide Web sites. Commercial
traffic on the net now exceeds the more
traditional academic and research traffic,
and is only set to grow as companies and
customers alike increasingly realise the
value of net communication, and as secure
financial transactions over the net become
more common. Some companies are
already making money as a direct result of
being on the net (see Interstudio sidebar),
while for others a net presence is a longer term investment. With a net population
currently estimated at over 30 million and
spanning almost every part of the globe
(even China is taking its first tentative
steps onto the net), the marketplace
incentives are clear.
This global reach is one of the most
significant aspects of the Internet, and not
only for multinational corporations. Now
that it is possible to have a global presence
via the net for relatively little financial
outlay, small companies and even
individuals can reach the sort of consumer
base that was once only available to the
multinationals. The record industry is a
good example here: countless independent
labels now have their own World
Wide Web pages, with the
potential to reach as many
people via the net as the

Education Committee Home Page
majors can. The next step is for labels, and
even individual musicians, to sell music in
downloadable form directly over the
Internet, whether by themselves or via a
third party. A significant step in this
direction is being taken by London -based
company Cerberus. The Cerberus Digital
Jukebox is set to go on line in the Autumn,
giving any artist the means to reach a
worldwide audience. With the CDJ the
possibility now exists for an unsigned artist
recording in a bedroom to make a track
available on the Internet for nothing, and
to start earning money off of that track
from the moment of the first download.
While Cerberus is not about to undermine
the existing record industry infrastructure
in one fell swoop, its CDJ setup does open
up the possibility of a significantly
different future.

ANOTHER INDUSTRY which could
undergo a big shake -up is the radio
industry. A huge number of radio stations
already have their own Web pages up on
the Net, and with good reason. The
technology now exists to 'downplay'
AM- quality audio in real time over the net
to computer users with a PC or Mac and a
standard 14.4k modem link; although this
is an audio -on- demand rather than a
real -time broadcast system,
recently- introduced real -time encoding
software allows radio stations to make
up -to-the-minute information
available over the net. In fact,

k?SoundWave
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ABC Radio News recently

launched RadioNet, a 24 -hour
Internet news station which
uses this technology (known as
RealAudio) to make the latest

news available globally via the net. There
are many questions to be raised and issues
to be debated concerning the commercial
viability of such an enterprise, but as with
Cerberus its possibilities, at least, cannot
be ignored.
Money- making net businesses already
exist, earning revenue through either
product sales, advertiser funding or
subscription funding-or in some cases a
mixture of two or three of these models.
Some exist only via the Internet, others are
real -world businesses which have
identified a way to extend their business
onto the net. But it is not solely financial
transactions which make the net an
important business tool for companies.
In essence there are three other ways in
which businesses can use the Internet to
their advantage: as a means to present
information; as a means to gather
information; and as a means to correspond
with other people. Communication and
community are the lifeblood of the
Internet. This is, perhaps, the most
valuable lesson for any prospective
net-connected business to take on board.
The evidence so far indicates that a good
Internet business presence is one that
foregrounds good customer relations; 'give
and you shall get' is a good tenet to work
by, and establishing a sense of community
through customer feedback and
involvement should be a priority.
From a practical standpoint, the first step
in getting your business on line is to find a
suitable Internet accessprovider. This is the
company that will be your gateway onto
the net. In the UK, there are now several
Internet magazines on the newsstands that
include lists of access providers. You need
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to find a company that is either local
geographically or else has a Point of
Presence that is local (a local phone
number). You should also determine what
level of access you are going to need to
the Internet, and decide whether or not
renting a leased line is worthwhile; if you
do opt for a leased line, then you need to
decide how much bandwidth you are
going to need. If your business is already
running an internal network then you
need to decide whether or not you want to
hook it up to the Internet. Putting an
internal network on line to the world
immediately raises security issues, and so
then you need to start considering
precautions such as firewalls to protect
you from possible outside attack by
malicious hackers or on line spies. You can
talk over these issues with the access
provider.

THE SIMPLEST and cheapest way to put
yourself on the net is to open a SLIP -PPP
dial -up account with an access provider. In
the UK this will typically cost you around
£12 -£25 as a sign-up fee and then a
monthly subscription fee of £ 12-£15; the
only other cost you should expect to pay on
top of this is your phone bill. When you
take out an account you automatically get

an e -mail address; now you can send e -mail
to anyone else with a net account, and they
can send e-mail to you.
Of course this is not much use if no -one
knows that you are on line, and so you
should start putting your e -mail address
on business cards and company
letterheads, and including it in
promotional packs, press releases and
advertisements. But before you do this you
might want to consider registering your
company name as an Internet domain
name. Basically, this allows you to use
your company name in your e -mail
address and in the 'top level' of the
addresses of any Web pages that you put
up on the net-so, for instance, you could
be chairman@whotsit.co.uk (whotsit.com,
if your company is in the States) and your
main Web page could be at http: / /www.
whotsit.co.uk/. In addition to clarity and
accessibility, a domain name buys you
portability -you can move to a different
access provider and keep the same
address. In the UK you can expect to pay
around £200 to get your domain name
registered. The next stage is to build up a
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database of everyone who contacts you via can talk about your products and help
e -mail. Now you can start to build an
one another out with hints and tips. This
on -line relationship with customers,
can be a useful way of building a
potential customers, the press, distributors, community of users around your
retailers and contractors, as appropriate to
products, and of getting useful feedback
your business. Always reply to your e -mail
from users.
and be as helpful as possible; if you create
These days if you are serious about
an impression that you ca not be bothered, having a presence on the Internet then
then people will not be bothered with you.
you need to set up your own pages on
Reputations both good and bad spread
the World Wide Web -the hyperlinked
quickly in the global Internet community
multimedia aspect of the Internet which
via public discussion forums such as
has triggered the incredible explosion in
newsgroups and mailing lists; if a few
net usage over the past couple of years.
people start complaining in a newsgroup
In simplest terms, you can think of this
about your poor on -line customer service,
as your company's 'display front' on the
you can be sure that a few thousand more
Internet. Any one of the millions of
will read it. Once you have built up a
people running a Web browser on their
database of contacts, you can think about
computer can dial up your URL (Uniform
setting up one or
Resource Locator -your Web
more mailing lists as
address) and visit your
INTERSTUDIO
LTD
is
a small
a means of keeping
Web pages at any time of
North London company providing an
people informed
day or night. You can use
international valuing and dealing service in
about you company's
broadcast, video, film, post -production and
your pages to put up
pro
-audio
equipment.
At
the
beginning
of
activities -for
whatever information you
this year the company decided to put its
instance, providing
want, in the form of text,
lists of second-hand equipment up on the
information on latest
Web. The resulting success story
graphics, stills, audio clips
illustrates how well a company providing a
product release,
and video clips.
niche service can fare in the global
software upgrades, or
The easiest and cheapest
marketplace of the Internet. According to
price changes.
way to get your pages on
company Managing Director John Bauch,
However, one point
the effect on business has been 'very
the Web is to create them
beneficial, in that large orders have been
to bear in mind is
in -house and rent space on
placed by people who hadn't heard of us
that unsolicited
someone else's Web server.
before they found us on the Internet. We get
commercial e-mail
at least four or five enquiries a day via
Many Internet
e -mail, We've done many thousands of
can make you
access -providers offer server
pounds worth of business as a direct result
unpopular, so check
space for rent, and some will
of being on the Internet, business we could
whether or not
even allocate you a certain
not have got anywhere else: Yet the set -up
people would like to
and running costs for the company's Web
amount of disk space as part
pages are modest. A £25 startup fee and
receive information
of your access account.
£180 a year subscription buys them a
from you before
Other companies are
Cityscape IP-Gold dial -up account providing
adding them to a list.
full access to the Internet and half a
springing up specifically to
megabyte of disk space on Cityscape's Web
You can run a
offer a Web site for
server. In addition the company decided to
distribution list
companies who don't want
register its own domain name, becoming
simply and cheaply
to maintain their own
interstudio.co.uk, at a further cost of £200.
from any decent
InterStudio's Web pages are modest but
server. And if you don't
functional, and the company does all its
e -mail program, by
want to design and build
page coding and updating itself; and with
building a list of
your own pages, there are
direct access to its server space, it can
e -mail addresses
upload changes at any time. Interstudio:
now plenty of Web design
http:
/ /www.interstudio. co.uk/isl/.
attached to a single
consultancies who will
'nickname' However,
gladly help you out for a
this has its limits, and
fee. Depending on what you
there may well come a point at which you
want to achieve, designing a Web site can
need to consider investing in a direct net
be a straightforward undertaking or a
connection and running proper listserver
major task. Either way, it shouldn't be
software, which handles list 'subscribes'
considered lightly. Your Web pages
and 'unsubscribes' automatically. You can
determine how the on-line world will see
also use such software to set up discussion you -'world' being the operative word
lists to which all the subscribers can
here. They also determine whether or not
contribute -for instance, so that customers
people will visit you again. Create a site
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will take you to

a

new dimension

sound.
Vo more noise or hum.
Ne create the new standard in
microphone technology - pure on stage,
perfect in the studio and best precision
for broadcasting.
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just concentrate on singing,
speaking, playing - we take care of the
You

rest.
Check them' - they offer spectacular
alue for money!
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the tube
The

first tube mic without any unwanted

noise.
Featuring

new designed valve with high
performance, high output and the richest
sound a tube mic can offer.
Comes complete in aluminium flight
case with cut - foam interiors, flexible
suspension, power supply and cable.
a

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR SEND YOUR
REQUIREMENTS DIRECT TO OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT.
DISTRIBUTORS FOR SEVERAL COUNTRIES DESIRED

B.P.M.- STUDIOTECHNIK
WATTSTRASSE 11 - '13, 13355 BERLIN
TEL: + 4930/4631 169 FAX: + 4930/4631216
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WEB ADDRESSES
SITES REFERRED TO IN THE ARTICLE:
Audio Engineering Society:
htip://www.cudenver.edu/aes/
Cerberus: http/ /www.cerberus.co.uk/cdj/
Digital Domain:
http: / /ana ns i.pan x.com:80 /userdi rs/- bobkatz/
Interactive Multimedia Association:
http: //www.ima.org/
InterStudio: http / /www.interstudio.co.uk/isl/
MusicPro: http:/ /www.musicpro.com!
Music World Ill: http: / /www.mw3.com/home/main.html
National Association of Broadcasters: http: //nab.org/
Oasys Network: http: //www.oasysnet.com!
Open Media Framework Initiative:
http://www.illustra.com/-omf/
Pro Sound News AES Edition:
http://soundwave.com/psn/psn.html
Professional Lighting and Sound Association:
http://www.pavilion.co.uk/plasa/
RealAudio: http: //www.realaudio.com/
SoundWave: http: //soundwave.com/
World of Audio:
http://www.magicnet.neftrz/world_of_audio/woa.html
i

:

LISTS OF AUDIO -RELATED WEB SITES:
AES ProAudio Resource Guide:
http://www.cudenver.edu/aes/audiopro/aproindex.html
AES WWW Audio Index:
http://www.cudenver.edu /aes/audio_ links.html
Audio -related Web and ftp sites:

http://www.qnx.com/-danh/info.html
Other Audio-related Sites on the Internet:
http://www.panix.com/-bobkatz/sites.html
The World Wide Web Virtual Library: Audio:
http://www.comlab.ox.ac.uk/archivelaudio.html#software
World of Audio (musician, engineer, industry and
resource lists):
http://www.magicnet.neftrz/world_of_audio/woa.html
.dot music. News and client information.
[http://www.dotmusic.com
AUDIO AND MUSIC
INDUSTRY -RELATED DATABASES:
Database of Pro Audio Manufacturers:
http: / /www.magicnet.net/rz/world_of audio/gear
int.html
Database of Audio Professionals:
http://www.magienetneftrzlworld_of a udio/engin. htm
Database of Audio Studios:
http://www.magicnetnetftz/world_of_audio/studio.html
Music Industry Guide:
http://soundwave.com/mig/migindex.html
The Music Industry Contacts List:
http://www.io.orgl-cme/MIC/mic.html

I

AUDIO TRANSMISSION ON THE INTERNET:
RealAudio: http: / /www.realaudio.com/
Xing Technology: http:/ /www.xingtech.com]

INTERNET SEARCH RESOURCES:
Al Index of Free WWW URL
Submission & Search Sites:
http://www.vir.com/-wyatt/index.html
All-in -one search page:

http://www.albany.net/-wcross/aIllsrch.html
Infoseek: http:/ /www.infoseek.com/
CUI meta -index of WWW search engines:

http://cuiwww.unige.ch/meta-index.html
Netscape search engine list:
http://home.netscape.com/homelinternet-search.html
W3 search engines: http://cuiwww.unige.ch/metaindex.html
Yahoo Directory: http:/ /www.yahoo.com/
Yahoo - Searching the Web list:
http://www.yahoo.com/Reference/Searching_the_Web/
INTERNET ACCESS AND PRESENCE PROVIDERS:
The NetAccess worldwide list: http: //www.best.befiap
Yahoo - Internet access providers list:
http:!/www.yahoo.comlBusiness _and_
Economy/Companies/Internet_Access Providers/
Yahoo - Internet presence providers list:
http://www.yahoo.com/Business_and_
Economy / Companies /I nternet_Presence_ Prov iders/

PUBLICISING A WEB SITE:
Al Index of Free WWW URL
Submission & Search Sites:
http://www.vincorn/-wyattrindex.html
NCSA What's New: http:/ /www.ora.com/gnn/wn/whats-

new-form.html
Submit It!: http: //submit- it.permalink.com /submit -it
WebAnnounce!: http: //wwwac.org)WebAnnounce/
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which is boring, confusing
or plain irritating and you
will be doing your company
no favours -you may even
be harming it. But build a
site which is compelling,
informative, easy to
navigate, generous, and
imbued with character and
style, and you could be on
to a winner. Bear in mind
that the Web-in fact, the
Internet as a whole-is an
interactive, many -to-many
medium, not a passive,
one-to -many medium like television.
Always encourage feedback from visitors
to your site, whether via e-mail or a Web
input-form; this way you can fmd out what
people would actually like to see on the
site, and what works and what doesn't. Your
Web site need not be solely a presentation
medium. Web input-forms can be used for a
variety of purposes, from user -feedback to
competitions to on line ordering, while a
new generation of Web chat -programs such
as GlobalChat open up new possibilities for
on line social interaction (ranging from
'meet the artist' to 'meet the technical
support staff!).
If you want to generate sustained
interest in your site (and what else would
you want to do ?), don't let it remain
static. Like the Web itself, a good Web
site should be dynamic, constantly
evolving. If visitors sense that a site is
stagnant, they will be less likely to return.
You can also boost interest in your site
through generosity, by providing 'added
value' in the form of useful information
-the 'give and you

11=111=11=1111=

THE INTERNET'S VALUE as a
research cum intelligence-gathering tool
for businesses should not be overlooked.
The net gives businesses and individuals
alike the ability to trawl for information
in a vast global repository which covers
just about every subject under the sun
-the vast majority of it available free. The
very wealth of information can be
overwhelming, as can the temptation to
'net surf', but today the powerful search
engines available on the net make it
much easier to zero-in on the sort of
information you need. As more and more
companies come on line, so it will
become easier for businesses to keep an
eye on what the competition is up to.
So, too, will the net become an ever more
important medium for freelancers to
advertise their services. One company
already tapping into this new market is
Oasys, whose OASYS Network is a Web
service which lets freelancers of any
discipline post a resume using a
downloadable template form; the service is

shall get' tenet that I
mentioned earlier. A
good example of this
is the Web site for
Digital Domain, a
New York-based CD
and CD-ROM
mastering company run
by Bob Katz.

Along with information
on Digital Domain's services, Katz, who
paid for by the companies who are looking
maintains his own Web pages, has
for freelancers. A similar resource targeted
included a number of authoritative, and
specifically at the audio industry can be
very informative, self-penned articles on
found at the World of Audio Web site, in
aspects of mastering, together with a list of
the form of the Database of Audio
links to other audio- related Web sites. In
Professionals. Two other useful audio
doing so he has made Digital Domain a
resources at this site are the Database of
valuable stopping -off point on the Web for
Pro Audio Manufacturers and the Database
musicians and engineers alike; one school
of Audio Studios. There is a wealth of audio
of recording has already made it a required and music information on the Internet, and
Web site for its students to visit.
the number of audio and audio-related
You should publicise your Web site in
companies and organisations setting up a
the 'off line' world in the same ways as
presence on the Web is growing. For
suggested earlier for your e-mail address
instance, the Audio Engineering Society, the
-only in this case you print your Web
National Association of Broadcasters, the
URL. However, just as crucially, you should
Open Media Framework Initiative, the
publicise your site on the Internet. There
Professional Lighting and Sound Association,
are plenty of accepted places on the Web
and the International Multimedia
for announcing your presence.
Association all have Web sites. There is also
Do not be tempted to post commercial
a growing number of sites specialising in
announcements inappropriately,
offering a Web presence to the audio
or you'll bring the wrath of the
and music industries: SoundWave,
Internet community down on
MusicPro, Music World III and
rec.audio.car
you like you wouldn't believe World of Audio are all currently on
rec.audio.high-end
just ask Canter and Siegal, the
rec.aud lo. marketplace
line, while the new site ProAudio
rec.audio.misc
infamous `spamming' Green
Web is planning to go on line in
rec.audio.opinion
Card lawyers who posted a
October. (You can find Web
rec.audio.pro
message announcing their
addresses for all the sites
rec.audio.tech
service to every newsgroup in
mentioned in this article, in the
7udio.tubes
the known net universe.
web addresses table.)
41)
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ALL THE WAY from having an idea or capturing
...to CD quality 44.1 kHz mastering in fact.

a

moment...

Better still, you can achieve this feat anywhere. With the lightweight
Tascam DA -P1, there are no limits to where you might choose to
record (or what you record when you get there).
Even the sky may not be your limit, but this isn't
the case for highly dynamic sound sources
he built-in limiter sees to that

-

hono, S -PDIF and XLR connections (with
48V Phantom Power) mean that, short
of total aliens, you can connect the DA -P1
to almost anything.

And best of all, total freedom with uncompromised
digital quality comes at a surprisingly down to earth price
so you'll find your budget going a long way too.
The Tascam DA -P1: one giant leap for portable digital recording.

ZYLSpZYPd
TASCAM 5 Marlin House The Croxley Centre Watford Herts WD1 8YA
Call Gill Walker on the BROCHURE HOTLINE 01923 819630 NOW
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«The Weiss 102

is an
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Fax +411 940 22 14

THIS IS A
NEW PLUG

essential ingredient to Gateway Mastering Studios

don't know what would do without it. From the Grammy award
winning Sting album to the grunge of Nirvana and Pearl Jam, the 102 is my
most used piece of gear.»
success.
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Gateway Mastering Studios, Inc.
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processing system.
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&K 4004

The microphone capable of recording the launch of the Space Shuttle: hostile
conditions on the Iaunchpad, flames and chemicals showering the
microphone and SPLs reaching 170dB.

B &K

4006

in the

The microphone which survived -45° to record ambiences

Arctic: the nickel diaphragms of the B &K omnis resisted the cold,
faultlessly recording winds of up to 90km /hour.

B&K 4011

The microphone that has to capture faithfully the sound of a violin
worth £1.3 million: wherever Nigel Kennedy performs, he takes his 4011 with him.

B &K 4040 The microphone that combines solid state and tube
technology to provide the definitive vocal mic: with only 100 units being
made, one investor has locked two away in his safe.

Demanding environments need B &K's.
Demanding engineers choose them.
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It is all

quite simple really, if two or more musicians are to play together they need to hear each other.

It's making that happen effectively that can be difficult.

KEITH SPENCER -ALLEN introduces

a new

series of studio -technique articles with an explanation of headphone cue systems

The complete c u e
IT ALL BEGAN when recorded sound
became important. New musical styles or
techniques dictated that musicians were
frequently arranged in ways that suited the
recording rather than the musicians.
Normally this meant the use of screens to
separate the singer or solo musician from
the orchestra and immediately there was a
problem of how they were to hear each
other. And this is not just a recent
problem. The first orchestral session for
Walt Disney's Fantasia was apparently
problematic. Conductor Leopold Stokowski
arranged the players in groups separated
by plywood screens as part of the concept
to create Fantasound -multichannel sound
for the movie.
That was in 1938, the year after Beyer
introduced the first dynamic headphones.
The evolution of recorded music brought
with it an increasing need for the
separation of musicians. The arrival of
multitrack techniques led to musicians not
only being separated by distance or
screens but also by time and maybe even
performing in different studios. Multitrack
required a system for letting artists hear
what had already been recorded. The need
for such a system was to become the 'glue'
that held time -differenced performances
together. It was now essential.

SUCH A SIMPLE IDEA, yet so much
grief. There are only two ways of
delivering musical cues to musicians

-headphones and speakers. Both have
their place in different situations
depending on the type of music, the
instruments involved, and the end result.
There are a few cases where either may be
used. However this article covers the use
of headphones in cue systems.
Headphones are totally unnatural
tools. Human beings spent thousands of
years evolving an acute hearing sense:
our lives depended up on it. We expect
sound cues to arrive in defined ways. A
combination of physical and neural
processing then supplies the data to the
brain that in turn makes decisions and
issues instructions for physical actions.
Headphones placed over the ears prevent
this highly developed sense from
working in the normal manner. It should
therefore come as no surprise that
headphones bring out a wide variety of
behaviours in users as they try to make
sense of their headphone cues. It is
quite different to passive listening which
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does not make the same demands.
So not everyone hears the same cue
even if the signal supplied to the
headphone is identical. It is quite
commonly accepted among headphone
makers that in -ear measurements made
while wearing headphones fed with test
signals, show a variation in response of up
to 10dB between average people across a
range of frequencies. Largely, these are due
to anatomical differences in the subjects'
ears. Further evidence shows that
headphones exerting pressure on the ear
can cause temporary deformation of the
ear canal leading to even greater errors at
key frequencies.
Such matters should not cause regular
problems but it does mean that in all
matters of mix balances you must be
guided by the musician as you have no
way of knowing what they are hearing in
their headphones.

AS A RULE most electrical equipment

failure occurs when you stop or start using
it. Headphones are no exception -they
finish a session working fine but can begin
the next faulty. Considering the incredible
negative and draining effect that
cue -system problems can have on a
session, a few minutes checking before use
is worthwhile. And while regular
maintenance helps, most headphone
problems seem to escape detection only to
surface at less convenient times.
Any headphones that might be used

during a session should be checked.
Running fairly loud music through the cue
system seems quite effective. One at a time
the headphones should be plugged in, the
cables waggled and gently pulled at both
ends of the cable, while listening for
intermittent breaks or crackles or
differences in sound due to transducer
damage. Headphones which may have lost
the sponge covers for the transducer
should have them replaced as they have a
considerable impact on the sound heard.
The headphones should then be
distributed to where needed and plugged
in to check the cue feeds. If the studio
runs more than one type of headphone,
make sure that they are kept on separate
cue circuits as differences in reproduction
will make it difficult to create a satisfactory
mix in both types from the same feed.
Should the worst happen and there be a
cue -system fault during the session such
that you cannot work around it, check out
the system using a constant test tone
rather than running the clients tape. Not
only is this a more constant source for
testing but it also prevents the producer's
natural concern becoming aggravated
hearing his production intermittently
breaking up in the headphones.
THE MARK OF a good engineer is not
only the quality of his recorded tracks but
the maintenance of good cue and monitor
mixes. There are several different attitudes
about what it is best to do at the very start

THE TERMINOLOGY OF HEA PHONES
CANS-Slang for headphones (but why ?).
a large cushion on each earpiece that fully surrounds the ear and makes
contact with the head. This design type is the opposite :o Supra -aural.
CLOSED -Headphones where the earpiece transducer is enclosed and there is no link from the rear of the
transducer to the 'outside world'. This reduces emissions from the headphones and external noise getting in while
increasing the perceived LF response. The wearer is more isolated from their urroundings although opttnum

CIRCUMAURAL- Headphones having

reduction of external sound also requires a circumaural design.
HEADSET-An alternative term for headphones but is now generally taken t refer to headphones used as part
of a communications system and frequently have a uric on a mouth boom.
LEAKAGE -The audible acoustic emission from a set of headphones detect ble outside of the headphones
when in use. Obviously, this will be greater with OPEN designs than CLOSED pes.
OPEN -Derived from the term 'open air'. Headphones where the earpiece tra sducer is not isolated from the
'outside world' and sound may both leave and enter tie headphone from the rear of the transducer. The wearer is
therefore aware of sound from the headphone signal and their surroundings. While normally supra -aural in design
this is not a necessity.

SUPRA- AURAL -Headphones where the earpiece rests on the ear and therefore does not play any role

in

excluding external sounds. This design type is the opposite to Circumaural.
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a track -laying session with regard to cue
ill oflevels
and these

include:
Play a multitrack tape with similar
instrumentation and adjust the cue levels
for an average mix. This isn't actually very
practical for lots of obvious reasons.
A Set up what are generally the average
levels you know from experience. This is
better but is still prone to problems.
Refuse to set a cue mix until all the
EQ and levels have been set. Not only does
this probably not work but battle lines are
being drawn.
A Set all cue sends from channels at an
even level about half the average value.
This means that as soon as the mic
channel is opened the cue signal is there
and everyone knows that it is working.
While the mic levels are being set there is
no chance of deafening anyone in the
headphones. As the mic inputs are set in
level the cue mix can be slowly adjusted.
This way also informs the musicians about

how you are progressing on setup.
Also a good way -if you have enough
cue circuits, is to put each musician on
their own, only feeding them back their
own instrument, until all the level set up is
roughly complete. This means that
changes in level of other instruments do
not affect them and they can finish their
own tuning and setup.
The adding of reverb to a cue mix
should be handled with care. Some have
argued that if everything is completely
dry it is really asking too much of the
performer to create a satisfying
performance. Against that you need to
balance the fact that reverb can effect
pitching and phrasing -both of which
cannot be undone on the recorded track.
Again it depends on the track and artist.

SOME STUDIOS HAVE turned to cue
systems that allow musicians some degree
of control over what they hear. Studio built

SELECTING HEADPHONES
The ideal headphones for cue -system use
do not exist. The demands are quite
specific and do not have much in common
with uses such as for hi-fi or monitoring. Some
headphones are more commonly used for
studio cueing because they more closely meet
the requirements. Here is a list of the points to
consider when looking at a potential design
although the order could be argued about.
POWER HANDLING: They must be able to
play oud without running into distortion. The
power handling must still be significant at low
frequencies so that there is a chance of hearing a
bass or bass-drum cue at a sufficient level.
Further, they must be able to take this level for
some period of time without giving up.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: The sound
characteristics needed are not the same as for
monitoring headphones. There is a need for
great clarity around the critical cue
frecluencies, those that give an edge to
individual instruments.
SMOOTH RESPONSE: The need for a
relatively smooth response may sound
contradictory to the previous point but it is
essential that there are no unpleasant
characteristics that may cause listening fatigue.
These headphones will be worn over long periods
and there must be no increase in the rate at
which fatigue sets in due to the headphones
COMFORT: They will be worn for many hours
and comfort is essential. They need to exert a
gentle pressure on the head without squeezing.
They must remain on the head when you lean
forward and be able to be used single- eared
There must be enough adjustment to
accommodate a wide range of heads. Weight is a
factor but only if it is too great.
LEAKAGE: No headphones are immune to
sound getting in or out but some are better then
others. When playing with other musicians you
normally need to isolate yourself from their sound
and ths would mean the use of a circumaural
closed -type design. To get some idea of the
isolation possibilities just wear the headphones
with no signal in typical surroundings and judge
the degree of exclusion it gives to external noise.
Noise emitting from the headphones can be
troublesome and this should be accessed in a
working situation with a microphone. when they
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are being worn. Open headphones can have uses
for overdubs. They are frequently more
comfortable and allow the artist more awareness
of their instrument. But with greater leakage/less
isolation their use is application specific.

SERVICEABILITY AND WASHABILITY:
Whatever headphones you choose, with the
beating they take in the studio environment you
are going to need to replace parts, transducers,
ear pads and cables. Does the manufacture
support professional use by designing a
headphone that can be easily repaired and also
make spares available. Finally, can you remove
the ear pads and headband padding to wash
them. Reminders of yesterday's hot sweaty
session are not welcome.
CABLE TYPE: The cable should be of the
single, side -entry type but, perhaps more
importantly, it should be easily replaceable. You
are probably going to have to do that anyway as
the short thin cable most units come with are
virtually useless in the studio. Many models come
with a coiled cable and these give some warning
of the headphones being pulled off your head: it
is better that they are replaced with straight
robust cable.
ROBUSTNESS: There has to be a certain
amount of robustness about the design. A day in
the life of a headphone will involve being kicked
and trodden on, thrown across the room and
being crushed under an equipment case. None
will last for ever but it is best to start with a
fighting chance.
COST: Certainly a factor but how expensive the
headphones will be in use is a different matter.
If it falls apart after a few months or the
transducers keep failing you are going to find
them expensive whatever their cost. Unfortunately
you will only be able to find this information from
practical use.
IMPEDANCE: The headphones must be
available in a high- impedance version of, at
least, 15052. Because heads and ears differ
there is also a case for having a selection of
alternatives for those difficult situations. Even if
they differ only a small amount in performance,
the pampering effect on a big name when the
headphone selection rack is wheeled out for
their choice prior to a vocal session should not
be underestimated.

units frequently allow an overall volume
adjust and, perhaps, one or two additional
signals to be selected from the control
room and added to the headphone mix.
Normally these would be their own cue
return and, perhaps, a major cue item that
they are following.
Alternatively, there are at least three
commercially available cue -mixer systems
allowing 8 or 12 signals to be individually
mixed, or the engineer's cue mix modified.
The engineer is still required to group the
cue signals before routeing to the
musicians cue mixer. Such systems have
both their good and bad points dependent
upon the experience of the users. Lack of
mixing experience can lead to the
musician having trouble balancing and
re- inventing the refrain: 'Have you got one
with longer faders ?' In the right hands it
means that the musician can adjust the
mix as frequently as they wish.
However, such systems remove the
ability of the musician to save face when
under stress by blaming the cue mix, and
is this helpful? Additionally, such
systems remove the ability of the
engineer or producer to 'play' the cue
system to achieve desired results. On
balance such systems are helpful when
working with studio savvy musicians.
SO YOU HAVE got the session
underway but some of the musicians seem
to be underperforming. Of course this
doesn't have to be connected with the use
of headphones but it might. Here are some
of the problems whoses causes could be
headphone related.
A Timing problems -the musicians are
playing consistently but not in fully with
the rest of the musicians:
Depending on the situation suggest
rebalancing headphones with more of the
band and less of the complainant. If this
means that they lose the feel for their own
instrument consider removing one ear
piece to hear their own instrument direct.
Timing problems -playing correctly
hut varying in tempo:
Check the headphone mix for key
rhythm instruments panned in stereo.
Many find it easier to follow a beat that is
equally in both ears-in mono.
A Timing problems-musician losing
ability to follow click tracks:
Some musicians find that their hearing
becomes gradually desensitised to a
specific click sound over a period of time
and there is a need for every greater
volume to keep awareness of the click.
Suggest changing the sound of the click
every so often to stop familiarity.
Musician unable to follow related part:
Are the parts positioned optimally in the
stereo cans so that greater differences can
be heard? Are the cans even stereo?
Musicians tiring quickly:
There could be many reasons for this
but are the headphones up too loud? High
volume fatigues after a few hours and they
have to keep increasing the level as their
hearing become less sensitive. There is
nothing you can do this session but,
perhaps, something to remember the next
time them come in.
Pitching sharp:
Maybe too little of the musician's sound
in own headphones to judge pitch.
LW'
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Not all delays are equal
- not all equalisers are delays
The DP100
Developed around our proprietary
Audiocore dsp technology, the DP100 offers
excellent benefits and is incomparably
trustworthy. This 2 input 4 output assignable
delay features excellent dynamic range,
compensation for ambient temperature
change and a handy delay measurement
function. We even included a flexible 3 band
parametric equaliser for each output.
Available with AES /EBU inputs and
outputs, plus optical I/O option, the DP100
will integrate into current and future systems
even the external control options are future proofed with a choice of MIDI or open
architecture port.
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Our *Windows- based control
software provides intuitive control over all
parameters for this and future Audiocore series
products, with up to 32 units controllable
simultaneously.
Designed with meticulous attention to
detail for predictable reliability, the DP100 will
more than equal your requirements.
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DP100

Audio delay /equaliser

D5400

Mic /line distribution system

RT1

Spectrum analyser with computer
control, RT60, SLM and swept
analysis function

GQ600

Dual channel equaliser with HF
trim, sweepable high pass filters,
long throw sliders and balanced
inputs /outputs

is a

registered trade mark of Microsoft Inc

Head Office: XTA, Riverside Business Centre, Stourport, Worcs., DY13 9BZ, England.
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A Pitching flat:
Maybe too much of self in headphones.
Some musicians are very sensitive to this
and may not be aware of it. Speak kindly.
A Erratic pitching or phrasing:
Check that there is not too much reverb
on the cue.
A Uninspired performance:
Try adding a little reverb or rebalancing
the mix. If the headphone level is low, you
should turn it up.
The singer is ready to give up:
Someone's put a '/y -tone pitch -shift
Harmonizer setting on their cue send!
If there are persistent problems, listen to
the offending headphones. Headphone
transducers age and this may be the
problem -a buzzing or low-level distortion
is common. Also, experience has shown
that a pair of headphones plugged into the
console to monitor the cue bus can sound
very different to a pair plugged into the
cue feed in the studio area.
One thing that always surprises is the
range of differences in level between the
track and the overdub requested. Some
artists require to hear very high levels of
themselves and others like to hear
something approaching a final mix
perspective. It is because of this that you
are frequently unlikely to be able to stop
the above events happening but be able to
recognise them when they do.

ONE OF THE PROBLEMS with
headphones is their inability to produce
a distinct and workable low- frequency
cue at sufficient level. The isolation from
the world outside is down to, perhaps,
only 15dB at low frequencies on most
headphones and increasing the volume
of the cue does not normally prove too
helpful. Equally important is that low
frequencies have a certain physical effect
when we hear them in the real world. A
bass drum or bass guitar has a physical
impact that is clearly not present over
headphones. Should this prove a
difficulty on track laying with the bass
player unable to hear themselves,
suggest that they stand next to their
speaker cab (or even stand on it). If for
any reason a similar situation
consistently happens on an overdub you
may consider building a musicians riser
and creating a subwoofer system with an
18 -inch LF speaker bolted inside. The
vibrations passing through the body
from the riser will then help reinforce
the headphone cue positively.
A physiological effect that relates to
singers might explain why that track to
voice balance is so critical and can seem
to vary. One of the muscles within the
inner ear is known as the Stapedius
muscle and it controls the sensitivity of
the ear by contracting in the presence of
loud sound. Researchers have suggested
that it also contracts independently of
intensity when the owner's voice makes
sounds, possibly to lower the sound of
the subjects voice in their own ears. The
timing of the muscular contraction has,
however, been observed as actually being
in advance of the voice sound implying
that is part of the vocalisation process.
This would seem to make achieving the
optimum level for a singer's voice in
their headphones a very difficult affair as
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not only is their Stapedius muscle reflex
being triggered by the cue mix, but every
time they are about to sing it may
automatically desensitise the ear so
altering the perceived volume!
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electrical safety aspects are straightforward
and within normal electrical wiring
practice. Most headphones are plastic in
construction and so quite effective
insulators even in the worst scenario. So in
general safety terms, good practice should
be sufficient.
Oh, but it were all so simple! The
problem is that old problem -volume
levels. Health & Safety legislation in many
countries lays down specifications for
acceptable noise levels within the work
place and the recording studio falls under
this control. The gist of the European
legislation was to hold the employer liable
for risk to employees. The position of the
client in this is not so clear. If the studio
puts the client at risk due to excessive
volume levels who is to blame even if the
client requested it to be that loud? With
studio monitoring systems the volume
levels are obvious to both the client and
the engineer. If we now transfer this
experience to headphones, you will see the
potential dilemma.
Just because a pair of headphones is
only reproducing milliwatts of sound does
not make it less of a threat. The close
coupling with the ear means that SPL can
equate to high monitoring levels. We have
all had the experience of wandering
through the post- session debris and
coming across a set of cans straining
under the volume and so loud that it
would be impossible to wear -yet one of
your clients has been; for several hours.
And unlike the control-room monitors,
outside of the wearer's head no one had
any idea of how loud those headphones
actually were.
It may be worthwhile considering the
mechanics of setting these levels. Again
it falls decisively onto who controls the
volume knob. In a normal situation, the
engineer sets a headphone mix

acceptable to the artist and then adjusts
the bus level feeding to the headphone
amp. Once this has been set, the
engineer will then, generally, be acting
under the instruction of the artist with
regards to alterations to the mix and
total level. In the case of the musician's
cue mixer, the control of the headphone
level has been passed to the artist, with
knobs and faders available in the studio
area. The ability to set the headphone
signal is now out of the immediate
control of the engineer.
In a studio environment, generally, it
isn't the engineer who is at risk but the
client. The nightmare scenario is of the
artist whose hearing has deteriorated so
far that they cannot work any longer,
acquiring litigious lawyers who decide to
go after any possible causes. Those
months in the studio could fall within
their remit. Even if the studio employee
did not set the headphone levels, could
merely providing the tools be a problem?
But you cannot persistently monitor
headphone levels unless you are
setting them. It is difficult to suggest Il
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Just

when you've

got

a

great take from an extraordinary talent

you come up against noise, coloration and

distortion.

The ordi-

perfect mic for recording any acoustic strin
Beland of the Flying Burrito Brothers), and

nary condenser mic has to have its say. Cue the Electro -Voice

mic

to mention discreet) computer -

level

RE2000. Plus a discrete (not
grade power supply; plus

a

regulated operating environment

that

ignores the real world conditions outside its shock -proof casing;

plus

a

best -of- all- worlds ultrathin gold -laminated diaphragm

-

"t

extremely quiet and sensitive, allcwin

material without adding noise" from Sc

Vista Sound, Walt Disney Studios.
las "used less EQ

to

om

iistrument" (John
e

warmth of a tube

me

tt

to pick
Weber

up low -

of Buena

Cusic o-r TM Century, Dal -

achieve what l look for. W

at goes in...comes

out! It's also extremely versatile...from vocals to acoustic guitars

combining uniformity, wide dynamic range and exceptional tran-

to trumpets and violins ", while

sient response. Minus noise and interference.

Queen

Enough of the theory. This mic's been tested in practice by some

The Electro -Voice RE2000. No noise, no color

extraordinary engineers, and they've got plenty to say. Like "the

No ordinary condenser microphone.

Roy Thomas Baker (Producer

of

et al) thinks "it's one of the most versa tile I've ever used."
tion, ro distortion.

`tA that a musician is monitoring too loud.

If

their ears are already shot it is too late, but
how do you tell them that?

MAKING THE ASSUMPTION that
the future of cue system lies in better
headphones what may we expect to see?
The comment that users make is that they
would like to be free from the cable. With
current technology, this leaves just three
cable alternatives-radio, induction loop
and infrared.
Aside from the cost there is an
understandable reluctance to introduce
RF systems into the studio area and the
possible consequences of interference
problems. It may be that lessons learnt
from stage radio monitor systems find
application in exceptional circumstances
but available RF spectrum and widely
varied legislation will cause hindrance.

Induction loops have been periodically
suggested but do not normally progress
beyond trial. The concept requires a wire
to be laid around the studio area and this
is fed with the cue signal via a small power
amplifier and an impedance matching
transformer. This radiates a magnetic field
which is picked up by a small coil feeding
an amplifier attached to the headphones.
Those I spoke to about such systems said
that 'they are worse than radio for
interference' and 'just don't work very well
in the studio'. The market would also seem
to agree -Beyer launched the DT100V for
induction -loop use in 1972 and it
disappeared shortly afterwards.
Infrared is, however, a possibility.
Certain Sennheiser systems have the
ability to supply up to 32 simultaneous
channels and theoretically all the
requirements of studio use could be

met. As yet there are no dedicated
pro- studio systems and while some of
the domestic headsets could find use in
the studio there is nothing to suggest
that will solve the cueing problem.
All of these systems would increase
studio costs and there would seem little
marketing attraction in cue systems. Add
to that the complication of batteries to
power the headphones in all these cases
and as such this would seem to deter their
implementation. However, it maybe that a
studio wishing to provide a deluxe
environment for vocal overdubs could
look towards a small cordless system for a
single user along with the mood lighting
and chilled wine.

WITH INCREASING concern over
high headphone levels and musicians'
hearing there could be a number of
directions to take. In many cases the need
for the volume is partly due to the high
ambient noise level and if that could be
reduced there could be a corresponding
reduction in cue volume. Some
manufacturers have taken industrial ear
defenders and fitted transducers inside but
this approach is not very practical for
studio use.
Bose and Sennheiser have been
supplying specialist headsets to airlines

Control room Studio

I

with SL 9072 -J console
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equipped with 'antiphase' noise cancellation abilities (a mic outside of
the earpiece picks up the ambient
sound, reverses the polarity and adds it
to the signal inside the headset causing
leakage cancellation which leads to a
reduction in the perceived noise level).
Neither manufacturer has promoted
their use in music recording saying that
they really only effectively work on
constant low frequency sound.
However, a report on Steely Dan's stage
shows in 1993 detailed Drummer Peter
Erskine's use of the Bose Aviation
Headset placed over a set of in-ear
monitoring system. Apparently the level
of the in -ear cues could be halved, he
could hear more clearly and was less
fatigued at the end of a performance.
This example would seem to have some
merit for further investigation.
Sennheiser recently dropped hints about
the greater use of electronics within
headphones -`the smart can Possible
directions for this could include the
facility to program your headphones
precisely for the response you want -to

suit your physiology.
One point that should be mentioned is
that headphones are frequently used as a
matter of course in all recording.
Sometimes they are not needed -the best
cue mix is no cue mix.
While is it true that headphones are
probably the best method of working
with cue systems they are not without
their problems. The interface between
man and machiner is always a tricky one.
If we add to that the seemingly random
nature of the human aspect of this
interface; throw in the complications of
commercial and artistic pressure; the egos
and the fatigue; it is a wonder that any
consensus on what a reasonable
cue -system use can be is achieved at all.
There is far more to it than just 'a good
mix and a little more of me please'.
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Chipping away at DSP
The empathy between pro -audio and DSP chip manufacturers is about to
evaporate. It's all a question of scale writes CHRIS EDWARDS
managing MIDI and off -load any extra
tasks to dedicated add -ons.
allies. Unfortunately, DSP chip
This disparity between the game
manufacturers are not quite as
plans of the pro -audio and computer
industries arises from the increased
enamoured with the pro -audio fraternity as
processing prowess of the latest
this arrangement suggests.
generation of computers. Since digital
signal processing is simply the
The discrepancy in affection arises
application of mathematical processes
with different applications not of DSP
(algorithms) to a digital -audio signal
itself but of the term DSP. For while
-which is already a stream of zeros
pro -audio DSP (Digital Signal
and ones -it is easy to see the
Processing) usually takes the form of
attraction of powerful maths
purpose-built black boxes, the
processors. What is less readily
computer industry likes to think of
apparent to the computer business,
DSP (Digital Signal Processors) as
generic chips produced in the millions. however, is the reluctance of many
Consequently, the chip manufacturers pro -audio people to welcome
computers into their working
are far more interested in cellular
environment. Meanwhile, the factor
telephones than in audio
threatening the survival of dedicated
reverberation units.
DSP chips themselves is that the
Chip manufacturers also like
processors in personal computers have
so- called PC multimedia 'solutions'.
quietly caught them up and surpassed
Millions of SoundBlaster cards (and
their performance. Computers are now
clones) are shipped each year and
happy to deal with 32 -bit quantities as
most of these have some sort of DSP
a matter of course and newer
capacity built in, often as a sales
processors-such as the PowerPC 604
gimmick. But these are simple 16 -bit
chip found in the Macintosh 8500
devices and are unable to handle the
-easily outpace most DSP chips.
relatively high levels of performance
This sort of picture is almost certain
demanded by even the most modest of
to make the semiconductor companies
pro -audio applications.
think twice about staying in the
Currently languishing somewhere
dedicated DSP business. For them, the
beneath these 'professional' levels of
cellphone is a safer bet not only
performance, multimedia systems are
because of the quantities involved but
beginning to explore an approach
because the processing needs of a
termed called 'native' signal
cellular phone are not as great as
processing. This is a system in which
those found in pro- audio.
all the demanding audio processing
The problem left facing the
(read heavy -duty number crunching)
computer is that its audio performance
work is handled by a personal
computer's main processor rather than is not good -not in the digital domain,
it's the analogue performance that lets
it being delegated to a dedicated DSP
it down.
chip. Curiously, although you can
Professionally (and increasingly
already see this process in use in
semiprofessionally) peripherals
certain professional hard -disk
provide the necessary standards of
recording systems-for example,
A -D and D-A conversion for hard -disk
Digidesign's Pro Tools is now using a
recording and sampling. Alternatively,
DSP Farm to protect the host
computer's CPU from the demands of the computer is relieved of direct
conversion duties and lives on digital
DSP chores since these, if heavy
audio alone.
enough, threaten to compromise the
The attraction of using digital
ability of the system to handle
technology for recording and
real -time audio. There is a ready
processing is its accuracy and
parallel to this in computer -based
reliability. Increasingly, the attraction
MIDI sequencing, where the
experience has shown that it is best to of analogue is its imperfection. With
reserve the host's processing power for better processing algorithms, these
DSP

and pro -audio have become great
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imperfections are likely to become
another option in a digital process. But
why should pro -audio equipment
manufacturers and users be persuaded
to go digital?
Firstly, as expectations of audio in
general rise (largely as a consequence
of the performance of digital -audio
systems), the concessions demanded
by much analogue equipment are
going to appear steep. Every stage of
D-A/A -D conversion required to
incorporate an analogue processor into
a digital environment involves a
quantum compromise in quality. The
pressure on providers of digital
systems to imitate analogue processing
anomalies is sure to mount-just as it
did when the transistor amplifier first
challenged i:s valve predecessor and
the synthesiser challenged the
Hammond and the Rhodes.
But the ultimate problem for
pro -audio manufacturers is that they
will be faced by higher performance
signal processing appearing in
'standard' personal computers. There
are RISC processors on the market that
were designed for laser printers but
have fast, wide multipliers on board
capable of handling DSP -with the
result that the acronym RISC may
supplant the abbreviation DSP as
reconfigurability becomes the key to
big sales figures. These machines will
be reprogrammed with new algorithms
dependent upon the requirements of
the purchaser. And instead of selling
dedicated software as part of a
dedicated audio product, audio
processes are likely to be sold as
software for whichever box you have.
In the near future, there will be
strong incentives for all to accept a
digital studio. It may well become a
digital world. If it does, can you learn
to love it?
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Debra Pagan:

now representing
Studio Sound
in the USA
Former Pro Sound News Editor
Debra Pagan has been appointed

American Representative for Studio
Sound. Debra's role is to act as a
direct contact point for American
manufacturers, services , facilities and
individuals who are interested in gaining advertising and editorial
exposure in the world's leading
pro audio magazine.
Please contact: D Pagan

Communications, 10 Audobon Place,
Huntington, NY 117431. Tel 001 516
692 8262. Fax 001 516 692 8263.
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25 years experience in the Audio industry coupled with

intensive use of current technology means that Re'an
offers engineers a 96 way Bantam style Patch Bay of
unrivalled quality at a highly competitive price.
The Re'an range of patching products also include, Musa
style Video Patch Bays, Patch Cords, MA Jacks and
PatchLabel labelling Software.
For further information contact: Re'an Products.

Springhead Enterprise Park, Northfleet, Kent,
DA 11 8HB, England
Tel: 44 (0) 1474 328 807 Fax: 44 (0) 1474 320 285
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The following is a selection of essential
pro audio books from Studio Sound

ACOUSTIC

Acoustics in the
Built Environment
-Edited by Duncan

make sure of the sound quality you
need. Now completely updated to include
more on radio microphones, contact and
miniature microphones and combination
stereo microphones this fourth edition
continues the tradition of being an
easy -to -read guide for students or
professionals who wish to expand their
skills. Price: £12.95

Templeton
Presents information
relevant to the day -to -day
work of design teams.
It is concise, readily
accessible and in a
usable form. It includes
standards, acts of
parliament and other prescriptive
documents, which can be cited in
performance specifications. This is an
invaluable work of reference for the
professional covering all aspects of
acoustics. Price: £40.00

Advanced Audio
Production Techniques
-Tyree Ford
This book provides the reader with easy
to understand answers on how and why
sophisticated audio decisions are made.
The reader will discover how to listen to,
how to connect, and how to
use the equipment to
achieve the desired effects.
Written for the video age,
this book shows the reader
how to visualise sound.
It is clear and easy to
understand and provides an
insight into envisaging and
executing the right sound.
Price: £19.95

The Gold Book
A truly international

company directory.
The Gold Book contains
listings detailing all
businesses concerned with
the mastering, duplicating
and replication industries.
It contains over 400 pages
of material.
Price: £90.00

The Sound Studio
-Alec Nesbitt

The Art of

Digital Audio

-John

Formerly The Technique of
the Sound Studio, this fully
revised updated and redesigned fifth
edition brings the classic text right up-todate. It is for everyone who maintains a
creative interest in sound, whether as a
sound recordist, balancer, audio
engineer or as a director, writer,
performer or student. Each theme is
carefully discussed in non -technical
terms, enabling the readers to get to
grips with any and every subject in this
area. Price: £29.50

Watkinson

The first edition of this book is regarded
as a classic in its field. Now completely
rewritten to reflect the enormous recent
advances in the subject it is even more
comprehensive, covering areas such as
DCC and MiniDisc and including totally
new treatments such as; oversampling,
noise shaping, dither, data collection
and DAB. Price: £49.50

Audio & Hi -Fi Handbook
-Edited by Ian R. Sinclair

The Digital Interface Handbook

This revised and updated version of the
previously entitled Audio Electronics
Reference Book has been substantially
reduced in price and now has numerous
new contributors. Many chapters have
been added. The aim has been to
present as wide a
perspective as possible of
high -quality sound
reproduction, including
reproduction under adverse
circumstances (PA and
in -car), from less
conventional sources (such
as synthesisers) and with
regard to the whole
technology from studio
to ear. Price: £49.50

-Francis Rumsey

& John Watkinson

The Digital Interface Handbook is a
thoroughly detailed manual for those who
need to get to grips with digital audio and
video systems. Now that installations in
the broadcasting,
multimedia and music
industries are increasingly
all digital, engineers and
operators working in these
industries need to become
more familiar with digital
interfaces, their benefits

Pro -audio info on (D
THE GOLD ROM VOLUME ONE

Produced by sister
publication One to One
The Gold ROM takes the
world's only definitive
directory for the replication,
duplication and mastering
industries and places them
onto a CD -ROM. GRM
Volume 1 is available in
two formats. The standard
version offers simple
search capabilities, while
the CDX version
incorporates full Adobe Acrobat search
software, giving a full multiparameter search potential
across nearly 5,000 entries.
The Help screens are extensive (some might say too
helpful) but the detailed instructions do enable users to get
to grips with the multilayered sectionalisation of The Gold
Book. Overall, an excellent and timely database for one of
the fastest growing industries worldwide.
MAGAZINE ON CD -ROM
EQ on CD -ROM from our

EQ

sister project recording title
in the US contains 30 back
RECORDING
issues, which means that it
a SOUND
RESOURCE
has around 1,500 stories on
it. Neatly indexed in a
number of useful ways, the
disk allows you to access
any article in any issue,
and, once you find the
story it can be read
on screen or printed out.
Particularly useful is the
search facility: all the tips, techniques, products,
reviews and opinions can be searched by any keyword,
manufacturer, product category, name, issue or columnist.
THE PROJECT

ORDERING

and pitfalls. Digital
interfaces are the key to

Method of payment

Overseas customers please pay by credit card or by cheque drawn
in sterling on a UK bank.

and Control
-Francis Rumsey
A number of topic areas in

this revised edition
have been expanded to
provide increased
comprehensive
coverage of every area
of MIDI. There are
examples of real
implementations, more
diagrams and the whole
book has been
rewritten to include far
greater practical
elements to
complement its existing
technical strengths.
Price: £19.95

The Use of Microphones
-Alec Nesbitt
The Use of Microphones includes all
you need know about how to choose
the right microphones for the job, how
to position, balance and control them to

r
QT

TITLE

PRICE

Post & Package
UK- Europe ROW

Acoustics in the Built
Environment

£40.00

£ 2.50

£

The Gold Book

£90.00

£ 5.00

£10.00

The Art of Digital Audio

£49.50

£49.50

£10.00

Audio & Hi -Fi Handbook
Advanced Audio Production
Techniques
Use of Microphones
The Sound Studio
The Digital Interface
Handbook
MIDI Systems and
Control
Sound Check - CD
Gold ROM -Gold ROM CDX

£49.95

£

5.00

£10.00

£19.95

£ 2.50

£ 5.00

£12.95

£ 2.50

£ 5.00

£29.50

£ 5.00

£10.00

£25.00

£ 2.50

£ 5.00

£19.95

£

2.50

£

5.00

£19.99

£ 2.50

£

5.00

£ 2.50

£ 5.00

£ 2.50

£ 5.00

5.00

Address:

Postcode:
Country

Signature:

£19.99/29.99

Remittance enclosed

£19.99
£

Date:
Tel No

Cheques should be made payable to Miller Freeman Entertainment Limited.

Please debit my credit card as follows: Access /Mastercard
Credit Card No'

Name

Organisation:

EQ On CD ROM

TOTAL
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Return to: Lianne Davey, Miller Freeman Entertainment Limited, 8th Floor,
Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, London SE1 9UR, UK.

maintaining programme
quality throughout the
signal chain.
Price: £25.00

MIDI Systems
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Expiry Date'

71 BarclaycardNisa C7
Please state if card is in own name

For 'Advanced Audio Production Techniques' please allow 28 days for delivery, subject to availability
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or company name
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SONIC SOLUTIONS
International Dealers

AUSTRALIA

ITALY

Syncrotech Systems Design
Unit C. 9 Gibbes Street
Chatswood, N.S.W. 2067
61 -2 -417 -5088 phone
61 -2- 417 -8360 fax

REPP Italia srl
Piazza Sicilia, 6
20146 Milano
39 -2 -4802 -2775 phone
39- 2- 4802 -2770 fax

AUSTRIA

JAPAN
Daikin Industries Ltd.
Shinjuku-Sumitomo Bldg.

Audio Sales
Neusiedlerstrasse 19
A-2340 Willing
43 -2236 -26123 phone
43- 2236 -43223 fax

6-I, 2- Chorre.

Nishi- Shinjuku
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 163 -02
3344-8151 phone
3344-8113 fax

BENELUX

81 -381 -3-

TransTec by

Mercury Music Entertainment

Brugwachter 19
3034 KD Rotterdam

Wahn Bldg.,

-10 -414 -7055 phone
31- 10-411 -35811 fax

81 -3- 3479 -3712

Adam Hall

100

Meyer

81 -3

AES

112

Micropolis

36

Rua Prof. Ferreira da Rosa 108 Cob-01
Barra da Tijuca 22600
Rio de Janeiro
55 -21- 493 -7312 phone
55 -21- 493 -9590 fax

Chiyoda CB Building
Chiyoda -ku, Tokyo 101
81 -3-3288 -4321 phone
81 -3-3285 -4325 fax

Akai

insert 106,107

Midem

68

AKG

73

Milab

25

CANADA

Union Sound

Amek

17

Mogami

107

AMS Neve

33

Neutrik

110

Roppongi 4- Choate

phone
-3403-3095 fax
START Lab. Inc.
3 -8 -5 Misaki -che

BRAZIL
Visum

8 -5

Minato-ku. Tokyo 106

31

Digital

Adcom Electronics
310 Judson Street. Unit
Toronto. Ontario M8Z 5T6
(416) 251-3166 phone
(416) 251-3977 fax
460 E. St. Paul Street #200
Montreal. Quebec H2Y 3V1
1

(514) 842 -0604 phone
(514) 842 -6484 fax
Matrix Professional Video
123 West 7th Ave.
Vancouver, B.C. V5Y 1L8
(604) 875 -6301 phone
(604) 875 -0543 fax

CARIBBEAN
Computer Video & Graphics
6157 N.W. 67th Street, Suite F -14
Miami, FL 33015 U.S.A.
(305) 822 -_480 phone
1

1305) 822 -1680 fax
Central America
Systems Midwest
310 N. 16th Street
Fairfield, IA 52556 U.S.A.
(5151 472-6988 phone
(515) 693 -9600 fax

CHINA
Medialand
Flat B -C. G/F, Comfon Bldg.
86-88, Nathan Rd.
Tsin Sha Tsui, Kowloon
Hong Kong
852 -2 -721 -0343 phone
852-2-366-6883 lax

CZECH REPUBLIC

KOREA
88-4 Non Hyun Dong. Kang Nam -ku
Yang Hyun B/D 20I
82-2-540-4740 phone
82- 2- 540 -4741 fax

NEW ZEALAND
Sonic Systems Ltd.
3 Centre Street

Auckland

Siv. Ing. Benunt
Haakon den Godes sei 14
Vinderen. 0373 Oslo
47- 22- 145460 phone
47- 22- 148259 its

(311112_29 -81102 fax
ul. Krasinskieco 8 nt. 45
01 601 Warszawa

PORTUGAI.

LMT

Rua Nova da Piedade, 54. 2nd andar
12)81 Lisboa
351 -1-395-3956 phone
351 -I -395 -3956 lax

7

7-503- 956 -2309 fax

Dansk Audio Distribution

SINGAPORE

Fuglegardsvej 5

Team 108

2820 Gentofte
45- 31- 682811 phone
45- 31- 652449 fax

55

202 -349 -7181 phone
202 -360 -7549 fax

FINLAND
Studiotec Ky

Kuusiniemi

2

02710 Espato
358 -0- 592055 phone
358 -0- 592 -090 fax

FRANCE
D.D.D.
97, Boulevard de Magenta
75010 Paris
33- 1- 4246 -8501 phone
33 -1- 4246 -2048 fax

GERMANY
R. Barth KG

Grillparzerstrasse 6A
22085 Hamburg
49- 40- 229 -8883 phone
49- 40- 223-209 fax
StageTec GmbH
Bahnhofstrasse 13
79843 Lüffingen
49-7654 -7071 phone
49- 7654 -7(173 fax

GREECE
K E M Electronics
32, Katechaki St.
1115 25 Athens
30-1 -64 78 514 phone
30 -1 -64 76 384 fax

HONG KONG
Digital Media Technology
Flat B -C. G/F. Comfort Bldg.
86 -88, Nathan Rd.
Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon
852 -2- 721 -0343 phone

852-2-366-6883 fax

INDIA
Orange Pale
203

TTK Road

Alwarpet, Madras 600 018
91-44- 434 -6543 phone/fax

INDONESIA

ADS

Panjang No. 71 - Kehun Jeruk
Jakarta 11530
62 -21 -564 -0707 phone
62 -21- 560 -6810 fax
11.

ISRAEL
D.Z. Sound Productions
18 Shenkin Street
Givataim 53 301
972 -3- 317 -185 phone
972 -3- 573 -1744 fax

Otari

49

72

P A L A

91

MkIV (Klark Teknikl

Phillips

20

Avid

63

Preco

90

34,35

Quested

74,75

BMP StudioTeknik

97

Raycom

110

BSS

44

Re'an

112

100

Richmond Film Services

.

100

SAE

66

SBES

92

Schoeps

62

Weiss

Danish Pro Audio

Genting Lane

Singapore 1334
65- 748 -9333 phone
65- 747 -7273 fax

4

94

-503 -956 -1826 phone

DENMARK

EKO Sound
30 Omer Ehn El Kattah
Dokki, Cairo 12311

12
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RUSSIA

.

Nicral

48

27,91

beyerdynamic

Poland
48-22-397949 phone
48 -2- 774 -8154 fax

Srednetishinski per.
Moscow 123557

EGYPT

Audio Precision

POLAND

I.S.P.A.

151 24 Praha 5
42 -2-544 173 phone /fax

Audio Intervisual Design

Tonmeister Recordings
61211 Massachusetts Avenue
Bethesda. MD 20816
U.S.A.
13011229 -1664 phone

Plzenksa 66

OBC

A S McKay

NORWAY

Audio Sales s.r.o.

CZ

Aphex

1001

64 -9- 300-3038 phone
64-9- 302 -3038 fax

108,109

DAR

insert 58,59

DCS

110

92

Audiosales s.r.o.
Nad Dunajont 6
SK -841 14 Bratislava
42 -7 -722 -249 phone
42-7- 726 -809 fax

D DA

88,89

SCV

20

Digidesign

50,51

Sennheiser

42

SOUTH AFRICA

D

Silver

42

SLOVAK REPUBLIC

Eminently More Suitable (EMS
24 Napier Road
1st Floor. South Wing
Richmond. Johannesburg
27- 11-482 -4470 phone
27 -11- 726 -2552 fax

SPAIN
Sony Espana
Maria Tuhau. 4
28050 Madrid
34 -I -536 -57001 phone
34 -I -358 -9794 fax

SWEDEN
Prifix
FSgcl viksvagen 7
S -145 53 Norsborg
46- 8- 53I- 911 -83 phone /fax

SWITZERLAND
Dr. W.A. Günther AG
Seestrasse 77

CH 8703 Erlenbach -Zurich
41- 1- 910-4141 phone
41 -1 -910 -3544 fax

TAIWAN
Acesonic
No. b. Alley 5, Lane 130. Sec.
Ming -Sheng E. Road
Taipei
886 -2 -719 -2388 phone
886 -2- 716-0043 fax

igigram

DynaudioAcoustics

.... IBC

Sonic Solutions

Electro -Voice

104,105

Sony

Euphonix

insert 90,91

Fairlight

19,59

3

TURKEY
Mars Music
Kokurent Sitesi. B Blok KIDS
Levant. 80600 Istamhul
90-212- 274 -1212 phone
90.212--266 -5303 fax

31

40,41

SSL

Focusrite

57

Stirling Audio

Futters

45

Studer

47

Gateway

92

Studio Spares

12

Genelec

83

Symetrix

78

Ghielmetti

42

Teac

99

HHB

.
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Isotrack
Juenger Audio
Lydkraft

Tyrol] Corporation
49/511 Great Marlborough Street
London W I V DG

M
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UNITED KINGDOM

I

Soundscape

52,53,114

Focal Proline

AMEK/TAC Thailand Ltd.

44-171- 287 -1515 phone
44- 171 -287 -1464 fax

Soundcraft

. .

IFC

.... .... 67

3

THAILAND
165/4 Main 4
Samakom, Sukhaphibaan
Bangkok 1)12411
66 -2- 373 -2722 phone /fax

28

Tektronix

70/71

Audio

56

112

Turbosound

38

64

Wisseloord

106

XTA

103

94
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October 1995

June 1996

SATIS,

June 4th-7th,

Porte de Versailles, France

October 7th -8th,
ITU Telecom 95 Forum,
Geneva Arena, Switzerland.

World Trade
Centre, Bombay,
India.
Tel: +91 22 215 1396.
November 7th, Sound

Tel: +41 22 730 5111.

October 3rd -11th,

Broadcasting Equipment
Show ISBES),

MI Telecom 95-the 7th
World Telecommunication
Exhibition and Forum,

Metropole Hotel, Birmingham,
UK. Tel: +44 1491 838575.
November 7th -9th,

PALEXPO,
Geneva, Switzerland.
Tel: +41 22 730 5111.
October 6th -9th,
99th AES Convention,
Jacob K Javits Centre,
New York, US.
Tel: +1 212 586 5989.
October 17th -19th,
Vision 95, Olympia, London,

October 18th -19th,

SoftExpo,
RAI International Exhibition and

Congress Centre, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.
Tel: +1 303 745 5711.
October 23rd -25th.

European Cable
Communications 95,
Olympia, London, UK.
Tel: +44 171 222 2900.
October 24th -26th,

REPLltech Asia,

November lst-5th,
Audiovideo -95, Lenexpo
Exhibition Complex,
St Petersburg, Russia.
Tel: +7 812 119 6245.
Nov 2nd-3rd,

7th Annual Magnetic &
Optical Media Seminar,
Mark Hopkins Hotel,
San Francisco, US.
Tel: +1 212 643 0620.

November 2nd-4th,
B roadcast

India 95,

Stagy

souri

Incorporating Broadcast Engineering
October 1995. Vol 37. No 10.
ISSN 0144 5944

Expo Comm

Communications India 95,

Metropole Hotel, NEC,
Birmingham, UK.
Tel: +44 1491 838575.
November 14th,
UK AES Conference:
There a Future ?.
Tape
Imperial College, London, UK.
Tel: +44 1628 663725.
November 16th -19th,

January 1996

Reproduced Sound 11,

Tel: +1 513 8400.

Hydro Hotel, Wyndermere, UK.
November 21st -23rd,

SortExpo 96,

-Is

Visual Communications 95,
London, UK.

November 23rd -27th,

Milano -Lacchiarella, Italy.
Tel: +39 2 48 15541.

November 1995

The Chaminade, Santa Cruz,
US. Tel: +1 212 877 5560.
December 5th -9th,

Guangzhou Foreign Trade
Exhibition Centre, Guangzhou,
Peoples Republic of China.
Tel: +86 1 841 5250,
US.Tel: +1 301 986 7800.
December 6th -9th,

B roadcast

Maidan, New Delhi,
India. Tel: +91 11 462 2710.

Obsolescence,

Moscone Centre,
San Francisco, US.
Tel: +1 301 986 7800.
November 9th,

9th International Audio,
Video, Broadcasting and
Telecommunications
Show (IBTS), Milan Trade Fair,

P ragati

DSPx 96,

China South 95,

Singapore International
Exhibition Centre, Singapore.
Tel: +1 212 643 0620
October 25th -28th,

Cable and
Satellite India 95,

March 11th -14th,

Wireless World Expo 95.

20th Sound Broadcasting
Equipment Show ISBES].

UK. Tel: +44 181 948 5522.

March
1996

Pragati Maidan, New Delhi,
India. Tel: +91 11 462 2710.

January 5th -7th,

Showbiz Expo East,
New York Hilton & Towers,
New York, US.

January 30th -February 1st,
Santa Clara Convention Centre,
Santa Clara, US.
Fax: +1 303 745 5712.

February 1996
February 6th -8th,

San Jose Convention Centre,
San Jose, US.
Tel: +1 203 840 5652.

Marchl3th -17th,

World Trade Centre, Singapore.
Tel: +65 338 4747.
June 6th -9th,

Montreux International
Radio Symposium and
Technical Exhibition
Including 1st Interactive

Musikmesse and Pro
Light & Sound, Messe,

Media Symposium and
Exhibition, Montreux,

Frankfurt, Germany.
Tel: +49 69 7575 6662.

Switzerland.
Tel: +41 21 963 52 08.
June 10th-15th,

April 1996
April 4th -7th,
B roadcast Thailand, Queen
Sirikit National Convention
Centre, Bangkok, Thailand.
Tel: +66 2 503 2199.
April 21st-23rd,

Americas TELECOM 96,
Rio de Janiero, Brazil.

Tel: +41 22 730 6161.
June 20th -22nd,

World Lighting Fair 96,
Pacifico Yokohama Exhibition

Midcab & Mldsat 96,

Hall, Yokohama, Japan.

Abu Dhabi Exhibition Centre,
UAE. Tel: +971 4 310551.
April 23rd-25th

Tel: +81 3 3706 5687.

E

ntech 1996,

Sydney Exhibition Centre,
Sydney City, Australia.
Tel: +61 2 876 3530.
April 23rd -27th,

Information Super
H ighway China 96,
Beijing Exhibition Centre, China.
Tel: +86 841 5250.

The ISBN & Broadband

May 1996

User Show,

July 1996
July 10th -12th,

Pro Audio & Light
Asia 96,
World Trade Centre, Singapore.
Tel: +65 227 0688.

September 1996
September 18th -23rd,
photokina, KölnMesse, Cologne,
Germany. Tel: +49 221 8210.

ISBN Solutions.

SIEL 96, Paris, France.

Tel: +44 1733 394304.
November 28th -30th,

Tel: +33

Computer Graphics

Expo Comm Mexico 96

May 11th -14th,
AES Convention,
Bella Centre, Copenhagen,
Denmark. Tel: +45 9785 1122.
May 14th -16th, Midem Asia,
Hong Kong.
Tel: +33 1 44 34 454 44.
May 25th -28th,

Expo 95,

including Wireless
Technologies Mexico 96.

Pro Audio, Light &
Music China 96,

World Trade Centre,
Mexico City, Mexico.
Tel: +1 301 986 7800.
February 15th -18th,

Beijing Exhibition Centre,
Beijing, China.
Tel: +852 2861 3331.
May 28th -30th,

December 1st-4th,
ITS Conference: The

World Audio Visual
Entertainment Fair,

Tel: +1 213 258 6741.

Changing Role of
Teleproduction
Engineering- Overcoming

Bangkok Convention Centre,
Bangkok, Thailand.
Tel: +662 95066014.

7th Conference and
Exhibition on Television
and Audio Technologies,
Thermal Hotel Helia, Budapest,
Hungary. Tel: +36 153 0127.

Stadhalle, Karlsruhe, Germany.
Tel: +49 2204 23595.

November 28th-30th,

Global

95- Worldwide

Wembley Conference and
Exhibition Centre, London, UK.
Tel: +44 181 995 3632.

ecember 1995

Olympia 2, London, UK.
Tel: +44 1733 394304.
February 11th-14th,
45 22 35 40.
February 13th -16th,
1

100th

1

November 1996
November 5th -9th,
PT /Expo

Comm China,

China International Exhibition
Centre, Beijing, Peoples Republic
of China. Tel: +52 525 592 3257,
US Tel: +1 301 986 7800.

November 7th-10th,

101st AES Convention,
LA Convention Centre,

Los Angeles, California, US.

November 15th-18th,
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APPOINTMENTS
DIGITAL VIDEO & MPEG

National

Our client is one of London's leading post -production houses. Already a market
leader in the audio business they are now turning their attentions to digital video

Film O

DIGITAL VIDEO OPERATOR

School

Reporting to the Operations Director you would play a key role in setting up the
new facility using the latest MPEG technology. This is a challenging role for
someone with previous operational experience in a commercial video, film or TV
production facility.

VIDEO ENCODING ENGINEER

You will be responsible for delivering MPEG digital encoding solutions using video

bitstreams. Ideally you would have some familiarity with UNIX, Macintosh or PC
operating systems.

OPERATIONAL ASSISTANT

support the digital video encoding team. You would be working with a wide
range of video and computer systems, networks and digital media. Some
knowledge of PC and Macintosh platforms would be useful.
Please reply in the first instance to our retained recruitment partners, for the
attention of Mark Hubbold. All replies will naturally be treated in the strictest
confidence.
To

Vantage, Acorn House, Midsummer Boulevard, Central Milton
Keynes MK9 3HP. Tel: 01908 691400 Fax: 01908 691155.

Van

tage

Protessional Recruitment Services

Television

PROJECTIONIST/
POST PRODUCTION TECHNICIAN
The purpose of this job is to operate, and provide
technical instruction in the use of, the NFTS Film
and Video projection and dubbing facilities,
including portable equipment.
The applicant must be expert in the use of all S16/
16/35 mm projection and sound equipment
including arc and xenon projectors, magnetic film
transports and other audio /video record and

playback equipment.

A thorough knowledge of professional sound post

production practices within the film and television
industry is essential.

Please send CV and covering letter, explaining
what motivates you to apply for the job, to Angela
Jones, The National Film and Television School,
Beaconsfield Studios, Station Road, Beaconsfield,
Bucks, HP9 LG,
1

"The NFTS provides a centre of
excellence for professional level training
in film and television"

40

ALLEN

HET/I

Product

Manager

Allen & Heath is one of the fastest growing Pro Audio Companies in the world
today. As a division of Harman International Industries we have a world -wide
distribution network covering Sound reinforcement, Studio, Installation, and
Broadcast markets. As part of the ongoing expansion of the Marketing
Department we are now looking to fill the newly created position of Product
Manager.
The ideal candidate will have at least three years experience as an engineer
in one or more of the following: live sound, recording, broadcast or installation.
Some practical experience in electronics is essential.
The Product Manger will be required to co- ordinate product information
between R &D and the Marketing department, collate and present product
information from our world -wide network of customers, and manage all aspects
of Technical support.
Allen & Heath is an equal opportunities employer. If you are interested in the
position please ask for an application form from Norma Dickey, Personnel
Department, Allen & Heath.

Allen & Heath
Kernick Industrial Estate, Penryn, Cornwall, TRW
Telephone: 01326 372070 Fax: 01326 377097

Vantage
Professional
Rr

,"

Tel: 44 (0) 1908 691400
Fax: 44 (0) 1908 691155
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Audio Electronics
Test Engineers
Amek are one of the leading
manufacturers of automated mixing
consoles and ancillary equipment for the
music recording and broadcast industries.

Applicants must be able to work to a
consistently high standard and under their
own initiative.
The ability to fault find analogue &
digital assemblies to component level is
required. Previous experience of testing
and fault finding audio consoles would be
an advantage.

Apply

in

writing only enclosing CV to:

WENDY AUNINS
& CONTROLS LTD.
CONSOLE CITY, OLDFIELD ROAD
SALFORD M5 4DE.

AMEK SYSTEMS

AUDIO
ENGINEER
rcyuued
for Young, dynamic

9LU.

Vantage offers specialist recruitment services
to industry throughout the UK.
For more details call Mark Hubbold at Vantage,
Acorn House, Midsummer Boulevard, Milton
Keynes MK9 3HP.

AUDIO PRODUCTION AND FACILITY HOUSE
You will be recording everything from a radio
cornmercial to a radio play or a jazz or rock band.
Being versatile is the name of the game! You will
be editing /post producing our own productions and
those of our clients and you must be very
r smrnitted. very enthusiastic and prepared to
work long hours. The post is full time and the
successful candidate should have a good knowledge
of Pro Tools 3 and speech recording.
Fax your CV urgently to 0171 585 0459.
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Satellite Broadcasting
Based in Malaysia, MEASAT Broadcast Network Systems (MEASAT Broadcast) aims to beam its multi -channel digital DTU service into potentially
30 million living rooms in Asia.MEASAT Broadcast will inaugurate its digital DTU subscription service in Malaysia mid -1996. It's Malaysian and

regional rollout will be facilitated by the launch of two Malaysian satellites, MEASAT 1 in December `95 and MEASAT 2 in October '96. MEASAT
Broadcast will deliver world class satellite tv, radio and information services to the region from it's new Asia Broadcast Centre located in Kuala
Lumpur. The centre will be the largest and most advanced all- digital broadcast complex in the world. To support the substantial investments in
technology, we have created a truly global team of experienced professionals and fresh talent. We are looking for bright, energetic and creative
individuals to join the team and to build a corporate culture that is sensitive to our markets.
As leader of the MCR team, will be responsible for

HEAD OF POST PRODUCTION
The job:

Reports to the Director of Broadcast Operations and is
responsible for all video, audio and language dubbing
post production facilities and staff at the Broadcast
Centre;
To lead the post production team, arranging staff
recruitment and training as necessary;
On a daily basis, to ensure that the staff and facilities
are utilised in a cost effective manner reporting any
facilities shortfalls to the Production Resources
Manager and advising of any suitable alternatives;
Will be expected to keep abreast of new techniques
and technologies in broadcast post production and to
recommend suitable new equipment purchases as
appropriate, providing a high quality post production
service to the programme and presentation

departments at all times.
Requirements:
Degree / Diploma in media studies, electronics,
communications engineering or similar;
5 years experience in hands -on broadcast video or
audio post production preferably in a linear and nonlinear environment is essential.
CENTRAL TECHNICAL FACILITIES MANAGER
The job:

Reports to the Broadcast Operations Manager and is
responsible for the smooth operation of all central technical facilities including programme acquisition and
recording, format dubbing, the central media server
and programme tape playout;
To lead the CTF team and take responsibility for
recruitment and training of less experience staff to
ensure a high quality service at all times to the
presentation and programme departments.
Requirements:
Degree in Computer Science or Electronics is required
plus extensive vocational training on all aspects of
broadcast technology as related to signal routing,
digital video recording and video compression to the
MPEG standards;
5 years experience in automated broadcast playout or
VTR operations at a senior level is necessary.
MASTER CONTROL ROOM MANAGER
The job:
Reports to the Broadcast Operations Manager and will
be responsible for coordinating and monitoring the
broadcasting function on a minute by minute basis
and ensuring that any failures in transmission are

rectified without delay;
Responsible for monitoring the technical quality of
audio and video on all channels and organising any
necessary remedial actions;

If

recruitment and training of less experience staff.
Requirements:
Degree or Diploma in electronics or communications
engineering;
5 years experience in MCR room or associated
operations with a broadcaster;
Ability to accurately assess picture and sound quality
to the CCIR grading scale is necessary;
Must be familiar with common faults in digital systems
and their effect on programme quality
STUDIO SOUND SUPERVISOR
The lob:
Reports to the Head of Studio Services and ùs
responsible for supervising the studio sound team and
organising the sound and communications rig for the

production. During the production, to operate the
studio sound mixing console and associated outboard
equipment;
To assist in recruitment and training of less experienced
staff on studio equipment and techniques;
Expected to keep abreast of new techniques in studio
mixing, recording and communications and to advise
on new audio equipment purchases as appropriate,
ensuring that the programme departments receive a
high quality service at all times.
Requirements
Degree /Diploma in electronics or audio /radio
engineering plus vocational training on audio mixing
and microphone techniques;
5 years experience as a sound engineer with at least
3 years of this in broadcast production is necessary.
Some supervisory experience is desirable.
PRODUCTION TRAINING MANAGER
The lob:
Reports to the Production Resources Manager and is
responsible for coordinating and scheduling training
of all operational staff in the Broadcast Centre;
To work closely with each section head to determine
training needs and to identify suitable trainers and

training facilities both within the company and outside;
Required to keep accurate records of training
performance in respect of each technical discipline to
assist with future recruitment;
Responsible for specifying and constructing permanent
training facilities and courses including induction
courses for new personnel when the Broadcast Centre
operational;
Responsible for creating and maintaining a database
of freelance staff who can be employed at short notice
to cover shortfalls in the workforce and provide a
source of local trainers in the future.
is

Requirements:
Degree in electronics or an associated discipline plus
a wide range of vocational training on current
broadcast technology and techniques;
10 years in broadcast operations with 3 years as a
trainer or training supervisor is necessary;
Must have a mature outlook, should be well informed
of current broadcast operational techniques, computer
literate, have a good classroom manner and pleasant

personality.
SENIOR AUDIO EDITOR
The job
Reports to the Head of Post Production and is
responsible for the operation of a range of state of the
art audio editing and dubbing equipment;
Expected to assist with the training of less experienced
editing staff and to keep abreast of new audio editing
technology, advising on new equipment purchases as

appropriate.
Requirements
Minimum SPM with subsequent vocational training in
broadcast technology and audio editing techniques;
Extensive knowledge of audio editing and dubbing
equipment plus 3 years operational experience as an
audio editor /dubbing mixer in a broadcast TV or film
production facility is required;
Ability to read a score or play a musical instrument
would be an advantage.
ING SUPERVISOR
The job

:

Reports to the Head of Post Production and is
responsible for supervising the Automated Dialogue
Replacement facilities, staff and artists at the
Broadcast Centre;
Will be expected, as an experienced language dubbing
mixer, to assist with the training of less experienced
dubbing staff and to keep abreast of new language

dubbing technologies, advising on new equipment
purchases as appropriate;
To compile and maintain a register of freelance dubbing
artists and translators and to supervise their

engagement and workload.
Requirements
Degree / Diploma either in technology or language
related discipline followed by vocational training in
audio editing /dubbing techniques;
2 years as a fully accredited language dubbing mixer
is required;
Fluency in Bahasa Malaysia and English is necessary.
Fluency in Mandarin and Cantonese would be an
advantage.

you possess the necessary attributes, please respond by letter or fax with a detailed resume stating current and expected salaries,
together with a recent passport-sized photograph (n.r.). Interviews will be conducted during November 1995.
Please state the position applied for on the top left-hand corner of the envelope. Only shortlisted candidates will be notified.

Head, Human Resource (SSOCT)
Measat Broadcast Network System Sdn. Bhd.
P.O. Box 12202, 50770 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Tel: (603) 244 -3388 Fax: (603) 202 -5520/242 -7510
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DUPLICATING AND MASTERING
Compact Discs - Pro -Mastering - Digibin Cassettes - Reprographics - Print
32 Bit Technology - ISDN Lines - MD2 - 3 Band DSP - One -off CDs

a

Recordrng
TECHNOLOGY
DIRECT

HILTONGROVE
sound addice counts
where

Tel: 0181 521

2424

.

.

.

http: / /www. knowledge .co.uk /xxx /hiltongrovei

4343

Fax: 0181 521

Alpha Business Centre, 60 South Grove, Walthamstow, London E17 7NX

COMPACT DISCS
HIGH END MASTERING

ONE OFF CD's £20.00

LATEST 32 -BIT DSP

+

Up to 74 Mins

SUPER BIT MAPPING
20 BIT DIGITAL RECORDING STUDIO
20 BIT EDITING

SOUND RESTORATION, DE -CLICK etc

500 CD Singles Complete £690 + VAT.
500 CD Albums Complete £820 + VAT.

VAT

1000 CD Singles Complete £995 + VAT
1000 CI) Albums Complete £1190 + VAT

Sadie Digital Editing lover 3hrs storage), Editing To Score, Post Mastering,

Artwork, PQ Encoding.

Telephone C.R.S. 01424 436426

COPY MASTERS
DIGITALLY DUPLICATED
CASSETTES

Sound Better

IT

!

It's all down to the mastering!

MARKET LEADERS
IT

jbs records
MUSIC and SPEECH

Our clients tell us our CDs & Cassettes

PRINT/REPROGRAPHICS

0181 446 3218 LONDON

CD Mastering to Exabyte
One off CDs & replication
Real Time Cassette duplication

01480 461880 CAMBRIDGE

Hard disk CD mastering
One -off CDs from £15.00
Real time cassette copying
Copy masters, digital editing

DTP design service
short run printing in colour / monochrome
600 sq. ft recording studio
Full location recording service
Fast turnround

-

REAL-TIME/HIGHER-SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000.
Computer printed Labels.
Solo, 1/4" reel, Sony Betamax or R -DAT
recording. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, jibs records div, FREEPOST
19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2BR
01992- 500101

Ot171-EARIE

Bit 5
TEL: 01 232 778395
FAX: 01 232 781640
MOBILE: 0850 537759

26 FORTWILLIAM PARK BELFAST

overnight delivery

DUPLICATION MACHINERY BY TELEX AND SONY

K4
DIGITAL MASTERING

Laser printed labels and inlays
Every copy individually checked
Excellent quality and presentation
Unparalleled service, best prices
Fast turnaround - hours not days

01803 813833

CD PRODUCTION SERVICE AVAILABLE

BLANK AUDIO CASSETTES CUSTOM WOUND TO
EXACT SIZES - CASSETTE DUPLICATION BY
NORTHERN IRELAND'S ONLY GAUSS LOOP -BIN SYSTEM
A BJ

FIAI,34)

Magnetic Image
Mastering
0181 -960 7222

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS
Real time & high speed loop pin duplication,
printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length.

4AL

ENTERPRISES COMPANY

Audio Cassette & CD
Duplication Services
including Blanks - Compilation Editing
- Priming. etc.
Call Dave Panton at Panton Music

TEL: 0161 973 1884 FAX: 0161 905 2171

+44 (0)
ht

1

8338

121 558

ecn In ant

-

I
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

c»i Y LARK
PROFESSIONAL SALES LIMITED

ENGLAND'S LARGEST STOCKIST OF

NEW
& USED
-AUDIO EQUIPMENT
PRO

CALL TEL: 01462 490600
NOW! FAX: 01462 490700
118 Studio Sound

DIAL A FAX

FOR A COMPLETE UP TO DATE EQUIPMENT LIST OH YOUR FAX

Diel 0336 413 733 on your
fax machine .4 press start

when Instructed.
Some machines may
need to Ise switched
to polling mode to
use this sernce.
Calls O 39p per
nute cheap rate
and 49p per
nute all other a +0

.''

ames.

PERL ER
DE

USED GEAR

WANTED

CONSOLES

.14

MONITORS
W

.

TRACK

.

24 TRACK ADAT
.

STUDIO MICROPHONES

.

.

OUTBOARD

PRO CDCO

continue on ynth your old equipment
Tony Larking Professional Sales can give you

a

cracking good part exchange deal
or purchase your unwanted equipment for cash,
-

PLUS: FINANCE AVAILABLE USE YOUR EXISTING EQUIPMENT

AS A DEPOSIT!
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Sounds Incorporated
21`

nick ryan

44

(0)

892 861099

1

fax: 44 (0) 1892 863485

1./

J ./ .J.,.,..
rding Equipment
tî í'c -i ,hout the World

J

PHONE: +44 (0)117 946 7711
FAX:
+44 (0)117 973 0505

'AUDI°
TOYSHOP

USED EQUIPMENT LIST
CONSOLES:
(call
(call
(call
((05k

1

1

SD...

5336 16 mono. 4 siren Instant reset drnamres bagraphs 1989
104.995"
095k new
Amek Neadria 56 channel Supermove Illymg faders, 15m old (107k new Interesting
SOL

ve,

Amek sAngela 36 channel automation

well maintained

gone,

oso

Amek Meson 80 channel,
Amek Motor( 40 frame superirue
Amek BC? I: I,ame tined 1441 Pb

3 yrs old

very

hi.

use

Ginert,

040.000
131.000
0,995

1.1

450

Tweed Auden 111 broadcast
EAR 4 2 Valve console
Yamaha DMP I

(I

750

(695
(650

DIGITAL RECORDERS:
AMS Audiophile head
Mitsubishi X850 1.
Panasonic SV 3700

I

'

.

rooms

*Rh

1

Aud10Phile

f 750

(call
(call

.

ANALOGUE TAPE MACHINES:
Studer A 020
Studer A 800 Mkt
Studer A 00 M62 .1
Studer A 80 MS2 75
Studer A 80 Mk2 8
Studer A BD Mk2 8
44,1
Studor A 800 .:550
Studer A 810
syee boa .ci,n
Studer 067 rnellent condninn l:02c
Studor B67 eirelient rOndiloon Jack mount
t.ceuenl fondumn
Studer 862 .

(call
(call
(5,500
(3.500
(1.500
(1.250

.

i

i

'

'..

i

0695
(1.150

Senn In418'

Otero MX 80 I.

le locate
90 Mk.
4008 condition
tarl MX 5050
Ampex AIR 800
Ool6, 01,14 SR m decoupled Ibght case with all 01 XIV moms immaculate
D olby SP 14V 74 channels OcSley A
Dolby SP 8 r tracks of Dolby A
in MOO
Dolby A 361
Dolby A 360 h el stock
Audio Rinencs 0 310 with controller

Ma. MIR
O

1

SRC AT

The hest

SIAM

MIDI sync box

1

m

stork,

(595
(595
(375
(9.995
(11.500

(495
(500
(7 995
250

fl

(495
0195
195
(1SO

0495

OUTBOARD:
RCA BA 86

this

,elurnished
NOS

m

is me

not

Fairchild

0s5

100 or 10 ever made

the 90s with MIT Wonder Caps

Ito inns ont on your vocal

wallet
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10

(call
(595
(cal,

copy of Punic LOP 143
dent

/1

ei

Taybas blue rack

48v

110

250v supply refurbished rim

(call
Nev.

,,Ich

Cl

built in the 40s
all nee, tubes eel
spare Set all

fasten your seal belt and grease your

i

,,

psu

Il

'

amp

etc

lord.

loads

etc

1

In

stork

PV IS
- . mec amps 20 in stock
r eq s r e 10 in stock
Neumann PEV
re 7
Neve V rack lu
drnamres
Uri LAI 4 in stock
OBX 161 smolt channel version of original 160 with rack mount
0BX 160XT 1 In dock
OBX 266 ales? model
Vallee People Dynamite stereo
EAR Mss pris Mcnoblotk. 1 In stock
RINK 431 John Lennon valve rOmptessn
Mark Tekorh ON 27
Math Tekalk ON 510 dual MIDI gale
Meyer CP10 stereo parametric eq
IC 112011210 20 bang prop gspnic
slave urn
Urey 537 77 band graphics parr In stock
BSS OPR SO2 dual MIDI gale
Aphis Fopressee psycho compressor,
Aphev Expander Gate siren excellent
OBE 072 :ono: m rm:ser
White 4000 eg 3ain stock
MAR Dual limit., pumps like hell'

Neuman

1

rn

blue

min

all

(4.500
(call
(call
(call
(call
f395
(250
(495
04,995
(395
(395
(175
(245
[295
1550

(895
(295
(425
0995
(1.500 pr
(500 pi

(325
(295
(395
1275

(295
0195

FIE:

Yamaha

Eventide

N

Eventide
Eventide

H
H

3500 OFX excellent
3000 SIB kitchen sink,
949 and it works'

FMI 240 gold led plat.. 3 on stock
EMI 140 Valve [taste plate
OVA Boom

Bos original model

100

Roland SOF 3000 sought alter
Roland 50V 2000 rxcellenl reverb
Yamaha SPX 1000 '15v immaculate
Yamaha SPA 900
Yamaha REV 5
Yamaha SPX 90 MO
Yamaha SPX 90 original Mkt
Karp 5002000 deg, delay ex sampling
M 5000 IN STOCK

IC MAC IN STOCK

on demo

0250

(2495

(350
(150

(call
t OSO
(650
(350
(495
(395
(595
(295
(295
(295
(call
(call

SLUE RANGE IN STOCK

6L

Moumnnn MOSS, 5i,r.1 MINI MINI
Neumann U BI 1 in sloe, + ,
Neumann SM 69 only I rleu

fea11

(195
(1.250

(295

Neumann NM 14 MINI
Caller C820c w CCSO caas
MG 411 111 with C 12 capsule
C

ROG

0202 1 in stack
0900 like a 702

AKG

(195
0595

(350
f 125
(225

rube

ARG

28C

CK9 shotgun

ex

0175
1275

AKG C451ERICK3 black ER s MIN VAG 451ERICK9 big b,olnr shotgnn
MI6 051 buckets of them cheap'
ARS 0541 nn gooseneck
AKG 0190

E

019 99

(55
(65

A C

Sony ECM 30 Lavelle miss
SennSeisaer MAN 40

095
f IS
0495

Sennheisser MOR 60

1595

AKG C567

koala.,

Stentieitel MNN

m

(650

70

Amcrown 30GPD PIN
Shure SM57 NEW
Shure SM57 J m :1ni

( 95

.1I

'

(90
(60

VARIOUS:
teI UM 3 :
Apogee SSM
ROM
Roland 0 550 '.,
0
Oue

s

l u,,

man,

FC 101

5630
Audio Rinetics

03 995

:

(call
(495

11

360 Systems MIDI Bass 4th
lynx
Aker XF B 51 ;'' A.i
Nakamrehr MR1 P , ..,won,

WO

0150
095

russ

dni

f395
(250
(395
(750

,mm,

Sony

0795
12150
(1 050

(can
(120
7295

S'
1000 .mu,l,

'N
R

FOCUSRITE RED
MICROPHONES:

Olen

VMS MAX 16 remote 2 in stock
festoon 300
Lesicen Super Prime Time excellent

TC

(call

33314 compressors racked
?
MINT of course'

)3735
-id

tiro, Inl1

(9,500

(1 650

.It

9nSn

Mayo

Near spates
Neumann V

(1 595

console

Neve Amok

[62.250

Midas XLOR alos1 8:e sub milt,
Soundest, Delta 16 m 24 Name
Soundest( 8005 16 2
11

Il blln

Nove 1066
Neve 2254F

ne

us

Martin Pi

03.995

(50.000

Neve 1101 56 channels m iine tsar graphs

cc

IC 2290

RCA RAI,

1073 s Completely refurbished by ourselves
lleve BCM 10 tilted 10
1066
Neel BCM 10 lilted 1073
Neve 1036 ceded 1081s 1764 s 74816
with (lying faders.
with GUI all lolly loaded
Neve VII 60 2 available'
mono output
Neve 54 Sarin 1711 quality compact 17 channel Aleve

v

Pacer 6 Pad

PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

MOST Of THE ABOVE ITEMS

ARE

N

STOCK

827. Les,con 300L. 224XL. PCM 70, Fairchild. Teletren,a
Compressors. all valve mitt and anything you have in the studio closet'

WE WANT Studer A800.

WE

PX BUY

SILL ANO BROKE; ALL PUDIO EQUIPMENT ANO COMPLETE

STUDIOS THROUGHOUT

THE WORLD

EQUIPMENT

SPECIALISING

CALL US WITH YOUR

IN ESOTERIC

AN)

TUBE

REQUIREMENTS

Studio design. installation and servicing Custom modifications,
racks for Neve eq s. compressors and mR amps phone for client Ist and details New
equipment supplied please phone for a competnrve quote on any new equipment,
OTHER SERVICES

®

outages tailored

to you? requirements

V
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
"LONDON'S LARGEST SELECTION OF USED PRO AUDIO"
Mark Thompson, Helen Rider, Steve Lane, Clive Richards

CURRENTLY IN STOCK:

OUTBOARD by AMS (RMX16, OMX15 -80)

MACHINES by OTARI MTR9012; 4 in stock

LEXICON, ROLAND, SUMMIT, ADL, DEMETER,

MX80, MX70 16tr, MTR12 etc

MANLEY, FAIRCHILD, EVENTIDE, YAMAHA, LANG,

STUDER A800 Mk3; 3 in stock,

A800 Mk3 16tr, A80 24tr, A80

KLARK TEKNIK AND MUCH MORE.
'/z

",

'/4

",

AND

A8071810I8011367 2tr

...

MICS, STANDS, CANS, SPARES, CABLES,

SYNCRONISERS, UMATICS, MONITORS, TEPID TEA

SONY 3324A, 3324

AND CAUSTIC COFFEE

SONYIMCI (JH24) and more.
FOR MORE GEAR AT BETTER PRICES, ASK
OUR CURRENT LIST:

OVER

DESKS by AMEK

200 GIZMOS

FOR

111-1071,?1"!

IN STOCK

505 -507 Liverpool Road,
London N7 8NS

NEW EQUIPMENT AT GREAT PRICES WITH INSTANT

2500 36124, ANGELA 39124, MOZART
NEVE several

P.e.46.e.dt,c.pKe-6t70o41

AFTER SALES

call
USED EQUIPMENT

TAC 28116124

BOUGHT FOR CASH OR SOLD ON

A MODEST COMMISSION

SOUNOCRAFT
RAINDIRK Symphony 42132

WORLDWIDE EXPORT
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

SSL etc

644q

.11.

6.17¢g E1'isizq

Phone + 44 (0) 171 609 5479
Fax
+ 44 (0) 171 609 5483

7 de fiúce.d dao 't Qeaw vet, t4 text ude

HARBORSOVND

180a

CENTRAL STREET

SAUGUS, MASS.

8t VIDEO

01906, U.S.A.

VINTAGE USED
SSL 4056 E/G TR
SSL 40in E/G TR
NEVE 36in (3119 discreet)
NEVE 8128 56in w /FF
NEVE 8108 56in w /auto
TRIDENT 80C 48in w/auto
TRIDENT TSM 32in w/Uptown
TAC Matchless 26in
TAC Scorpion 24ín
A &H SABER 24x16

SOUNDWORKSHOPS 34C 24x24
tt bay

24 TRACKS
STUDER a- 820/827/800/80
OTARI MTR90 MKII
OTARI MX80
SONY JH24
16 TRACKS
OTARI MTR9011 2"
TASCAM ATR60 1"

NEUMANN
NEUMANN
NEUMANN
NEUMANN

AKG 414

Scam

$115,000

$call
$call
Scali

$55,000
$eall
$9,000
$6,500
$7,500

$10,500

$call
$call
$15,500
$14,500

WE BUY SELL & TRADE
VINTAGE AUDIO
EQUIPMENT
TEL: (USA) 508-543-0069
FAX: (USA) 508- 543 -9670

$call

$5,900

MICS

TLM5O

CMV3 tube

U87
U47 & M49

$call
$call

$1,500
Scali

$650

OUTBOARD

AMSRMX16
QUANTEC ORS
LEXICON PCM70
YAMAHA REV7
YAMAHA SPX90
LEXICON LXP15

Scali
Scali
$1,300
$675
$375

$500

COMPRESSORS

NEVE 2264/UREI 1176/LA2A
DRAWMER 241

$call
$500

WE BUY
NEVE /SSL /PULTEC/TEL ET RONICS/LEXICON /UREI /API

Tel: (1) 617 231 -0095 Fax: (1) 617 231 -0295

AMEK MOZART

80 Channel & Double P/Bay. Supertrue
Automation. As new. Very little private use,
bargain!
139,500 + VAT

AVR

Audio Fideo Recording Sstems, Inc.

l'ROt

1)1.'h

OFFERING

OVER 100 LINES OF
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT

NEW and USED
CALL OUR KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES STAFF

PROFESSIONAL AI)VICE
THE RIGHT PRICE

WAY OUT WEST
M U

S
a

I

C

C

O M

P

A N Y

leading UK supplier of the

TASCAM DA88 DIGITAL MULTI-TRACK
Call for best prices
47 London Road, Twickenham, Middlesex TW1
TEL: 44

(0) 1817441040150

FAX:

3SA

+44 (0) 181744.1095

COd

Perked,' serious audio

"Paint pot" Pre -amps Sale!
of Ex -Demo stock
available, £900 + VAT (nearly 'h rrp)
Full warranty and guaranteed spec!

We have a small quantity

DDA
AMR
24
+
Double /Bay

WORK WITH THE PRO'S

Call now on 01628 528026

BOSTON

GERMAN VINTAGE TUBE!

maintained and continually updated.
Further details on request.
L28,500 + VAT

(617) 924 -0660

52 Inputs
32 Mons!
P
& Auto
Ready. This console has been very well

Telephone

tickle

on

44 (0) 181 964 3399

120 Studio Sound

CONNECTICUT

(203) 289 -9475

Telefunken /Siemens V72, V78, V76
Neumann & AKG Tube Mics
Compressors, EMT, more

ASTROMAN LONDON FOR PRICES
Phone: +44- 171 -224 -2090

Fax: +44- 171 -486 -4696
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

KGM

THE ULTIMATE CD STORAGE
(NOT CHIPBOARD!!

studio specialists
REPAIRS & SERVICE
As Pro -Audio Specialists, we at KGM fully understand

AIR
CONDITIONING
SPECIALISTS SOUND AND
TV STUDIOS

Complete design and installation. service
and repairs to all systems, including entire
electrical and mechanical installations at

your needs in having reliable recording /studio
equipment. Our SERVICE DEPARTMENT is fully
equipped to give you the best possible service to
SONY. TEAC /TASCAM. SOUNDCRAFT. AKAI,
FOSTEX. STUDIOMASTER. DRAWMER. DENON etc
For that really urgent repair we can arrange
collection and re- delivery within 72 hours.
KGM Studio Specialists, 18/42 Charlotte Street
Wakefield. West Yorkshire WF1 1UH.
Tel: 001924 371766 Fax: 01924 290460
CD500

numerous studios.
Planning approvals. Troubleshooting.
Maintenance contracts which include free
service calls and 24 hour cover.
.

CD900

*

HOLDS: Approx 500 CDs
* SIZE: Approx 56" x 24" x 5"
FINISH: Black/White

*

HOLDS: Approx 900 CDs
SIZE: Approx 56" x 43" x5

*

FINISH: Black/White
Teak /Mahog lacquer

*

PRICE: £175

+

Flat-Packed outside UK

TeakiMahog lacquer

* PRICE: £125 + P&P
* Supplied Fully Assembled

+

CLIQUE PRODUCE DESIGN
Comtaets M. GRIFFIN
(APPOINTED DISTRIBUTOR)
Byrebrook Studios, (Lower Farms),
Norte oor, Oxford 0E8 !LAU
Tel: 01865 300171

q0.VF

crotk STUDIO

01 tiC

one call will solve it all, telephone
David Gray on 0181 563 2086

ISDN USERS

48 TRACK MOBILE

P&P

Tie
DIGITAL DIAL -UP LIST
\

I)i re, hlr of Studios. Broadcaster.
r1.. \ru1t1 ... kith ni_it:J CO1)ECS & or FILL

\111ridLLlde

l'1nlii

l'R:\NSI'l'.R CAPABILITIES

PHONE 0031 {0 }332983150
FAX 0031 {0 }332987246

DIGIFO\1:2103-25\

For further
nlormahon on
the C -ducer
range contact -

STUDIO QUALITY CONTACT
2

We provide design only or design

and installation for many well
known clients. Whether it be for
displacement, free cooling, V.A.V.,
V.R.V., split, unitary or centralised
call Mike Hardy of

Ambthair Services Ltd on
01403 250306 or Fax 01403 211269

ELECTRONICS

High Street. Haslemere
Surrey GU27 2LY
Tel: (01428) 658775
Fax: (01428) 658438

Rack units, drum cases and speaker cabinets.
Custom -built and standard cases to
high quality specification.

As continuous roll with holes for dot -matrix printers.
Supplied blank white with next day delivery from stock.
48 hour delivery on a wide range of coloured labels.
Custom printed labels supplied to client specification.
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Ask for Stuart.
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NEW! Up

to 17 hours hard -disk storage
NEW.' 1(0
CPU
THE Post Production Service for your
project at our premises of yours.
Hire also available.
Tel: 0378 860646 or 0171 4228 0381

Mt

3465.70670

or

& Hire
Contact: Digital Gratification
Tel: 0171 483 3506
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1923 285266
1923 285168

The essential, rich.
super -full voice sound
that will survive the mix!

Z re

tee-Btu d i o
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Li mited

InterstUdlo co Ukllsl/

design AND build!
FROM

N STUDIOS TO BASEMENT

acoustics

MIDI SUITES

IRO51
DATR30
11051
DATR46
11051
DATR61
DATR92
IRO51
DATR122 .FlO51
-

£2.75
£2.95
£3.20
£3.70
£4.19

01223 208937

+
+
+

+
+
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e x--)As fo«) coast effective solution!
TELE 01952 510508 MOB 0850 292440
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OHDA,S?

TEL FAX
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on ACM) .13
I-1WwWe ommrucbon teams

WHYPAY CREF

EASILY REVERSIBLE NORMALISING

1
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F. 30 vaunts

Long established dealer in used equipment
and records
Phone: +44 (0) 181 - 207 4472
Fax:
+44 (0) 181 - 207 5283

ONLY 35.99+VAT!
32 WAY JACK /JACK
24 WAY JAll( / 8 WAY MIDI

11'1
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SPARES AND REPAIRS
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Vn,ch Channel

http

Fax (11) 1465.72707

Lockwood Audio

DAT STORAGE RACK- 53.500VAV
BOLDS 10 DAIS' LOCK, OGETRER
TREE SONUING OR sol MOUNTED.

Pro Tools Editing

1I.

JOEMEEK

Drawmer, Orban, Dolby, Genelec, Akan,
Emu, Harddisks. etc etc

1)10 SF:R\ ICES

SADiE digital post-pro

\161

i 1/

I11

music production
broadcast
filmsound
Sony -DASH 24 & 48. ADAT. DA88, DAT,
AV- projects
Otan. HHB. Betacam. DDA, Studer. SSL,
Lexicon, Eventide, TC, Neumann,
Schoeps. BBK. Tubetech, Focusrlte,

Ili/

ALL ACOUSTIC
11

k11

I9 Hitle...011

rent out recording equipment for:

Phone Holland

CI.OSI'. NIII'ROPHO\F: Sl'Stl:NIS FOR

1017951428425 F4ä1017951422365

EUROPE AUDIO RENT BV
we

En

Fax: (44)0116 249 0845

MIDLAND FLIGHT CASES

Accusound

On A4 sheets for computer printing by laser printer.

EUROPEAN ENQUIRIES WELCOME!

Tel: (44) 0116 273 3035

HORIZONTAL PRODUCTIONS

STOCK LABELS FOR COMPACT DISK
VHS VIDEO & AUDIO CASSETTE

Lid

FOR ALL EQUIPMENT

Fax: 1-203-256.5723
FalrlÌfl.i. (T IxaI LsA

FAIRLIGHT SERIES TWOS AND THREES
Sold. rebored, serviced. hired
Stock constantly changing, please phone
or fax for list
Tel: +44 (0)171- 700 -1852
Fax: +44 (0)171- 607 -1910
23a Benwell Road, London N7 7BL

SPECIALIST LABEL MANUFACTURERS TO THE RECORDING INDUSTRY

Unit 15. Church Road Business Centre
S'1 Sihingbourne. Kent ME10 3R5 England

FLIGHT
CASES

4-0869.

,a.1¡ f2¿.

HEARD BY MILLIONS BUT
SELDOM SEEN

CONDENSER MICROPHONES

Single issue price: CS$35

Get on the list FRI:Ii.

THE NETHERLANDS

AIR CONDITIONING &
VENTILATION TO
SOUND STUDIOS IS
OUR SPECIALITY

F`O

g
AI

VAT!
VAT!
VAT!
VAT!
VAT!
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NORTH ROAD WINDY ROYSTON I$TTS SG8 OAB

,

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
NEW TAPE HEADS
Supplied for most makes,
Tape Head Re- Lapping /Re- Profiling.
Same day turn round.

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
: -a, S:a- ..e

Sta.nes

'.!

ox.

TW19 7HJ-

TEL: 01784 256046

Studio Sound
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Q: What co you put in a

seen -foot superstar's studio?
,-ì:

Anytning he tells you to.

Bun it's not always

SKAQUILLE O'NEAL is a star. Not only is he North
America's highest earning sportsman in the NBA, but he also
has two platinum rap records, he's starred on the silver screen
and, what's more there's a future blockbuster waiting to
happen. He also wanted to build a project studio in his house
-and when a guy the size of Shaq wants something, it tends to
happen. The task fell to trusted friend Gary Platt, who specified
most of the gear, but when it came down to the logistics of the
studio design itself, Platt, in turn, turned to his long-term
friend John Storyk.
Storyk takes up the story: 'We immediately recognised the
challenge of creating a studio for an artist of O'Neal's
proportions. We structured everything bigger, and elevated the
furniture and cabinetry, including the console, half-a-foot to
accommodate the big guy: In fact the ergonomics of the studio
were one of the most important aspects that needed to be
addressed because the room had to be tailored not only
for Shaq (most studios are really uncomfortable for
him) but also the engineers, who somehow had ,ice.
to work comfortably at 'Shaq-level:
The studio is set in a converted guest -house
adjacent to Shaq's plush Orlando home.
design called for gutting the guest
bedroom and the bathroom. The
lavatory is now a full vocal and
isolation booth. The bedroor1 has
been converted to a state -of-the -art
digital recording and MIDI production
jf
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control room. With sound cuality always our top priority, we
introduced several acoustic treatment designs into the project
studio, including custom D:-Viewsor partial plexiglass
diffusors. Acoustic wall panels bass trap wedges, and SDG
surface- applied diffusors were also added. Both moms are
floated within the building structure
Accommodating Shaq's size wasn't our only challenge. The
sheer amount of gear he wanted ailed for a complex yet
compact design. His substantial hardware investment,
including a fully automated Soundcraft DC2000 console with
Flying Faders and an extensive MIDI network, empowers the
Orlando Magic star to rap poetic. To support his 40 tracks of
digital recording, he's spared absolutely no expense in
acquiring state -of- the-art technology, including equipment by
Eventide, Lexicon, Soundcraft, Kurzweil, Akai, Meyer, Tascam,
Roland and E-mu, rounded off Ey a High Power monitor
system and a 'dearview mcntiror lift, which raises and
lowers the nearfield speakers from behind the amsole.
'Shag may only need to tear himself away from
the studio to make a 'court' appearance.. The
guest- house -turned -facility still retains a living
room, kitchen, bar and laundry mom. But he
doesn't appear to be ready to turn in his
player's jersey quite yet. Painted in the
middle of his studio's wooden floor is a huge
Superman 'S' insignia. In the NBA. and
particularly in Orlando, that's clearly the
sign of an impending 'Shaq attack:
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SURROUN
Full surround formats require properly implemented Left -Centre -Right
monitoring together with a separate sub woofer channel.
Dynaudio Acoustics ABES based systems offer the perfect solution, but at
a fraction of the cost and inconvenience of conventional systems.

Total Flexibility

Your choice of satellite speakers combined with one or two ABES units
offers system capability of up to 130 dB with a frequency response of
35 Hz to the upper limit of your satellites.

Perfect

L -C -R

Matching

Satellite speakers may be optimally positioned independently of the
ABES. The omni -directional characteristic of sub -bass frequencies allows
great freedom in location of the ABES itself.

Low Installation Cost
a flexibly located ABES means less spent on
redesigning your room to accommodate three sepa -ate full range
speakers plus an extra sub woofer.

Using small satellites and

Minimum Space Overhead
front of the control room fofilm/video/computer screens.

Small satellites mean more space at the

dynatid io acoustics"'
Active

Bass

Extension Systems

Dynaudio Acoustics
The Studio,
Unit 21 Riverside Workshops,
28 Park Street,
London 5E1 9EQ
Tel: +44 (0)171 403 3808
Fax: +44 (0)171 403 0957

Upgrade all your microphones

TubessenceTM
2 CHANNEL THERMIONIC
MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER

Smooth and intimate, dimensional and detailed...is that the sound you're looking for?
The Aphex 107 Tubessence® Thermionic Microphone Preamplifier reveals the subtlety and
power in both vintage condensers and popular dynamic mics. Qualities that are lost on your
console's mic preamp. Tubessence, for the long journey from microphone to CD.
The Aphex Model 107, tube mic pre - two channels of Tubessence. Call or fax for a dealer
near you.

APIIEX
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Improving the way the world sounds
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 Tel: 818 -767 -2929, Fax: 818- 767-2641

